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Abstract

This master thesis project was based on the development and evaluation of an open learning material in thermal imaging for automation applications. The outsourcer – FLIR Systems – wanted a three-day course covering all necessary topics for infrared cameras in automation applications. These topics include thermography, optics, detectors, networks, protocols, and more. The open learning material was designed to function as a three-day, self-paced, distance course, and it was based on theories of andragogy, self-directed learning and transformative learning. The master thesis process was essentially divided into two phases: the development phase and the evaluation phase. The method for the development phase was based on a literature study. The literature on creating open learning material included ways of compensating for the lack of social interaction in distance courses, such as a friendly, warm narrator using the pronoun “I”, encouraging phrases, and self-assessment questions (SAQs). An SAQ is a framing of question intended to guide the learner towards self-assessment of his or her learning and knowledge. The vital part of the SAQ is the response, where not only the correct answer is given, but feedback on the wrong choices too. The development of the open learning material was an iterative process where discussion with supervisors at FLIR Systems and KTH Royal Institute of Technology led to improvements of the material.

The evaluation phase consisted of two tests with test subjects. The first test was conducted by sending a sample unit of the material to test subjects around the world along with a questionnaire. The main objective was to test the tone and style of the material. There were variations in the result, but the majority found the material friendly and readable. The second test was an in-house test with three participants. Three sample units of the material was used, and the main objective was to test the usability of the material and the test subjects’ perceived learning process. The usability of the material varied with the three test subjects and depended on their technological prerequisites and reading comprehension in English. All test subjects responded positively to their perceived learning outcome.

The following conclusions were drawn: the open learning material has the potential to promote autonomous and self-directed learners and can be used as a basis for further development – such as web-based courses and teacher-led classes.

The open learning material as a whole and the results and analysis from the tests are included as appendices.
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Sammanfattning


Följande slutsatser drogs: det öppna läromedlet har potential att främja autonomt och självstyrkt lärande, samt kan användas som en bas för fortsatt utveckling så som webbaserade kurser och lärarledda kurser.

Det öppna läromedlet i sin helhet och resultat och analys av testen är inkluderade som bilagor.

Nyckelord: Termografi, infraröda kameror, automation, vuxenlärande, andragogik, självstyrkt lärande, transformativt lärande, feedback, öppet läromedel
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

In 1800, Sir William Herschel discovered radiation of longer wavelength than visible light which would later become known as infrared (IR) radiation. It took, however, until the 1960s for the discovery to be technically applied, when the Swedish company AGA produced the first commercialized thermal imaging camera. FLIR Systems was established in 1978, and the company took over and continued the works of AGA. Today, FLIR is a global company in the forefront of developing, manufacturing and distributing perception- and awareness enhancing technologies. The major part of the business still concerns infrared cameras, used in a variety of fields. Forest fire early warning systems, automated inspection and quality control, electrical and mechanical condition monitoring to name a few examples. The rapid technological advances in thermal imaging has led to astonishing results; from the ungainly infrared camera in 1969 – weighing approximately 25 kg, excluding the required tank of liquid nitrogen – to the 2015 FLIR One – attachable to your smartphone, weighing 90 g (FLIR systems, 2016).

![Figure 1. To the left: the 25 kg IR camera in 1969. To the right: the 90 g IR camera attached to a smartphone in 2015. Images are used with approval from FLIR Systems. (FLIR Systems, 2016: 88)](image)

Today, IR imaging allows one to quickly view colorful infrared images. The technological advances have not, however, taught people how to interpret those IR images, set up infrared camera systems for monitoring purposes, nor taught people about the possibilities and limitations of the IR camera (Vollmer & Möllman, 2010). The branch of Automation and Industrial Safety at FLIR Systems in Täby – concerned with camera systems used for condition monitoring purposes – addressed a substantial need for an increase in knowledge regarding their products. The challenge for them then became to develop a course in thermal imaging and infrared automation cameras, intended for people both within the organization and externally. Thus, the question regarding how to best educate people associated with FLIR cameras arose.

In 1968, Malcolm Knowles began to publish his work on adult learning. He used the term **andragogy** in order to distinguish adult learning and adult educational practice from the broader term **pedagogy** (Merriam, 2002). The title of this Master thesis is Automation and Autonomy. **Automation** refers to infrared cameras used for automation purposes, while
Autonomy refers to learners’ opportunities to become self-directed in their learning. It is in the cross-section of these two fields that this Master thesis lies; how to develop a course in thermal imaging and infrared automation cameras which promotes autonomous learning processes for adults.

1.2 Purpose and aim
The purpose of this master thesis was to design a printed open learning material which serves as a distance course in the fundamentals of thermal imaging and infrared automation cameras based on andragogic theories. The material was intended to be supportive enough to promote learners’ autonomy in their learning processes, i.e. participants should be provided with tools to become self-driven when working through the course – as is the purpose of an open learning material. The whole course based on the open learning material was planned to be a three-day self-paced course.

The open learning material is in the form of a printed distance course aimed toward partners of FLIR Systems, support staff and end users. The material should be sufficiently extensive to serve as the basis for development of further educational content, such as teacher-led or web-based courses. These further developments are, however, beyond the scope of this thesis.

When considering the field of research connected to this thesis work, one must identify the specific learning space that course participants will enter. As the format of the educational content is a distance course printed on paper, feedback from teachers or peers will be limited. A central part of the thesis work was therefore to examine how feedback brought forward by the material could be developed and evaluated.

1.3 Research questions
In order to design high quality educational content as well as being able to evaluate it, the following research questions were intended to be answered.

1. How can an open learning material in thermal imaging and infrared automation cameras be designed based on theories of andragogy?

2. How do users study using an open learning material in thermal imaging that has been designed based on theories of andragogy?

3. To what extent do the users feel that the material supports or improves their learning experience?

1.4 Delimitations
Bernard et al (2009) distinguish between three different interactions occurring in distance learning: student-student, student-teacher and student-content. One delimitation of this thesis concerns the absence of teachers and peers in the learning space. The format of this educational material is in the form of a printed distance course. In the context of such a distance course, the possibilities of student-teacher and student-student interactions will be at a minimum. Therefore, the thesis will not delve deeper into feedback and learning outcomes concerned with these types of interaction.

Today, it is not uncommon for distance education to consist of online courses, a format which has several benefits. The material may be more easily distributed and accessed via the web than a paper-printed distance course. Also, there are increased possibilities for participants to engage in and interact with the content. The web-based format may also serve to connect course participants with other peers partaking in the course. It is also much easier to incorporate other types of media in online content than in printed, including video and audio.
The development of an online course based on the printed material is beyond the scope of this study, but is a highly interesting topic for further research and development.

1.5 Division of labor
The common procedure for most of the subjects and topics covered in the open learning material was that one author would have the main responsibility for certain chapters. This included researching the topic and composing a first draft, in collaboration with supervisors and other personnel at FLIR systems. The material was then read and reworked through discussion with the other author. The material was then sent to the supervisors and the feedback was used to improve the content further.

The Getting started chapter of the material was the first chapter to be written. This was written mostly together and discussed among the authors, FLIR supervisors and mentors at KTH. This was done with the intention to agree on a common tone and style for the material when moving forward with creating the rest of the material.

For the other parts of the material – although every part of the material has been improved by both authors – the main responsibility of each part is the following:

Julia Frid: User guide, most of the esthetic aspects of the material, The IR camera system (Optics, Detectors, Image processing), Object parameters, Features walkthrough, Software, FLIR products, Glossary, and Index.

Victor Ahlberg: Analytics and alarms, Networks, Protocols, Input and output, Hands-on exercises and Self-assessment questions (SAQ)

A similar procedure was conducted regarding the writing of this report. Each author had the main responsibility for their parts, but the main ideas and outline were thoroughly discussed between the authors. The main responsibility for each part of the report was the following:

Julia Frid: Introduction, Theoretical framework, Method.

Victor Ahlberg: Results and Analysis, Discussion, Conclusions.

1.6 Outline of report
In part 2, the theories of andragogy and thermal imaging will be presented.

In part 3, the methods used to conduct the research are presented and the methodology discussed.

In part 4, the collected results are presented and analyzed.

In part 5, different aspects of the explanatory power of the thesis are discussed.

In part 6, conclusions of the conducted research are drawn.

In part 7, ideas for further research and development are proposed.
2 Theoretical framework

2.1 Andragogical theory

To write open learning material for adults, one must study the science of adult learning or andragogy. Before the first book on the subject was published in 1928 the question was whether adults actually could learn new things (Merriam, 2002). As the research in adult learning grew more popular, the question turned into whether adult learning could be distinguished from children’s learning. Is there actually a need for andragogy? In 1968, Malcolm Knowles coined the concept of andragogy and argued that there is a distinction to be made between adult and children’s learning (Merriam, 2002).

2.1.1 Andragogy

Knowles is one of the greats in the subject of adult learning, and although his literature and research is quite old it is still relevant today. Many researchers refer to his theories and use them in their work (See for example Mezirow, 1982; Mezirow, 2000; Garrison, 1997; Merriam, 2002). The cornerstone of Knowles’ andragogy theory is the four assumptions that separate andragogy from pedagogy. The first assumption is that as we mature, we become more self-directed. We move from total dependency as infants to becoming more and more independent. As we become adults, we have formed our identity as independent adults. When an adult then enters a learning situation, it is important that he or she can remain being seen as independent and not be treated as a child (Knowles, 1973; Knowles, 1975; Fenwick, 2008; Mezirow, 1982). It is therefore essential to give the learner a sense that they are directing and planning their own learning (Merriam, 2002; Illeris, 2007; Race, 1992).

The second assumption has to do with experience. As we grow up, we accumulate more and more experience. An adult’s experiences can be a rich resource for further learning and provide a base of knowledge to which the adult can relate new knowledge (Knowles, 1973; Taylor & Lamoreaux, 2008). It is therefore important in adult education to increase the use of experimental activities that connect to the learner’s previous experience. This is also true from the aspect that previous experience can create emotional involvement in the learning process (Illeris, 2007). One further important point to make about the adult’s experiences in relation to the child’s is that the experiences in some way define the adult. The child may identify itself in relation to its parents, relatives or city, while the adult identifies with his or her experiences. If, in a learning situation, the adult’s knowledge and experience is ignored or overlooked, it is the adult that is being ignored. When making use of an individual’s knowledge the individual feels valued (Knowles, 1973).

The third assumption is that as we age, our readiness to learn decreases. A child attends school and is assumed to be ready to learn what he or she ought to, while an adult does not take time to learn something new unless it is necessary. Adults often feel the need to grow and progress in their commitments to spouses, children, job and the like. They may therefore neither feel the need nor have the time to commit to new learnings to the same extent as a child (Knowles, 1973).

The fourth and last assumption in Knowles’ (1973) andragogy theory is that an adult’s orientation to learning differs from a child’s. As mentioned earlier, the child is assumed to attend school, to learn subjects that they may not have use for directly. Children might be told that they will need a grade in a subject to attend the next level of education. They have, according to Knowles (1973), a subject-centered orientation to learning. Adults, on the other hand, mostly educate themselves in order to solve problems. He or she has a need to apply the new knowledge directly to a problem and therefore has a problem-centered orientation to learning (Mezirow, 2000; Knowles, 1973). This assumption implies that the standard school
curriculum would be problematic for adult learners. They would probably not see the point in learning all theory first and after a long time obtain the tools to solve the current problem (Knowles, 1973; Foley & Kaiser, 2013). The adult education must therefore be problem-oriented (Illeris, 2007).

Illeris summarizes Knowles’ assumptions with different words, which can illustrate the theory further: adults learn what they want to; adults build further learning on the resources they already possess; if given the opportunity, adults will take responsibility for their learning if they are interested and; adults will not engage in learning that has no meaning to them (Illeris, 2007: 245).

Ever since Knowles published his assumptions, his theories have been criticized. One critique is that the assumptions cannot possibly count for all adults. Knowles then revised his theory from child – adult to a continuum from dependent to completely self-directed (Merriam, 2002).

### 2.1.2 Self-directed Learning

While Knowles introduced andragogy, a theory of self-directed learning began to emerge (Merriam, 2002). The theory assumes that the adult learners are proactive in their learning processes rather than reactive, i.e. they take action towards and responsibility for their learning (Knowles, 1975; Mezirow, 1982). As stated earlier, one of the assumptions of andragogy is that as learners mature, they become more independent. The two theories form the main pillars of adult education (Knowles, 1975; Mezirow, 1982; Merriam, 2002). There are plenty of reasons as to why one should learn how to learn, i.e. becoming a self-directed learner. One of them is that the learning outcomes last longer and have more quality than if you were a reactive learner (Knowles, 1975; McGinty et al., 2013). Another reason is that it resonates with how our brain and psychological development work (Taylor & Lamoreaux, 2008; Knowles, 1975; Garrison, 1997). So, what is self-directed learning?

In short, the concept of self-directed learning can be explained as the learner being autonomous in his or her learning. The learner takes responsibility for the learning process and decides what to learn and how to learn it (Garrison, 1997; Illeris, 2007; Mezirow, 1982). Knowles (1975) lists the competencies that a self-directed learner should have. Among them are the concept of self as non-dependent, the ability to estimate one’s learning needs, and the ability to identify resources appropriate to different learning objectives. Mezirow (1982) also mentions self-directed learning and states that an adult’s education must work towards improving the learner’s self-directedness. He lists several criteria that the adult education must fulfill to enhance the learner’s self-directedness. The list contains statements such as that the learner should become more and more independent during the education, the education should encourage the learner’s self-reflexivity and critical thinking and reinforce the learner’s self-image as a learner and doer with a climate of supporting feedback (Mezirow, 1982: 21-22). Adult education should also apply a practice of experiential and participative instructional methods (Mezirow, 1982; Fenwick, 2008; Foley & Kaiser, 2013).

The cornerstone of self-directed learning is that it is more concerned with the individual’s growth and knowledge of his or her own learning rather than a specific behavior (Knowles, 1975). The aim is that the individual can choose for him- or herself where to invest energy in order to improve skills. It is therefore important that the individual can assess his or her performance to determine whether to invest more energy on that specific skill (Knowles, 1975). The ability to use resources appropriately is an important trait for self-directed learners. It does not only mean that learners choose the right book for an objective, it means that learners know what they seek when choosing a book, asking a peer or the like. Learners probe resources until they have what they need and do not just sit and wait for a knowledge
transaction. This is what it means to be a proactive learner, rather than reactive. This ability is especially important when the learning environment consists of an open learning material. Usually, when a text is used as a learning resource, it is used reactively; the author determines the order and the extent of the content, which is to be read from cover to cover. A proactive learner, on the other hand, knows what questions need answers and where in the book to find them (Knowles, 1975). In reading a book actively, the learner is in dialogue with the text and this gives him or her knowledge about his or her learning process (Taylor & Lamoreaux, 2008).

Garrison (1997) describes a model of self-directed learning that includes three dimensions: self-management, self-monitoring and motivation. The self-management dimension focuses on the external activities of the learning process, e.g. learning tasks. For the learning to be meaningful, it is important that the learner feels that he or she is in control of his or her learning activities (Illeris, 2007; Garrison, 1997). This does not mean that a learner going through a self-management process is in isolation. The learning resources, support and feedback should be provided by a facilitator, but the learner should be able to make the choice whether to use them or not, and how. The learning must be a part of a continuous process (Illeris, 2007; Hoggan, Mälkki & Finnegan, 2017). To achieve this, the learner must be able to decide the pace of it (Garrison, 1997).

The second dimension in Garrison’s (1997) model is self-monitoring. The self-monitoring dimension regards metacognitive processes, i.e. the part about learning how you learn. The self-directed learner must take responsibility for his or her own learning and reflect upon its process. The self-monitoring process is where the learner takes responsibility to construct personal meaning and incorporate it into the new knowledge. Garrison states that: “To self-monitor the learning process is to ensure that new and existing knowledge structures are integrated in a meaningful manner and learning goals are being met.” (Garrison, 1997: 24). To engage in a self-monitoring process, the learner needs both internal and external feedback. There is a risk that if the learner has access only to internal feedback, it may not be as accurate as the external feedback from a teacher or facilitator. External feedback should be provided to the learner so that he or she can assess the learning process and the quality thereof (Garrison, 1997; Race, 1992; Kember & Murhpy; 1994; Freeman, 2005).

Garrison (1997) claims that although it is true that the learner should feel as though he or she is in control, absolute learner control may have consequences such as reduced persistence or reduced learning outcome.

Garrison (1997) divides the motivation dimension in two; entering motivation and task motivation. The entering motivation concerns the intent to act on a particular learning goal while the task motivation concerns the persistence to said goal. Several variables influence entering and task motivation. The entering motivation affects the task motivation in that if the entering motivation is high, the energy will last longer, and the learner will be able to maintain a tenacity towards the learning goal (Garrison, 1997). Illeris (2007) identifies defense mechanisms that can occur in adult learning, one of them is the defense of one’s identity. These defense mechanisms can severely disrupt the learning process (Knowles, 1975). Illeris (2007) states that a strong motivation is one way to overcome this. Other variables that affect the motivation is the perceived need and the achievability of the learning goal. There is, of course, also great motivational value in the attraction of the learning goal, i.e. does it seem like fun (Illeris, 2007; Garrison, 1997)?

As stated earlier, the learner’s perceived control is an important factor in adult education and it especially influences the entering motivation. If the learner perceives that he or she is in control to decide the learning objectives the entering motivation will be high and subsequently have a positive effect on the task motivation (Illeris, 2007; Garrison, 1997). In many
educational situations, this may not be possible, but the learner should at least be given the
t opportunity to understand why the learning objectives are important and why he or she has a
need for them (Garrison, 1997; Illeris, 2007).

2.1.3 Transformative learning
The learner’s critical reflection of his or her learning process is at the core of Mezirow’s theory
of transformative learning (Merriam, 2002). Just as in the theory of andragogy and self-
directed learning, Mezirow (2000) states that the goal of adult education is the learner’s
autonomy. He claims that autonomy follows from transformative learning, since
transformative learning gives learners the potential to critically reflect on their learning
processes, or as Mezirow (2000) puts it: it gives learners the potential to be “dialogic
thinkers”.

For an adult to acquire new knowledge and know it by heart a perspective transformation is
needed (Illeris, 2007; Mezirow, 1982; Mezirow, 2000). It occurs when an individual becomes
critically aware of their assumptions, dependencies and relationships. By becoming aware of
this, we also become aware of how these variables distort our way of looking at a problem and
our relationship to it (Mezirow, 1982; Illeris, 2007; Taylor and Lamoreaux, 2008). Illeris
describes the perspective transformation as “the individual’s awareness of, position to, and
revision of the individual’s perspective view and the mental habits that follow” (Illeris, 2007:
84). An individual’s meaning perspective is the filter through which he or she views the world
(Mezirow, 1982). A perspective transformation can, according to Illeris occur when the
perspective view does not resonate with the experience or when there is a dilemma which
cannot be solved without reflecting and readjusting one’s meaning perspective and thus, the
transformative learning process is ignited (Illeris, 2007; Taylor & Lamoreaux, 2008; Foley &

Mezirow (1982) identifies two ways that perspective transformation can transpire. Either
through a sudden insight, as described by Illeris (2007) above, or as a series of experiences
that force the individual to revise assumptions, one after one, until the structure of
assumptions is transformed.

An individual’s perspective determines how he or she experiences the environment and the
experience is expressed through language. If an individual incorporates an experience only
expressed by dialogue in his or her meaning perspective, it can be fragmented or even faulty.
It is not enough to hear or read about something in order to achieve a perspective
transformation. One must experience a disturbance in one’s perspective (Mezirow, 1982;
Taylor and Lamoreaux, 2008). This disturbance or disruption can also contribute to
motivation towards the learning goal (Illeris, 2007). Just as in the theory of andragogy,
Mezirow (1982) points out the crucial aspect of adults’ learning: a sense of being in power over
ourselves and our lives (Illeris, 2007; Garrison, 1997). According to Mezirow (2000) this can
only happen when the learner is critically aware of how he or she has obtained his or her
current meaning perspectives and assess their relevance as an explanation model. Through
the transformative learning process, the adult becomes emancipated and able to make
informed decisions. His or her meaning perspectives are more inclusive, selective and
reflective, making them a good base to draw justifiable and more true conclusions (Mezirow,
2000).
2.2 Technological theory

The open learning material is based on three IR cameras: the FLIR AX8, the FLIR A310, and the FLIR Ax5. These IR cameras are mainly used in automation and industrial applications. Although they are different in many aspects, they have a few features in common. They use Ethernet to connect to computers and to operate. Although different in how to utilize the different functions, they can all be used for analysis, such as analysing the maximum and minimum temperatures within an area.

![FLIR IR cameras](https://example.com/ir_cams.png)

There are also alarm functions connected to the analysis functions, allowing one to set conditions, which once met will raise the alarm. These functions can be used for early fire detection, process control applications, condition monitoring, and more. More examples of applications can be seen in Figure 3.

(FLIR Systems, 2016: 62)

![Figure 3](https://example.com/application_examples.png)

In the following section, the technological foundation of the open learning material – including electromagnetic radiation and concepts used in automation applications – will be presented.

2.2.1 IR radiation and the IR camera

Infrared (IR) radiation is the electromagnetic waves within an arbitrarily chosen wavelength interval 1 μm-13 μm. The IR electromagnetic waves are adjacent to the visible light – which has shorter wavelengths than IR waves – and microwaves – whose wavelengths are longer.
FIGURE 4. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM RANGING FROM GAMMA RAYS TO RADIO WAVES. THE INFRARED ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM IS SEPARATED INTO ARBITRARY INTERVALS: SHORT WAVELENGTH IR (SWIR), MEDIUM WAVELENGTH IR (MWIR), AND LONG WAVELENGTH IR (LWIR). SWIR, MWIR AND LWIR REPRESENT THE USUAL DIVISION OF THE SPECTRAL BANDS THAT IR CAMERAS OPERATE IN.

There is no physical distinction between the IR radiation and other electromagnetic radiation, say, visible light, other than the wavelength. The electromagnetic waves behave in the same manner, i.e. IR radiation can be reflected, transmitted, absorbed and emitted. IR cameras operate in specific spectral bands, and not in the whole IR spectrum, as seen in Figure 4. The grey area in Figure 4 – in the spectral band 5 μm to 8 μm – is seldom used in IR cameras due to the low atmospheric transmittance at those wavelengths.

(Vollmer & Möllman, 2010: 6-10; Öhman, 2014: 1)

2.2.1.1 Conservation of energy and Kirchhoff’s law
Let \( W \) be the power of an incident IR wave. Conservation of energy yields that the power before the event of hitting a surface must be equal to the power of the resulting IR waves. That is

\[
W = \rho W + \alpha W + \tau W \Rightarrow \rho + \alpha + \tau = 1
\]

(1)

where \( \rho \) is the fraction of the IR wave that is reflected, \( \alpha \) the fraction that is absorbed, and \( \tau \) the fraction that is transmitted. \( \rho, \alpha, \) and \( \tau \) are dimensionless. Taking into account that these material properties are dependent on wavelength yields

\[
\rho_\lambda + \alpha_\lambda + \tau_\lambda = 1
\]

(2)

where \( \lambda \) denotes the specific wavelength.

Kirchhoff’s law for thermal radiation states that, for a body in thermal equilibrium, all absorbed radiation will subsequently be emitted. In other words, the fraction of the IR radiation that is absorbed by a material, \( \alpha_\lambda \), will be emitted by the material. If \( \varepsilon_\lambda \) is the fraction of the IR radiation that is emitted, then

\[
\alpha_\lambda = \varepsilon_\lambda
\]

(3)

and

\[
\rho_\lambda + \varepsilon_\lambda + \tau_\lambda = 1
\]

(4)

The emitted fraction, \( \varepsilon \), is called emissivity, and it is a key concept in IR imaging. Different materials can have different properties. A material with no transmissivity, i.e. \( \tau = 0 \), is called opaque. Opaque materials are the most common materials measured with IR cameras within
automation, and this is mainly because transparent materials are more difficult to handle than others. Eq. 4 for opaque materials becomes

$$\rho_\lambda + \varepsilon_\lambda = 1 \Rightarrow \varepsilon_\lambda = 1 - \rho_\lambda$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Another important type of material is the semi-transparent non-reflecting, that is $$\rho_\lambda = 0$$ and $$\tau_\lambda \neq 0$$. Although the recommendation for non-professionals is to not measure on objects that are transparent or semi-transparent, the atmosphere between the object and the IR camera cannot be neglected. The atmosphere is a semi-transparent material, and somewhat non-reflecting. The attenuation of the IR radiation through the atmosphere is complex, since many different processes occur in the gas – such as scattering of different kinds, absorption, and reflection. There is a need for a simplification, thus the reflectance is ignored, and the equation for the atmosphere becomes

$$\varepsilon_\lambda + \tau_\lambda = 1 \Rightarrow \varepsilon_\lambda = 1 - \tau_\lambda$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The transmittance of the atmosphere varies significantly with wavelength, temperature, and humidity. As seen in Figure 5 below, the spectral bands of the IR camera are positioned so that the atmospheric transmittance is at a maximum. The dark region in Figure 4 can also be seen in Figure 5, where the atmospheric transmittance is 0 %. The IR camera calculates the transmittance using the input parameters operating distance, relative humidity and atmospheric temperature.


![Atmospheric transmittance](image)

**FIGURE 5. A SCHEMATIC IMAGE OF THE ATMOSPHERE’S TRANSMITTANCE. THE BLUE AREAS MARK THE PERCENTAGE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION THAT IS TRANSMITTED THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE AT CERTAIN WAVELENGTHS. THE WHITE AREAS MARK THE WAVELENGTHS WHERE THE ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION IS ABSORBED BY THE ATMOSPHERE.**

### 2.2.1.2 From emittance to calculated temperature

All objects with temperature above absolute zero – 0 K – emit electromagnetic radiation. Solid objects emit a continuous spectrum of radiation, and gases and semi-transparent objects emit within a spectral band according to their characteristics. The emittance of gases – except the atmosphere – will not be further discussed here. One important aspect regarding the emittance of solid objects is that since they are opaque, the emission only refers to the surface of the objects.
The path from an object emitting IR radiation to the measured temperature in the IR camera will now be discussed. In order to make the discussion as clear as possible, the sequencing will be that of Figure 6.

\[ M_\lambda(T_{\text{object}}) = \frac{2\pi \hbar c^2}{\lambda^5} \frac{1}{\hbar c \frac{\lambda^2}{2\kappa_B T} - 1} \] (7)

where \( h \) is the Planck constant, \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, and \( c \) is the speed of light in vacuum.
Integrating Eq. 7 over all wavelengths yields that the total power radiated from a blackbody, known as Stefan-Boltzmann law, is proportional to \( T^4 \).

\[
M(T) = \int_0^\infty M_\lambda(T) \, d\lambda = \sigma T^4
\] (8)

where \( \sigma \) is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The integration in Eq. 8 does not have analytical solutions for arbitrary lower and upper limits. In thermography one never images the thermal radiation from the whole spectrum – but in predefined intervals, such as SWIR, MWIR, and LWIR. Defining the function \( F_{0\rightarrow\lambda} \) as

\[
F_{0\rightarrow\lambda} = \frac{\int_0^\lambda M_\lambda \, d\lambda}{\int_0^\infty M_\lambda \, d\lambda}
\] (9)

allows for numerical solutions for arbitrary wavelength intervals \((\lambda_1, \lambda_2)\), using the following formula:

\[
F_{\lambda_1\rightarrow\lambda_2} = F_{0\rightarrow\lambda_2} - F_{0\rightarrow\lambda_1}
\] (10)

Planck’s law is rarely used in practical thermography, but the consequences of it is of great importance. Real objects do not emit as much radiation as blackbodies, but their temperature curves are linearly related to the blackbodies. The linear coefficient is the emissivity, \( \varepsilon_\lambda \). The emissivity is a material property depending on among other parameters, the wavelength of the radiation. The emissivity is often the most important measurement parameter in thermography, and it is given by the ratio of the radiation of the object and the radiation of a blackbody.

\[
\varepsilon_\lambda = \frac{M_{\text{object}}(\lambda,T)}{M_{\text{blackbody}}(\lambda,T)}
\] (11)

As can be seen in Eq. 11 the emissivity is dimensionless, and blackbodies have \( \varepsilon_\lambda = 1 \). Since blackbodies are the objects that can emit the most radiation at a given temperature and wavelength, the emissivity of an object can assume values from 0 to 1.
An object with $\varepsilon < 1$, constant for all wavelengths is called a greybody. In thermography, greybodies are most often studied – or the object of study is approximated as a grey body.

Since emissivity is a measurement of an objects’ ability to emit and absorb radiation, it is highly dependent on the material. Metals, for instance, generally have low emissivity – around $\varepsilon = 0.02$, while electrical tape has emissivity of around $\varepsilon = 0.98$. There are several ways that the emissivity of an object can be determined – either turning to an emissivity table or using the methods described in Appendix Open learning material, on pages 116-119.


### 2.2.1.2.2 TIME CONSTANT

The time it takes for the detector to heat up is called the time constant, and it is usually denoted by $\tau$. $\tau$ is determined by the thermal capacitance and thermal conductance of the detector material. The temperature of the detector will assume the same temperature as its surrounding at an exponential rate determined by the time constant. Let $t$ be the time elapsed since the incident IR radiation hits the detector. When $t = \tau$, the temperature in the detector has increased to $1 - \frac{1}{e} \approx 63.2\%$ of its final value. The detector temperature value $\left(1 - \frac{1}{e}\right)T_{\text{detector}}$ will thus be recorded as the object temperature corresponding to the detector temperature $T_{\text{detector}}$. Similarly, if $t$ is the time elapsed after the incident IR radiation has stopped hitting the detector, $\tau$ is the time it takes for the temperature to decrease to $\frac{1}{e} \approx 36.8\%$ of its final value. The detector temperature value $\frac{1}{e}T_{\text{detector}}$ will thus be recorded as the object temperature corresponding to detector temperature $T_{\text{detector}}$.

![Figure 6.b. IR radiation hits the detector, heating or cooling it.](image)

![Figure 8. Schematic image of the time constant and how the output voltage signal ($U_{\text{signal}}$) is interpreted.](image)
The value of $\tau$ is of the order of magnitude $10 \text{ ms}$.

(Vollmer & Möllman, 2010: 77-78; FLIR Systems, 2016: 62)

2.2.1.2.3 DETECTOR

There are essentially two types of IR detectors – cooled and uncooled. The cooled detectors are beyond the scope of this material, but their superiority to the uncooled are worth mentioning. Uncooled detectors (or photon detectors) absorb the incident photons from IR radiation that subsequently changes the population of free charge carriers. To avoid disturbance, cooled detectors need to be cooled down to low temperatures, making them very expensive. Mainly used in research and development, they do not exhibit smearing in the images and can capture very fast events – making them superior to the uncooled detectors (see Figure 9).

The thermal detector discussed in the course material (see Appendix Open learning material, 181-182) is the microbolometer. Microbolometers are usually made from vanadiumoxide ($\text{V}_2\text{O}_5$) or amorphous silicon ($\alpha$-$\text{Si}$).

The transduction – the conversion from radiation to a digital signal – occurs in two steps: the incident radiation changes the temperature of the detector, and this subsequently changes the resistance in the detector. Letting a current through the detector, the voltage can be read as a digital signal through Ohm’s law.

\[ U_{\text{total}} = I \Delta R(\Delta T_{\text{detector}}) \]  

(12)

where $U_{\text{total}}$ is the output voltage, $I$ the current, and $\Delta R(\Delta T_{\text{detector}})$ the resistance change in the detector. The resistance in the detector has an exponential dependence on the temperature given by

\[ \Delta R(\Delta T_{\text{detector}}) = R_0 e^{\alpha \Delta T_{\text{detector}}} \]  

(13)
where \( \alpha \) is the temperature coefficient independent of \( \Delta T_{\text{detector}} \), and defined by \( \alpha = \frac{1}{R} \frac{\partial R}{\partial T} \). \( R_0 \) is the resistance at known temperature \( T_0 \), a temperature given when no radiation hits the detector. \( \Delta T_{\text{detector}} = T_1 - T_0 \) is the temperature interval, where \( T_1 \) is the temperature caused by the incoming radiation. The temperature coefficient for \( V_{\text{Ox}} \) and \( \alpha-\text{Si} \) are typically around \( \alpha = -0.02 \) to \(-0.03 \) \( K^{-1} \), compared to metals with \( \alpha \approx 0.001 \) \( K^{-1} \). The negative sign of the temperature coefficient for \( V_{\text{Ox}} \) and \( \alpha-\text{Si} \) allows for a higher current to be applied, and a decrease in resistance due to self-heating of the detector.


Most detectors of today’s IR cameras are of the type FPA – Focal Plane Array. Instead of one detector element scanning the scene, the FPA consists of a matrix of detectors – each measuring their part of the scene. The FPA has advantages compared to the scanning detector in that it has no moving mechanical parts, and that the readout time – done line-by-line in the FPA, rather than pixel by pixel in the scanning detector – is shorter. Some problems can occur with an FPA. One is that the fill factor, i.e. the percentage of the detector pitch that is detector material, is less than 100 %. The detector pitch is the length from the center of one detector element to the center of the neighboring detector element. The fill factor being less than 100 % is necessary because of the need for insulation, to minimize heat contributions from the detector environment. Another problem with the FPA is that the detectors’ output may drift, and not necessarily in the same direction or magnitude. This non-uniformity is corrected with the Non-Uniformity Correction (NUC). The NUC is performed by momentarily blocking the scene of all the detectors with a close-to blackbody of known temperature. All detector elements should then give the same output signal. The signal from each detector is then corrected to give the same signal by gain and offset calculation. The NUC can be performed both by the user and periodically.

Microbolometer detectors are 17 \( \mu \)m to 50 \( \mu \)m in size, which makes the output voltage very small. The ReadOut Integration Circuit – the ROIC – transforms the voltage signal to a larger, measurable signal.

FPA detectors operate with a rolling shutter, as opposed to a global shutter. The rolling shutter creates the IR image line by line, while the global shutter creates the IR image with all detector elements at once. The rolling shutter may result in smearing in the image when fast events are recorded. Only cooled detectors can operate with a global shutter. This is because the microbolometer is used by applying a current to read the voltage signal, and overheating or short circuit could occur if taking the output values of all detector elements at once.

(Vollmer & Möllman, 2010: 103-114; Holst, 2000: 36-37, 141-142)
2.2.1.2.4 FROM TOTAL VOLTAGE TO OBJECT VOLTAGE

In order for the IR camera to give an accurate temperature measurement of an object, the voltage, $U_{\text{total}}$, needs to be converted into temperature. The radiometric chain describes all incident radiation reaching the detectors and the resulting measurement formula is used in all FLIR cameras.

Assuming that the IR camera is power linear – that is, the voltage is linearly proportional to the received radiation power – the voltage signal from a detector is given by

$$ U_{\text{total}} = C \cdot W(T_{\text{object}}) $$

where $C$ is the proportionality constant, and $W(T_{\text{object}})$ is the radiation power from the target object with a temperature $T_{\text{object}}$.

There are three terms that together make up the total radiation power, $W_{\text{tot}}$. The first is the emission from the target object, $\varepsilon \tau W(T_{\text{object}})$, where $\varepsilon$ is the emissivity of the target object, $\tau$ is the transmissivity of the atmosphere.

The second term is the reflected emission from environmental sources, $\rho \tau W(T_{\text{refl}}) = (1 - \varepsilon) \tau W(T_{\text{refl}})$, $\rho$ is the reflectance of the object. Assuming the object to be opaque, this is equal to $(1 - \varepsilon)$ (see Eq. 5). $T_{\text{refl}}$ is an approximation of the reflected temperature of surrounding objects.

The third and last term is the contribution from the atmosphere, $(1 - \tau)W(T_{\text{atm}})$, where $(1 - \tau)$ is the emissivity of the atmosphere (see Eq. 6), and $T_{\text{atm}}$ the temperature of the atmosphere. The reflectance of the atmosphere is assumed to be zero, even though there may be some small contributions. These are, however, considered negligible.

Summing up the terms to the total received radiation power yields

$$ W_{\text{total}} = \varepsilon \tau W(T_{\text{object}}) + (1 - \varepsilon) \tau W(T_{\text{refl}}) + (1 - \tau)W(T_{\text{atm}}) $$

Multiplying each term with the proportionality constant $C$ yields

$$ U_{\text{total}} = \varepsilon \tau U_{\text{object}} + (1 - \varepsilon) \tau U_{\text{refl}} + (1 - \tau)U_{\text{atm}} $$

Solving for $U_{\text{object}}$ gives the measurement formula for FLIR cameras

$$ U_{\text{object}} = \frac{1}{\varepsilon \tau} U_{\text{total}} - \frac{1}{\tau} U_{\text{refl}} - \frac{1}{\tau} (1 - \tau) U_{\text{atm}} $$

This calculation is made by the camera with input parameters provided by the user. The input parameters are object emissivity, atmospheric temperature, reflected temperature, distance, and relative humidity. These parameters are discussed more thoroughly in the course material (see Appendix Open learning material, 103-131).

(Öhman, 2014: 24-28)

2.2.1.2.5 FROM OBJECT VOLTAGE TO OBJECT TEMPERATURE

In order to obtain $T_{\text{object}}$ from $U_{\text{object}}$, FLIR cameras use the following calibration algorithm. Although the camera has a spectral bandwidth, the calibration algorithm is approximated as monochromatic – i.e. the wavelength $\lambda$ is constant. Since the IR radiation from a greybody...
only differs from the IR radiation from a blackbody by a constant, and assuming a power linear camera – the output voltage and temperature are related as follows.

\[ U_{\text{object}}(T_{\text{object}}) = \text{constant} \cdot M_{bb,\lambda}(T_{\text{object}}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (18)

where \( M_{bb,\lambda} \) is the monochromatic radiance from a blackbody. Replacing the constants in Eq. 7 with the calibration parameters \( R \) and \( B \) yields

\[ U_{\text{object}}(T_{\text{object}}) = \frac{R}{B} e^{-T_{\text{object}} - 1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (19)

The parameters \( R \) and \( B \) are not just the constants from Eq. 7. They also take care of electrical and optical response factors, and various calibration parameters. The remaining deviation from the empirical data is taken care of by the curve-fitting parameter \( F \), which gives the formula

\[ U_{\text{object}}(T_{\text{object}}) = \frac{R}{B} e^{-T_{\text{object}} - F} \]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

Inverting Eq. 20 gives the temperature as a function of the object voltage.

\[ T_{\text{object}} = \frac{B}{\ln\left(\frac{R}{B} U_{\text{object}} + F\right)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (21)

(Öhman, 2014: 16-19)
2.2.1.3 Thermal sensitivity

The thermal sensitivity of an IR camera is given by the smallest detectable temperature difference. It is also called the NETD – Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference.

\[
NETD = \frac{U_{\text{noise}}}{dU/dT}
\]  

(22)

where \(dU/dT\) is the derivative of Eq. 20, given by

\[
\frac{dU}{dT} = \frac{B}{RBe^T} \frac{B}{T^2(e^{BT-F})^2}
\]  

(23)

Inserting Eq. 23 in Eq. 22 yields the NETD.

\[
NETD = \frac{T^2(b^{BT-F})^2}{RB} \frac{U_{\text{noise}}}{e^{BT}}
\]  

(24)

(Öhman, 2014: 98-103)
2.2.1.4 Accuracy

The accuracy of a FLIR IR camera is calculated through computing all partial errors related to all parameters. The partial error for a certain parameter, \( x \), is given by

\[
\Delta T_{\text{object}}(x) = \frac{\partial T_{\text{object}}}{\partial x} \Delta x = \frac{\partial T_{\text{object}}}{\partial U_{\text{object}}} \frac{\partial U_{\text{object}}}{\partial x} \Delta x
\]  

(25)

The first partial derivative of Eq. 25 can be calculated from Eq. 21 using the approximation

\[
\ln \left( \frac{R}{U_{\text{object}}} + F \right) \approx \ln \left( \frac{R}{U_{\text{object}}} \right), \text{ since } F \ll R/U_{\text{obj}} \text{ and the exact values for accuracy are not needed.}
\]

The approximation then yields

\[
T_{\text{object}} \approx \frac{B}{\ln \left( \frac{R}{U_{\text{object}}} \right)} \Rightarrow \frac{\partial T_{\text{object}}}{\partial U_{\text{object}}} \approx - \frac{B}{\left( \ln \left( \frac{R}{U_{\text{object}}} \right) \right)^2} \frac{1}{U_{\text{object}}} \frac{R}{U_{\text{object}}^2} = \frac{T_{\text{object}}^2}{U_{\text{object}} B}
\]  

(26)

Eq. 25 then becomes

\[
\Delta T_{\text{object}}(x) = \frac{T_{\text{object}}^2}{U_{\text{object}} B} \frac{\partial U_{\text{object}}}{\partial x} \Delta x
\]  

(27)

\( \frac{\partial U_{\text{object}}}{\partial x} \) is calculated separately for each parameter using Eq. 17.

The total accuracy of the FLIR IR camera is then calculated by

\[
\Delta T_{\text{total}} = \pm \sqrt{\Delta T_1^2 + \Delta T_2^2 + \cdots + \Delta T_n^2}
\]  

(28)

where \( \Delta T_i \) is the calculated partial error for parameter \( i \).

(Öhman, 2014: 52-64)
2.2.2 Automation

The IR cameras mentioned in the introduction to the technological theory are often incorporated in larger systems and used for automation applications (see Figure 13). They are not handheld but mounted to oversee the area of interest (see Figure 12). Sometimes there is a need to have several IR cameras covering different parts of the scene. This creates a need for communication and synchronisation between the IR cameras and other devices connected to them.

Figure 12. Two IR cameras in one system (Image used with approval from FLIR Systems AB).

Figure 13. Schematic image of several IR cameras in a larger system monitoring cargo to prevent fire (Image used with approval from FLIR Systems AB).

2.2.2.1 Ethernet

The communication for IR cameras in automation is done through Ethernet. The industrial Ethernet is a transmission medium for data, i.e. the medium in which the devices communicate.

A group of connected devices able to communicate with each other is called a network. Networks can have all sizes from just one IR camera and a computer to the whole internet. The communication through the Ethernet between devices in a network cannot be if there is no common language. The language in a network is given by a protocol. A network protocol often used with Ethernet is TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol).
The communication in Ethernet networks is done through what is called Ethernet packets. The Ethernet packet contains a source address, destination address, packet data and error checking data. The source address is the sending device of the packet, and the destination address is the receiving device. The addresses of devices in a network is given by their unique MAC address (Media Access Control). Every Ethernet device is given a distinct MAC address when manufactured in order to ensure that no two Ethernet devices in the world have the same MAC address.

The packet data is the digital message and the error checking data is to ensure that the message is correct. If the packet passes through the error checking, it lands in the receiving device’s TCP/IP protocol. The IP part of TCP/IP stands for Internet Protocol, and it is used for almost all internet communication. When receiving an Ethernet packet, IP makes sure that it gets to the right destination or discard it if it is faulty. The TCP part of TCP/IP stands for Transmission Control Protocol. TCP wraps and unwraps the Ethernet packet in several layers. The wrapping and unwrapping of layers includes defining the physical signal voltage, opening an appropriate path, and conversion between languages.

(Marshall & Rinaldi, 2005: 1-3, 17-61)

### 2.2.2.2 Internet Protocol

When devices inside the same network communicate, they do not use the MAC address but the IP address. The IP address is not unique outside the network and one device can have several IP addresses if part of several networks. A whole network is also represented with an IP address, and this IP address is the only one visible outside the network – representing all devices in that network.

The IPv4 addresses (Internet Protocol version 4) are comprised of 32 bits, i.e. 32 zeros and ones in binary. The IPv4 address is usually represented in decimal notation. This is done by separating the 32 bits into 4 bytes. One byte is 8 bits. These 4 bytes are then converted into decimal form and presented with a dot between them. This is called the dotted decimal form.

There is a new version of IP addresses, IPv6. The IPv6 addresses are comprised of 128 bits, instead of 32, which allows for many more possible IP addresses.

An IP address is made up of two parts: the network ID and the host ID. The network ID indicates what network the device belongs to. All devices in the same network have the same network ID. The host ID indicates what device the IP address belongs to, and this is unique within the network. Network IDs can vary in length, and the key to knowing how long a network ID is, is the subnet mask. The subnet mask is also a 32-bit binary number sequence, where the ones and the zeros are ordered. All the ones in the subnet mask are placed in the first part of the subnet mask, and the zeros in the last. The number of ones indicates the length of the network ID, i.e. the length of the ones is the length of the network ID.

(Marshall & Rinaldi, 2005: 47-54)

### 2.2.2.3 Routers, gateways, and ports

Other parts of Ethernet communication are routers, gateways, and ports. The routers forward packets to their destination with help from the IP addresses, the gateway converts messages...
between different protocols. The port specifies what kind of service the message is part of. Some port number can be assigned by a user and some are standard for all Ethernet users. The port for FTP (File Transfer Protocol) is 21, 25 for SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol), and 80 for HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol).

(Marshall & Rinaldi, 2005: 47-54)

2.2.2.4 Industrial networks

Industrial networks exist in many forms and sizes. They can generally be divided into three levels: informational level, control level, and device level. The informational level is the top level, at which Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) gather information from the lower levels and present it to the operators via Human-Machine Interfaces (HMIs). The control level implements Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA). The SCADA system performs the monitoring and control operation of the processes. The device level consists of the devices that actually do the work, such as sensors and machines.

The communication in industrial networks is usually done with fieldbus technology. Fieldbus is the protocol that connects all devices in the industrial network and allows them to interact with each other. There are many different types of fieldbuses, and a popular one is Modbus. Modbus can be wrapped in TCP/IP and transmitted over the Ethernet.

(Kim & Trang-Dang, 2019: 3-16; Thomas & McDonald, 2015: 21-27)
3 Method

The process of answering the three research questions posed in section 1.3 Research questions was essentially twofold – development and evaluation. Accordingly, different methods were used for these two processes – one for development and several for evaluation, since the evaluation was performed from different perspectives. The evaluation methods were aimed at evaluating the usability, the learning experience, and the narrative of the course material.

3.1 Developing open learning material

3.1.1 Research strategy

The development phase began when the assignment was given in form of a table of content. The table contained all topics that the course material should cover, including:

- IR knowledge,
- Detector and optics basics,
- Image stream types,
- Image presentation,
- Analytics and alarms,
- I/O,
- Product architecture,
- Networks and
- Protocols.

The research strategy action research suited the assignment; the nature of the assignment was practical – a course material was developed, and the process of the assignment was iterative – tests were performed, and the material was proofread by several people. The results were then analyzed and implemented into the material. The researchers acted as facilitators of the development of the course material, the iterations, and the tests (Denscombe, 2010: 125-136).

Freeman (2005: 227-235) recommends five stages of drafting in the process of developing an open learning material (see Figure 16). They are:

1) Content of the course
2) Content of each unit of the course
3) Sample unit
4) First draft
5) Revised version
These five stages of drafting were followed, and the result is presented under Results and Analysis.

3.1.2 Research method
One distinction between a course textbook and open learning material is that the textbook is often used as a supplement to classroom learning with teachers and peers present. The open learning material must stand by itself and compensate for the lack of social interaction and guidance. Open learning material is therefore not seen as merely content, but meant to provide structured learning experiences (Race, 1992). In this part, the basic structure for designing effective open learning material, according to Race (1992), will be presented.

Race (1992) emphasizes the importance of reeling learners in, keeping them interested and providing them with sufficient information about the open learning package and how to use it. He proposes that there should be a broad description of the aims of the course on the outer front cover, a description of prerequisite knowledge on the inner front cover and guidelines on how to use the package as a summary on the inner front cover. This will serve as a study help as well as to inform learners of course expectations.

A ‘Contents’ page may be of importance for any text, but for open learning materials, it is of utmost importance. Partly because it helps learners to quickly find the information they need and partly because it gives the learner an overview of the material, which serves as a help to see the continuity between the learning units (Race, 1992). Race (1992) argues that it is often good to have many headings and subheadings so that the objectives are separated into small and manageable units. Further, the headings should be framed as questions of interest so that the learner feels a need to find the answer. The headings also serve the purpose to prepare the learner for what the next chapter will be about. The ‘Contents’ page should not intimidate the learner but should make topics seem surmountable. It should therefore be fitted on one page, if possible and not include words that the learner has not learned already (Race, 1992).
According to Kember and Murphy (1994) inexperienced learners tend to have poor study habits and they tend to start too strong and use all their energy in the beginning of the course. As a writer of an open learning material, it is therefore important to help learners how to study. This can be done by suggesting when it is appropriate to take a break from studying and reminding them that even the best students only have an attention span of an hour at most.

A further help for the learners, and for the writer, is the objectives. They are useful for the writer in that they can help map the full course content and be the basis for questions and activities. The objectives show the learner what is expected from them and can be a help to break down the content into smaller pieces. They can also serve as an indicator for the learner as to where they need to invest most energy and which the key points of the content are (Race, 1992). As stated earlier, it is important for the learner to feel ownership and responsibility for their own learning (Knowles, 1975; Mezirow, 2000). The way in which the objectives are presented can help with that. Race (1992) suggests that every learning unit should be covered by three or four objectives and these should be presented in the beginning of the unit. In this way, the learner is not intimidated and perceives the learning objectives as achievable. Any terms used in the objectives that the learner may not have already learnt should be softened with an explanation or a different font to clarify that it is not expected that the learner knows it. To reinforce that the learner perceives the objective as his or her own, it is important to not only state them in the beginning of a unit; they must be followed up, preferably with a summary and activity in the end of the unit.

Since open learning material does not have a teacher nearby to tell you what, how and why you should learn and assess the learning outcome, one of the most important part of the material is the activities (Freeman, 2005; Race, 1992). Race (1992: 57) claims that “Open learning materials is essentially learning by doing”, which makes the activities extra important. All learners will not do all the activities, but the open learning material can be designed to attract as many learners as possible to do so. The main principles of making attractive activities is that they should not be too demanding and time consuming. Activities must reflect the learning objectives, be varied and interesting for learners to complete them (Freeman, 2005; Kember & Murphy, 1994).

One aspect of learning and education is feedback. This may seem difficult to construct in open learning material. One way to get around it is self-assessment questions (SAQs). The main principle is to simulate conversation between the learner and the material to introduce an element of human contact as well as a guide towards the learning objectives (Race, 1992; Kember & Murphy, 1994; Taylor & Lamoreaux, 2008). The SAQs are formulated as questions or tasks to initiate the dialogue. After the learner has answered the SAQ, there will not only be an answer, but also response. The correct answer – if there is one – should be presented as soon as possible – on the next page, out of sight – since the first thing learners want to know after answering a question is whether it was right (Race, 1992; Kember & Murphy, 1994). The original question should be written out again on the next page, where the answer and response are. Partly so that the learner does not have to flip through pages, and partly because repetition contributes to reaching the learning objectives (Race, 1992; Freeman, 2005; Mezirow, 2000; Taylor & Lamoreaux, 2008; Foley & Kaiser, 2013).

In the material, responses are the key part that will compensate for the social interactions. Whether the learner’s answer is right or wrong, the teacher’s feedback allows the learner to assess the answer. In open learning material, the responses are supposed to give positive and constructive feedback. When writing the material, one must try to anticipate the learners’ reasoning – right or wrong – to be able to meet their needs. It may be a word of praise or a few encouraging words (Race, 1992; Kember & Murphy, 1994; Freeman, 2005). Race (1992)
warns that the response might be viewed as patronizing, if one were to go over the top. Ideally, every possible answer should be provided with feedback that considers learners’ train of thought. This is not possible, but one should strive to cover the most common thought processes and mistakes the learner can make. The simulated dialogue between learner and material can be further stimulated through an inclusive language, such as using the words ‘I’, ‘we’ and ‘you’ rather than ‘the student’ and the like (Race, 1992; Kember & Murphy, 1994; Freeman, 2005).

Race (1992) lists a number of ways that the SAQs can be of use for the learner, e.g. for assessing their knowledge and progression, to be active in the learning process, to use existing knowledge, to find out what they need to invest more energy in, and so on. To improve the learner’s confidence, Race (1992) advises that there should be one or two SAQs which every learner will get right in the beginning of the questions section.

There are many ways one could develop SAQs. One way is the standard multiple-choice question. The advantage with it, when it comes to open learning materials, is that it can cover a number of possible mistakes a learner can make at once. The feedback may therefore be highly valuable, when addressing the possible mistakes in the thinking process (Race, 1992; Kember & Murphy, 1994). True-false questions activate the learner to focus on details in definitions and they also serve as repetition. A way of exposing common mistakes is to use the ‘What’s wrong with this’-question. The learner needs to investigate an image or a statement thoroughly to reach a conclusion. Another example is the task to place given items in the correct order, which requires that the learner thinks about the items several times before ordering them (Race, 1992; Kember & Murphy, 1994).

There are many guidelines when writing effective and enjoyable open learning material. The main concept is to try and make the learner feel ownership over his or her learning process and over the material. To do this and to make the setting less intimidating, both Race (1992) and Freeman (2005) recommend that the language contain few long and complex words and few long sentences. The material then becomes more accessible and easier to read. To further stimulate the sense of ownership, one can leave white space, so that the learner can write down notes and answers in the material (Race, 1992). White space may also serve as an implication that the learner should write down an answer. Kember and Murphy (1994) mentions an additional purpose with white space, which is that it may act like a “reader stopper”. It makes the learner stop and reflect, rather than reading through text.

The use of illustrations is one way to create an interest in the material, but it is important that the illustrations have a purpose. The purpose can be to give the learner a break, to illustrate complex things that cannot be explained with words or to act as the basis of a task (Race, 1992; Freeman, 2005; McGinty et.al., 2013). According to Freeman (2005), illustrations can help learners to recall the information connected to them. The illustrations should be simple and not take over the learning objective. They should include a caption that helps the learner to understand the illustration or concept.

There are several ways to structure the open learning material, so that it is easy to understand and works as a guide for the learner. One can use signposts or symbols to indicate what specific content the learner is about to read or what it is expected that the learner does (Race, 1992; Freeman, 2005). Box text emphasizes specific content or separates it from the rest of the text. It also sends the message that the content is important, and that the learner should reflect on it. Another way of separating different types of content is to use different fonts. All these suggestions make the open learning material easier to follow and learn from (Race, 1992).
3.2 Evaluating open learning material

The material was evaluated with several research methods and a phenomenological research strategy. The choice of research strategy was based on the nature of the course material – it is developed to function as a distance course material, making it vital to evaluate it with respect to the individual experience and opinion (Denscombe, 2010; Bryman, 2012).

To increase the validity of the results, methodological triangulation was used. A mix of questionnaires, observations and interviews was conducted in order to view the research questions from different perspectives (Denscombe, 2010: 188-190, 346-351).

The reliability of the evaluation can be – as with all qualitative research – discussed. Bryman (2012: 389-399, 405-407) devotes several pages to discuss the reliability of qualitative research and possible adaptations of it. The internal reliability of the tests conducted was raised by the fact that the two researchers – first separately, then together – transcribed, interpreted and discussed the results. The interviews were conducted by the two researchers separately, and both researchers wrote field notes that were later compiled into Table 1 (see page 50). As to external reliability, the exact same tests cannot be replicated – as is the case for most qualitative research – but the same course material can be tested in different situations and with different test subjects with advantage to the overall evaluation of it.

3.2.1 Sample unit – questionnaire

The questionnaire method was used at two different times, with similar questions at both times.

The first time the questionnaire was used was during the 3rd stage of Freeman’s (2005) five stages of drafting: Sample unit. The data needed for this stage was straightforward, making a questionnaire the suitable method (Denscombe, 2010: 155-171). The objective of this questionnaire was of a deductive nature – the hypothesis being Race’s (1992) method for writing open learning material. It was decided between the authors and the outsourcer that the main aspect distinguishing the open learning material from a regular course textbook is the narrative of the material, i.e. the usage of the forms “I”, “we” and “you” instead of a more neutral and passive form.

The sample unit was part of chapter “Emissivity” (Appendix Open learning material, 104-107), chosen because the topic was assumed to be known by the test subjects – making the text easy to read and the focus to be on the format.

To ensure the highest possible response rate, the questionnaire was kept short:

1) an initial question of region of location,
2) an estimate of their prior knowledge of emissivity,
3) the sample unit,
4) a structured question, and
5) additional free-text comments (see Appendix Sample unit – questionnaire).

The structured question was the most important part, from a data gathering perspective. It asked the test subject to choose one or several words in line with their opinion of the tone and style of the material. The choices contained words such as “patronizing”, “pleasant”, “interesting”, and “boring” (Race, 1992: 181).

3.2.1.1 Sampling

The test subjects were chosen so that they represented each part of the world where the material was planned to be released. The target group of the material was very loosely defined, but the estimate from the outsourcer was that a majority would be support staff and partners of FLIR Systems.
The questionnaire was sent out to 17 FLIR support employees positioned in Europe, North America, South America and Asia.

3.2.1.2 Data processing
The main aspect of the questionnaire was how the narrative of the material would be perceived. A simpler form of analysis was conducted – that is, was there a majority of unwanted words chosen, such as “patronizing”, “irritating”, or “boring”?

Other interesting aspects were whether there is a correlation between the region of location and the perception of the narrative, and also between prior knowledge about the topic and the perception of the narrative.

3.2.2 In-house test
The in-house test was conducted in stage 4 – first draft in Freeman’s (2005: 227-235) five stages of drafting. The whole material could not, however, be tested. This was due to that the time it would require of the test participants would be too long. The whole test was assumed to take 2 hours, and three chapters from the material were chosen:

1) “Getting started – How to set up your FLIR AX8” (Appendix Open learning material, 70-79),
2) “The IR camera system – Image processing” (Appendix Open learning material, 190-199), and
3) “Protocols – Set up a local FTP server and send an image or a video to your FTP site” (Appendix Open learning material, 227-245).

The first and third chapters were more hands-on and required the test subjects to actively perform the tasks. The second chapter was more theoretical and required reading and reading comprehension. The second chapter also contained an SAQ (self-assessment question), mentioned in Research method.

A room in the FLIR facilities was used for the test. The room was prepared with all the material needed to complete the tasks of the test material – such as computers, Ethernet cables, and IR cameras. A booklet containing an introduction, a consent form, the three chapters, and a questionnaire was placed alongside the computers at each test subject’s place (see Appendix In-house test – questionnaire and Appendix Consent form).

3.2.2.1 Sampling
Four test subjects were invited to perform the test. These four were chosen so that their prior knowledge about IR cameras, image processing, and protocols was varied. Three test subjects attended the test. Their technological knowledge and reading comprehension were varied, and none of them had English as their native language.

3.2.2.2 Interview
The aim of the interviews was to get an insight into each test subject’s perceived learning experience. They were semi-structured, one-to-one interviews. This structure was chosen to let the test subject’s opinions and experiences steer the interview, and to let the test subject ventilate their own feelings, undisturbed by other test subjects (Denscombe, 2010).

An interview was conducted individually with all three test subjects when they had finished the test and questionnaire. The interview template consisted of three questions, that functioned as the basis of the interview. Additional questions were asked when suitable. The interview template also contained concrete examples that could be used if the test subject did not answer with depth or could not find the words (See Appendix Interview: Template) (Denscombe, 2010: 172-195).
3.2.2.2.1 DATA PROCESSING
The interviews were recorded using the researchers’ cell phones. They were transcribed directly after the interviews were conducted, and each researcher transcribed their own interviews.

The transcribed interviews were analyzed using discourse analysis in order to in depth try to see the impact the material made on the test subjects. The choice of discourse analysis was also to see how the test subjects create meaning from the content of the course material, and their perceived learning process. The language, words, and gestures of the test subjects is assumed to reveal information of their perceived learning (Denscombe, 2010: 287-289; Bryman, 2012: 528-540).

3.2.2.3 Questionnaire
After the test material, and before the interviews, the test subjects were asked to fill in a questionnaire. One aim of the questionnaire was to see how the test subjects experienced the narrative of the course material. Although the narrative had been tested before, it was assumed to be relevant to test it again – but with a larger piece of the course material. It may take some time to grow accustomed to the narrative, and by reading just a small portion of the course material – as in the first test – it may feel inappropriate. By using a similar question with this test group – who had access to a larger piece of the course material – one can assume that the test subjects had more time to get used to the tone. The first question of the questionnaire was therefore a revised version of the structured question from the earlier test (see Appendix In-house test – questionnaire).

The other questions regarded the SAQ question and response, and the instructions of the hands-on exercises. Answers as well as optional free text was given in the questionnaire (see Appendix In-house test – questionnaire).

3.2.2.3.1 DATA PROCESSING
All questionnaires were collected and analyzed in relation to the respective test subject.

3.2.2.4 Observation
Throughout the test time, the researchers kept field notes. Every event “out of the ordinary” – that is, asking for help and talking out loud – was written down. Although the test subjects were informed that the course material was meant to function as a self-paced distance course, they sometimes required help to complete the tasks. Talk between test subjects was unavoidable in order to maintain a relaxed environment, and this resulted in test subjects sometimes helping each other.

The observation was of the form minimally participant observer – that is, the researcher intervened as little as possible, but helped the test subjects if they got stuck (Bryman, 2012: 443).

3.2.2.4.1 DATA PROCESSING
The field notes of both researchers were compiled and analyzed with content analysis. When using content analysis, one categorizes events and analyzes them with respect to the frequency of occurrence (Denscombe, 2010: 281-283; Bryman, 2012: 288-306). The choice of content analysis was to discover the usability of the course material – i.e. if the frequency for test subjects asking for help is high, then the usability of the material is low.

3.3 Ethical considerations
All research has been conducted according to the principles of research ethics, stated by the Swedish Research Council (VR) (Vetenskapsrådet, 2017). The principles of research ethics are:
- **The information requirement**: Inform all concerned about the purpose and aim of the research.
- **The consent requirement**: Participants in the research consent to participate.
- **The confidentiality requirement**: Information about participants in the research shall be treated with confidentiality.
- **The usage requirement**: Data collected from participants in the research shall only be used for the intended research purpose.

The information given to the test subjects can be seen in Appendix Consent form.

All images in the master thesis report and the developed course material are made by the authors, if nothing else is stated.

### 3.4 Sustainability

The material developed in this master thesis process is aimed at being distributed in many platforms, for people all over the world. The hope is that it will enable life-long learning and support participation in working life, thus striving towards goal four in Agenda 2030, “Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all” (United Nations Development Program, 2015a).

The open learning material in thermal imaging and infrared automation cameras is supposed to work as a distance course. Thus, it can be distributed to a much wider audience than if the course were only available as a teacher-guided course in a specific place in the world. By making the material accessible to more people, one can argue that it contributes to ecological sustainability. This because it could reduce the number of people having to travel to a specific venue in order to partake in a course about thermal imaging and automation cameras. Instead, people would be able to partake the course in their own home, and through that, contribute to goal 13 in Agenda 2030, “Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts” (United Nations Development Program, 2015b).

### 3.5 Discussion

Since the research conducted is of a qualitative nature, there might be some critique regarding the validity and reliability. Bryman (2012: 377-590) discusses the various propositions from qualitative researchers for the criterions of qualitative research. The main objective of the research presented in this report was to conduct initial tests of the course material’s quality regarding the usability and perceived learning. Both of these aspects are very subjective, and so a subjective approach was adopted. This is not to say that the tests conducted within the scope of this report are the only ones determining the quality of the course material, nor should they be. The subjective nature of learning processes makes a ‘complete’ testing impossible. The further development of the course material will constantly be tested, every time it is used – be it as a self-paced distance course material or as a supplement to teacher-guided lessons.

These initial tests will serve as a basis for further development and improvement of the course material. Thus, they do not make the claim to be complete nor to cover for all eventualities.

The sample sizes in the researches are very small, and although one could want a larger sample – it does not pose a problem for the research. The test subjects were not meant to be representative of a population, and the findings not meant to generalize a theory. As mentioned earlier, the aim of the research was to test the quality of the course material. The conclusions drawn on the basis of the tests should serve as guidance for further research, rather than the basis of a theory.
4 Results and Analysis

In this chapter, the results from the development and evaluation of the open learning material will be presented. These results will be presented in relation to each one of the three research questions proposed in section 1.3.

4.1 How can an open learning material in thermal imaging and infrared automation cameras be designed based on theories of andragogy?

An open learning material in thermal imaging and infrared automation cameras was developed based on the technological and andragogical theories presented in section 2 together with the principles of development presented in section 3.1. The questionnaire described in section 3.2.1 Sample unit – questionnaire served as a first test of the course material (see Appendix Sample unit – questionnaire). The resulting course material in its whole is presented in Appendix Open learning material. The development process was iterative and followed Freeman’s (2005: 227-235) five stages of drafting (see Figure 16).

In order to answer the posed research question more in detail, some specific parts of the course material will be presented and analyzed from four key aspects that were identified during the development of the material. These key aspects were feedback, difficulty level, pedagogical structure, and tone and style.

4.1.1 Feedback

As mentioned earlier in section 3.1.2 Research method, feedback is an important aspect of the learning process. This poses a challenge when developing an open learning material, intended to be used in isolation without interaction with neither teachers nor peers. The lack of feedback was compensated for with self-assessment questions.

4.1.1.1 Self-assessment question

As presented in part 3.1, a self-assessment question – SAQ – is an element in open learning materials that is supposed to invite the learner to reflection and self-evaluation. The SAQ consists of a question part and a response part. The question is intended to make the learner stop and reflect on what has been covered so far in the material, before moving on. The reflection on what has been read is meant to stimulate transformative learning (Mezirow, 2000).

The response contains the correct answer to the posed question. More importantly, the response provides the learners with feedback to why a way of thinking is correct, and another way of thinking is not. The response is never placed on the same page as the question, as it would risk ruining the learner’s opportunity to pause and reflect by glancing - perhaps involuntarily – at the correct answer (Race, 1992: 66-67). Instead, the learner must actively turn the page to read the response once he or she has taken the time to reflect. This is meant to stimulate the learner to assess his or her own learning. The design of the SAQs in the material are meant to contribute to the learner’s self-reflexivity and promote the learner’s self-image as doer and active participant in a climate of supportive feedback (Mezirow, 1982:21-22).

Figure 17 shows an SAQ posed to the learner at the end of the chapter Image processing. In this chapter, an important distinction was made between two types of infrared automation cameras: smart sensor cameras and image streaming cameras. The SAQ challenges the learner to identify different features belonging to each camera type.
SAQ

We have now reached an SAQ - self-assessment question. Here we take a moment to pause and reflect on what we have covered up until now. In this SAQ, we will cover the differences between image streaming cameras and smart sensor cameras.

Your job is to identify which features belong to which type of IR camera.

Which features describes image streaming cameras and sensors? Check the boxes that apply. Once you are done, turn to the next page for my response and feedback.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Image streaming camera</th>
<th>Smart sensor camera</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Built-in analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to operate without connected computer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed streaming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiometric streaming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp. linear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A captured IR image contains radiometric data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 17. Self-assessment Question (SAQ) regarding two different types of automation cameras: Image streaming cameras and Smart sensor cameras (Appendix Open Learning Material, 197).**
The response is always given on the next page.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Image streaming camera</th>
<th>Smart sensor camera</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Built-in analysis</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>This is one of the trademarks for smart sensor cameras, they not only capture the scene but is also able to perform analysis of the IR image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to operate without a connected computer</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>We just said that smart sensor cameras have built-in analysis. That’s because the camera has a built-in computer that performs the analysis. As long as smart sensor cameras are supplied with power, they can operate without a connected computer. On the other hand, image streaming cameras only stream the data (remember the matrixes of numbers representing the raw data from an image streaming camera). This means that they need to be connected to a computer in order to perform analysis and for alarms to be set up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiometric streaming</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Radiometric data is information about the temperature recorded for every pixel in the IR camera. This is the information that image streaming cameras send to the connected computer, which then analyzes the IR images.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed streaming</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Unlike image streaming cameras which streams radiometric data, smart sensor cameras only send color information in every pixel. In other words, we see the IR image, but the stream doesn’t give us any temperature information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp. linear</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Temp. linear is another streaming format that can be selected for image streaming cameras. The idea is that the information in every pixel value - a number - can be multiplied by a factor to give the temperature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A captured IR image contains radiometric data</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>We have already said that image streaming cameras stream radiometric data to its connected computer. But why is smart sensor camera also the correct answer? Didn’t smart sensor cameras stream in compressed mode? We need to distinguish between a stream and a captured image. Smart sensor cameras cannot stream radiometric data. However, when we capture an image of the scene the image will also contain radiometric data, which can be analyzed afterwards in a program such as FLIR Tools.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you got these answers right, excellent! If not, excellent! Being wrong is an important part of learning, and the fact that you have worked through this SAQ is fantastic.

**Figure 18. The Response to the SAQ in Figure 17 (Appendix Open learning material, 198).**
The response in Figure 18 presents the correct answer, but also the reasoning behind every answer. This is supposed to expose potential misconceptions. In the SAQ regarding image streaming cameras and smart camera sensors, one such misconception is that smart camera sensors are never able to record radiometric data. This is not true, since a *captured image* does store radiometric data. Smart camera sensors do not, however, *stream* radiometric data. This misconception is addressed on the last row in the response table.

The SAQ intends to address a central aspect of self-directed learning (Knowles, 1975). Namely, that the response should allow the assessment of the learner’s own proficiency in the current subject field. This input is supposed to allow the learner to choose whether to invest more time and energy to improve further in the subject field— in this case, image processing. The SAQ is also meant to promote what Garrison (1997) refers to as self-monitoring, where the learner becomes conscious of his or her own learning and progress. This is intended to help the learner into becoming self-directed by taking personal responsibility to construct personal meaning.

In addition to the feedback, the response in the SAQ also provides an opportunity to solidify the relationship between the reader and the author on a more personal level. This is done through some encouraging words at the end of the response: “If you got these answers right, excellent! If not, excellent! Being wrong is an important part of learning, and the fact that you have worked through this SAQ is fantastic.” From the perspective of self-directed learning, the encouraging words are meant to promote the learner’s task motivation (Garrison, 1997). The emphasis on the iterative process of learning – “being wrong is an important part of learning” – is meant to contribute to the learner’s perseverance and tenacity when working through the material.

4.1.2 Difficulty level
There were many different topics included in the course material, making an in-depth dive into all of them insurmountable. It was also a request from FLIR Systems that the difficulty level of the course material should be low. The difficulty level of the material is presented through the examples of the emissivity concept and the sampling concept.

4.1.2.1 Emissivity
The developed open learning material was intended to present the very basics. In other words, it was intended for people without much experience in thermal imaging or IR cameras. However, some concepts in thermal imaging – such as emissivity – are far from trivial, while still playing a central role in understanding the subject. This illustrates one of the key challenges in designing the open learning material; how to present and explain abstract concepts to learners assumed to be unfamiliar with the physical and mathematical foundations of the subject.

There was a balance to be found between simplifying a concept enough to make it comprehensible and accessible to the learner and simplifying it too much such that the model of explanation would become useless. Too much simplification would also run the risk of diminishing the learner and, as Knowles (1973) mentions, overlooking the adult’s prior knowledge and experience would equate to ignoring the adult altogether. A decision was made to introduce emissivity *without* relating it to blackbody radiation or Plank’s law (see section 2.2.1.2.1 Planck’s law, page 11). At the beginning of the master thesis work, Planck’s law was planned to be a part of the course. This was changed and instead, blackbodies were only briefly mentioned while Plank’s law was fully omitted. The idea was that fully introducing blackbody radiation and Planck’s law in a material for novices would run the risk of becoming too abstract and too dependent on previous mathematical knowledge.
This meant that emissivity could not be introduced as the fraction between the emitted radiation from a real body and a blackbody with same temperature (see Eq. 11). Instead, emissivity was introduced as a measure of how much radiation originates from the object itself, as opposed to reflected and transmitted radiation. This decision to omit blackbody radiation had both advantages and disadvantages. One advantage was that emissivity could be discussed on a lower level of abstraction and based more on physical intuition rather than mathematical foundations. This was important as experiences are a defining trait of the adult, which should not be overlooked (Knowles, 1973). The connection to the learner’s physical intuition was in this case the learner’s experience with visible light and emphasis was put on the similarities to infrared radiation. One disadvantage of this choice, however, arose when discussing temperature measurements of objects with low emissivity.

There are at least two key problems to understand regarding low emissivity. The first problem is that objects with low emissivity will reflect or transmit a large fraction of incident radiation. In other words, an object with low emissivity can have a high temperature while still looking cold in an IR camera; the object camouflages its own temperature.

However, this is compensated for in the IR camera because emissivity is a parameter that is set in the camera by the user. One might then reason in the following way: As long as we know the emissivity of the object – although it is low – this should solve the problem of low emissivity because the camera will compensate for this and give an accurate temperature measurement. This is not entirely correct which leads into the second problem: lower emissivity causes larger measurement errors. In the material, these two problems are illustrated in the following SAQ.
SAQ

The importance of knowing emissivity

This SAQ is thought to illustrate the importance of knowing the emissivity of the object and why we prefer an object to have a high emissivity.

I want you to create a spot and make 4 measurements with different emissivity settings in the camera. I will use my FLIR AX8 to do this.

Aim your camera at an object, preferably warmer than the surrounding. It could be a lamp, coffee cup or yourself. I am using a ceiling lamp.

Create a spot by clicking the icon.

Drag the spot to your object.

Click on the icon. Select local parameters on.

Change the emissivity to 0.95, 0.90, 0.25 and 0.20. Write down the temperature for each emissivity in the table below. Then calculate the temperature difference for the high emissivities and low emissivities respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emissivity</th>
<th>Temperature in spot</th>
<th>Temperature Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compare the temperature differences between high emissivity (0.90 and 0.95) and low emissivity (0.20 and 0.25). Which temperature difference is larger?

**Figure 20.** A Self-assessment question (SAQ) of experimental nature. The learner is asked to measure and compare the temperature readings of the same object, but with differently set emissivity (Appendix Open Learning Material, 120).
In this SAQ, the learner is asked to measure an object using four different emissivity settings in the camera: 0.95, 0.90, 0.25, and 0.20. The emissivity difference is 0.05 for both the high emissivity pair (0.95 and 0.90) and the low emissivity pair (0.25 and 0.20). However, the key observation is to notice that the temperature difference is much larger for the pair with low emissivity. This connects to the larger measurement errors that follows with lower emissivity.
Here the explanation ends for the learner. But why is that the case? Eq. 11 shows that emissivity is defined as the ratio of the radiation from an object to the radiation from a blackbody with same temperature. Rearranging Eq. 11 yields Eq. 29 below.

\[
\varepsilon_{\lambda} = \frac{M_{\text{object}}(\lambda, T)}{M_{\text{blackbody}}(\lambda, T)} \Rightarrow M_{\text{blackbody}}(\lambda, T) = \frac{M_{\text{object}}(\lambda, T)}{\varepsilon_{\lambda}}
\]  

(29)

The IR camera compensates for the emissivity of an object by calculating the temperature it would have if it had been a blackbody. It does so by dividing by \( \varepsilon_{\lambda} \). This is the reason why the temperature error is larger for low emissivities; when \( \varepsilon_{\lambda} \) is small, \( \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{\lambda}} \) becomes large. However, this explanation cannot be given to the learner because blackbodies were omitted when introducing emissivity. This illustrates the challenges in finding the right level of difficulty when developing this course material and the advantages and disadvantages certain choices lead to.

### 4.1.2.2 Sampling

One example of a subject that was considered interesting enough to mention but not important enough – in contrast to emissivity – to cover in-depth was sampling. The technical details of how sampling is performed was deemed too advanced and unnecessary with regard to the intended difficulty level of the material. Instead, the idea was to give the learner two schematic images to, as Race (1992:97) calls it, hang on to when thinking about sampling and how the concept fits into the broader picture of image processing.

First the learner is presented same differently sized images of the same scene – in this case, a monkey – with pixel sizes ranging from 1024 x 1024 to 32 x 32 (see Figure 22 below).

**FIGURE 22. SEVERAL IMAGES OF A MONKEY IN DIFFERENT SIZES TAKEN FROM THE SAMPLING SECTION IN THE OPEN LEARNING MATERIAL (APPENDIX OPEN LEARNING MATERIAL, 195).**

Following this figure of differently sized monkeys, the learner is shown how the images of the monkey look when all have been upsampled to the pixel size 1024 x 1024. As can be seen in Figure 23, it becomes apparent that the smaller images have become more pixelated.

Once again, the technical details of how sampling is performed is not covered. Instead, the result of sampling is illustrated with much help from the figures.

4.1.3 Pedagogical structure

The pedagogical structure refers to the overall structure of the open learning material, such as content sequencing, outline of the chapters, and aesthetic features. The structure of the open learning material is not only important from an order perspective, but also from the pedagogical perspective. Partly because it is used to reel the learner in, and also because the contents page is the first page the learner sees when opening the book.

4.1.3.1 Content sequencing

A major change that was made early to the material regarded the sequencing. The outline of the course material was initially planned to begin with the theory of thermography and optics. Only then would the learner be practically introduced to the IR camera itself. The idea behind this was to first provide a solid foundation of theory for the learner to understand the features and function of the IR camera. However, this sequencing of content was judged to follow too much of a subject-oriented line. Thus, the sequencing was reworked to better follow a problem-oriented line.

Adults need a strong connection to why they need to learn something and how it can aid them in solving a problem. From this perspective, the form of the material was problematic as it was highly subject-centered. This ran the risk of not engaging the learner enough and motivate...
why all theory was necessary in order to understand the IR camera, as adult mostly educate themselves to solve problems (Mezirow, 2000; Knowles, 1973). A learner who did not see the need to go through all the material would have perceived it as very taxing or simply skipped the material. Instead, the question of interest was “what is the most interesting aspect of taking a self-paced course in thermal imaging and automation IR cameras?” The reasoning was that the most exciting and important aspect is the IR camera itself, and to see the apparent temperatures of a scene. That is why this was placed at the beginning of the course material—a Getting Started chapter that went through how to connect the IR camera to a computer in order to see an infrared image of the scene. Thus, the course became camera-oriented, instead of theory-oriented. This in turn made the material shift from a subject-centered orientation to a more problem-centered orientation and more in line with the theory of andragogy (Mezirow, 2000; Knowles, 1973). This was also the preferred method of working through the material by the authors. The authors themselves worked with a camera to simulate what the learners would experience. That way, the questions that arose became a central part in designing the learning material. This also made it possible to discover how to create a need to learn something, emissivity for instance.

![How to set up your FLIR AX8](image)

In this first chapter I will walk you through how to set up your FLIR AX8.

**Objectives**

When you have worked through this part, my aim is that you will be able to answer these questions:

- How do I connect my FLIR AX8 to my computer?
- How do I configure the IP address of my FLIR AX8?
- How do I access the web interface of my FLIR AX8?

If you feel that you already know the answer to these questions, feel free to just browse through—or even skip—this part. The important thing is that you know how to set up your FLIR AX8 and see the IR image in the web interface for you to be able to continue to the next chapter.

**Figure 24. The beginning of the Getting Started chapter (Appendix Open learning material, 70).**

The idea was that by making the content more hands-on from the beginning, the learner can be better motivated and convinced to *why* emissivity is an important topic. For instance, emissivity could now be presented as a parameter that drastically affects how the IR camera registered temperatures. Once the learner sees the importance of a concept, only then is the theoretical part presented. This connects to the dimension of self-directed learning that
Garrison (1997) calls self-monitoring. The learner is invited to take responsibility of his or her own learning by constructing and incorporating personal meaning into the new knowledge.

Directly following the Getting Started chapter follows a Features Walkthrough chapter. The chapter is meant to briefly describe different features of the IR camera. The reader is encouraged to use this chapter as a reference chapter. Instead of giving the whole picture, the reader is forwarded to different chapters where certain aspects are presented and discussed more in detail. The idea is to promote the learner towards becoming a proactive reader (Knowles, 1975). A proactive reader, as opposed to a reactive reader, takes control of his or her own learning process by knowing what questions need answering and where to find the information needed to answer those questions. The active reader is also in dialogue with the material which gives the learner knowledge about his or her learning process (Taylor & Lamoreaux, 2008). The idea is once again to provide the learner with incentive and motivation to continue studying the material. This in order to answer why the knowledge is needed.

In this chapter, my aim is that you become more familiar with the different features in the IR camera interface. That is, what happens to the IR radiation after it has passed through the IR camera, but before it reaches your eyes. I will discuss where you can find different settings and refer you to the chapter that cover that specific setting. This chapter is thus aimed at very briefly guide you through the features, and letting you use it as a reference chapter. The features will be discussed from the interfaces of IR Monitor – used with the FLIR A310, and the web interface – used with the FLIR AX8.

**FIGURE 25. THE INTRODUCTION TO THE FEATURES WALKTHROUGH CHAPTER (APPENDIX OPEN LEARNING MATERIAL, 93).**

At the same time, the Features Walkthrough chapter is intended to contribute to the learner’s autonomy and self-directed learning (Knowles, 1973) by providing tools to assess what is interesting and what is needed. Instead of feeling forced to work through the material from the first page to the last, the learner is encouraged to jump to a specific section related to a specific problem that is intended to be solved. For example, a learner who wishes to know how to set up an alarm with an IR camera will know where to find that information by heading directly to the Alarms chapter from the Features Walkthrough chapter. This is a trait of the self-directed learner, who takes responsibility for the learning process and decides what to learn and how to learn it (Garrison, 1997; Illeris, 2007, Mezirow, 1982). This idea of assessing what is interesting and important to learn is presented to the reader in the very beginning of the material, in the User guide.
Since both you and I are adults – we know that it is very difficult, almost impossible – to study what we are not interested in. I am not saying that I will not do my part – I will try my fullest to make the subjects of this learning material as interesting as possible. However, I am aware of the fact that all individuals are not interested in all things. This leads me to my second tip.

Don't read every word of every chapter. Browse through the less interesting parts – or even skip them – and get back to them later. Asses your previous knowledge and focus less on the parts you already know.

**Figure 26. Study tips in the User Guide section of the Open Learning Material (Appendix Open Learning Material, 66).**

Although the material is written such that the learner is guided through the material, the learner is also reminded throughout the material to make active decisions regarding what to learn. This is intended to contribute to the learner's self-management in that he or she controls what to study in the learning material as well as the pace of the studying (Garrison, 1997). One example of this is regarding the “More on binary numbers” section in the Networks chapter.

Depending on the learner’s ambition and intent with the material, he or she is encouraged to either read or skip the section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Old notation (Subnet mask)</th>
<th>New notation (CIDR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IP address</td>
<td>Subnet mask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.254.1</td>
<td>255.0.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169.254.100.2</td>
<td>255.255.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213.100.31.47</td>
<td>255.255.255.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Can we have values other than /8, /16 or /24?**

Yes, we might have a 22-bit network ID, denoted by /22, or any other whole number between 0 and 32. This is the same problem as before, when the subnet mask contained numbers other than 255 or 0. As I mentioned before, things get a little trickier and we need to involve binary numbers. If you want the whole picture, see the More on binary numbers section below. If you feel satisfied with what we have covered so far, feel free to skip that section.

**More on binary numbers**

In this section, I want to go a little deeper into how subnet masks and CIDR notation work. I will do this by making a stronger connection to binary numbers. In the decimal system we use the digits 0, 1, 2, …, 9 and the position of the digits are based on powers of 10. For example, we think of the number 169 as

\[ 169 = 100 + 60 + 9 = 1 \cdot 10^2 + 6 \cdot 10^1 + 9 \cdot 10^0. \]

**Figure 27. The end of the CIDR section and the beginning of the More on binary numbers section in the Networks chapter. Depending on interest and level of ambition, the learner is encouraged to either skip or work through the More on Binary numbers section (Appendix Open Learning Material, 211).**
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4.1.3.2 General form of a chapter

The pedagogical structure of the course material was not only developed with the sequencing of the whole material in mind. The chapters themselves were also designed with ideas of andragogical theories in mind. In all chapters, the learner will meet a short introduction to the content of the chapter followed by the objectives of the chapter. These objectives are often posed as questions. The idea behind this is to encourage the learner towards becoming a proactive reader (Knowles, 1975). Instead of passively reading the text, the learner is supplied with questions that he or she can seek the answers to while working through the material. The objective questions are also meant to increase the learner’s entering motivation (Garrison, 1997), by making the learning goals of the chapter less abstract and more accessible. Instead of an objective such as “the student will know the basics of IP addresses”, the objective questions are more precise – “How does the subnet mask determine the length of the Network ID and Host ID?” (see Figure 28). By making the question more precise, the learner may more easily assess that a learning goal has been fulfilled. This is supposed to increase the learner’s sense of achievability towards the learning goals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>When you have worked through this part, my aim is that you will be able to answer the following questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is an IP address?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>How does the subnet mask determine the length of the Network ID and Host ID?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is the purpose of a gateway?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>How do ports work together with IP addresses?</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 28. The objectives of the Networks chapter (Appendix Open learning material, 201).**

At the end of most chapters, a summary is given with the key points of the chapter. The summaries contain one-sentence statements which, to the extent possible, aim to summarize the content and remind the learner of the main ideas of the chapter. The summaries also connect back to the objectives in the beginning and thus, bring each chapter to a close. The summaries in conjunction with the objectives are intended to contribute to the learner’s self-monitoring (Garrison, 1997), by providing the learner with tools to assess his or her own learning. Figure 29 shows the summary of the Networks chapter.
4.1.4 Tone and style
The intended format of the course material was a self-paced distance course. This would place the learner in a learning space quite different from the learning occurring in traditional classrooms. Without both teacher and peers, the learner would engage mostly in, what Bernard et al. (2009) call, student-content interactions. Thus, an important aspect of the course material became the narrative, in order to compensate for the lack of social interaction.

The idea was to create a connection between author and learner by using a more inclusive language, as suggested by Race (1992) and Kember and Murphy (1994). Even though the open learning material is written by two authors, the reader is presented a single author. The idea was that it would be easier for the learner to form a bond to the material via a single author, rather than several. Thus, the author presented itself to the reader as “I” and the learner was addressed as “you”. “We” was used to include the reader and the author, to give a sense of companionship – “we are going to go through this together”. This personal way of writing is a consistent theme throughout the whole learning material, and the special tone and style of the narrative is introduced to the learner at the very beginning of the material; in the User guide (see Figure 30).
User guide

I am very glad that you have found this learning material you have in front of you. I am certain of that you and I together can take you through the basics of IR cameras in automation. Before we start, I want to explain the outline of this learning material, and also give you some tips on how you can study this material in order to get the best learning outcomes.

My first tip to you is this:

Focus your studies on the parts you are most interested in or feel the most need to know.

Because of the central role that the narrative played in the material, this also became the focus of the first test done outside the in-house business of developing the course material.

4.1.4.1 Questionnaire – sample unit

During the 8th week of the master thesis project, a questionnaire was sent to 17 FLIR employees located in Europe, North America, South America and Asia (see Appendix Sample unit – questionnaire). 12 of the 17 people asked answered the questionnaire. The topic of the sample text regarded the subject of emissivity. Emissivity was chosen because of its central role in thermal imaging. Thus, it is a key concept to understand while at the same time being a potentially difficult concept to grasp for a learner unfamiliar with the subject. The focus of the questionnaire regarded the tone and style of the material.

![Number of test subjects at location](image.png)

**Figure 31. The respondents of the Sample unit - questionnaire divided into the employees' work location.**
The four most common words chosen to describe the tone and style of the material were “Friendly”, “Readable”, “Informal”, and “Chatty”.

The fact that a majority of the respondents (7 out of 12) perceived the tone of the material as “friendly” was seen as positive. Thus, the overall tone and style was kept the same when new content for the course material was developed. However, some comments on the material also included “patronizing”, “chatty” and “irritating”. Thus, the results from this questionnaire affected the continued development of the course material in that the frequency of encouraging words such as “well done” and “good job” was lowered. This was done to lower the risk of the reader feeling patronized.

The more informal use of the author using “I” and “you” is not a usual form of writing in textbooks. Feedback from an early meeting was that “it grew on me” (Sundin, 2019). This highlights a problem regarding this type of test: the test subject may have a predominant negative attitude towards the tone and style, because they were not given ample time to grow accustomed to the personal tone and style of the material.

There is a point to be made about the knowledge level of the people that participated in the questionnaire. Most of them felt well acquainted with the concept of emissivity. This could be problematic as this knowledge level does not represent the intended target group of the course material. This is discussed more in detail in section 5.3 Tests and evaluation.

4.2 How do users study using an open learning material in thermal imaging that has been designed based on theories of andragogy?

In this section of the report, the results regarding how learners use the open learning material will be analyzed. The analysis was based on interviews, questionnaires and observations described in sections 3.2.2.2 Interview, 3.2.2.3 Questionnaire, and 3.2.2.4 Observation, respectively. The results of the interviews and questionnaires are presented in Appendix Interview: Results, and In-house test – questionnaire: Results. The result from the observation is presented in Table 1 on page 50. As the material was intended to function as a self-paced distance course material, an important aspect was how the material contributes to the learner’s autonomy. In other words, in which aspects could the learner work through the material without getting stuck and requiring external assistance?

The three test subjects will be referred to as ‘A’, ‘B’, and ‘C’ respectively.

4.2.1 SAQ and self-reflection

The format of the self-assessment questions (SAQs) in the material was divided into two parts: a problem part and a response part – see for example Figure 20 and Figure 21. The problem part of the SAQ introduced a question or a problem that the learner was invited to solve and reflect upon. The response part was always placed on the next page, with the idea of allowing the learner to pause, reflect and try to solve the problem before turning the page and looking at the response.

In the questionnaire that the participants answered after the test, all participants ticked the box “I thought about the Question, then looked at the Response” (Appendix In-house test – questionnaire: Results). However, from interview B (Appendix Interview: Results, Interview person B), it became evident that the intended design of the SAQs did not fully support the
learner as was planned, as the interviewee commented that both the question and the response of the SAQ were visible at the same time. When the test material was printed, both the problem part and response part of the SAQ could be seen on the same page spread, i.e. the two pages were facing each other in the booklet (see Figure 34).

![Figure 34. An SAQ about image processing that was used for testing. Notice that the response is visible at the same time as the posed problem.](image)

This flaw in the design lead to that the SAQs contribution to the learner’s self-image as doer and active participant in a climate of supportive feedback, as mentioned by Mezirow (1982:21-22), could not be tested to the extent that was originally planned.

### 4.2.2 The importance of making it visual

Although small in sample size, the test showed that different learners use the open learning material differently. One such difference was seen in the participants’ attitude towards images and text in the material. For instance, interviewee A commented that

**A:**  

*It was a little of both, yeah. Some parts were more like a lecture, that is information, then it tried to be a little interactive in some way. It was first after a while that I discovered that, oh, there was a picture of it too. I didn’t see that at first. And then: yes, that was how I did it.*

(Appendix Interview: Results, Intervju person A)

Here, interviewee A displayed more of a focus towards what was presented in the text, rather than what was shown in the figures. It was not until after some time that A noticed the corresponding figures to the text. This can be put in contrast to the attitude of interviewee B. When discussing a figure in the material showing how to connect the IR camera to a Power over Ethernet (PoE) switch, B commented that the circuit diagram did not fully correspond to the real-life situation (Appendix Interview: Results, Intervju person B). Despite it being more clearly stated in the text, B had more focus on the figure.
4.2.3 Autonomy and getting stuck

All participants ticked the box saying that “The instructions were clear, and following them lead to me completing the Exercise” regarding the first and third section, which were more of
a hands-on exercise (see Appendix In-house test – questionnaire: Results). Despite different prerequisites and approaches to the material, all participants completed the three parts of the material within the stated time limit. This was interpreted as a positive result, the material supported all three learners, even though they had widely different prerequisites and approaches to learning. These two results – the answers in the questionnaire and the completion of all tasks – were seen as positive and interpreted as a guarantee that the material stimulated the learners’ autonomous learning process.

A crucial moment occurred during the test that have to be regarded as greatly risking the autonomy of the learners. This happened during the first part of the test material – How to set up your FLIR AX8 (see Appendix Open learning material, 70-79). An important part of setting up an automation IR camera is to correctly configure the IP address of the IR camera so that it can communicate with the connected computer. A correct IP address is one that has the same network ID as the computer and different host ID (see 2.2.2.2 Internet Protocol). However, all three participants set the IP address of the IR camera to be exactly the same as the IP address of the computer – which can be seen in Table 1. This caused a major disruption of the participants autonomy, because once the IP address of the IR camera was set to the same as the computer, the IR camera could no longer be detected by FLIR IP config – a program that allows the user to configure the IP address of an IR camera. This required the IR camera to be reset to factory default settings. Thus, the researchers deemed it necessary to help the participants, as the material did not cover how to perform a factory reset of the camera.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of event</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes/No question to researcher</td>
<td>III I</td>
<td>The majority of these question were for affirmation, such as “Should I click yes?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting the wrong IP address, needed help from researcher to complete the task</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>All three test subjects set the wrong IP address and required help to continue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reading the text box on how to find the user interface website, needed help from researcher to complete the task</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>All three test subjects neglected to read the text box and needed assistance to continue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question requiring help from researcher</td>
<td>IIII</td>
<td>Most of the answers to these questions were in the course material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asking other test subjects for help</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>On how to connect the Ethernet cables to the PoE switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive comment on course material</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>“I like that you write don’t worry!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral comment on course material</td>
<td>IIII</td>
<td>Comments on images, on the camera not making clicking sounds, and the like</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1: THE OBSERVATION PROTOCOL WHERE TYPE OF EVENT AND CORRESPONDING OCCURRENCES AT THE IN-HOUSE TEST WERE REGISTERED.

This sequence can be interpreted as being a beginning towards transformative learning, in that the learners become critically aware of their assumption, dependencies and relationships (Mezirow, 1982; Illeris, 2007; Taylor and Lamoreaux, 2008). In this situation, the learner
would get stuck and be forced to revise his or her actions – setting a certain IP address – and then compare it to the instructions in the material; the IP address of the camera should have the same network ID but different host ID compared to the computer. The disruption of setting the wrong IP address obstructed the participants’ possibilities of completing the task. This could work as a motivation for the participants to reflect on their learning process, and subsequently stimulate transformative learning (Mezirow, 1982). However, one cannot claim that transformative learning has fully occurred in the test situation, due to the presence and interference of the researchers. Once the learners got stuck, they turned to the researchers for assistance, rather than fully revising their actions and assumptions. Thus, this critical situation can be interpreted to partly contribute to transformative learning, but not fully because of the particular structure of the test situation.

The setting of the test situation can also be seen as disturbing the participants’ possibilities to be self-directed learners, in that the self-directed learner knows what resources to utilize in order to reach a certain learning goal (Mezirow, 1982). The fastest and most effective learning resource available in the test situation was the researchers – not the material. This made evaluating the course materials ability to stimulate self-directed learning difficult. Once the learner had set an incorrect IP address, this led to them feeling completely stuck and thus becoming reactive learners, rather than proactive in their learning process (Knowles, 1975).

The learners shift toward becoming reactive readers can also be explained by the dimension of self-directed learning that Garrison (1997) calls self-management, where he emphasizes the importance of the learner feeling that he or she is in control of the learning activities. It can be argued that the learner’s sense of task control was taken away in the test situation, as they had no intrinsic need to learn the material. Instead, the participants attended as testers of the course material. Their attitude towards the test can be illustrated by comments made by A and B in the interview.


No. Or, the objectives were to plug in the system, make it work, and show how it’s done. One could, in principle set up a simple demo with this. Done. And that’s good.

(Appendix Interview: Results, Intervju person A)


We can put it like this. If I am a customer and buys a camera and want to set it up and read this first [Getting started] – I think it’s very clear. The second [Image processing] with questions might not be that interesting for a customer.

(Appendix Interview: Results, Intervju person B)

Since the participants themselves did not feel the need to learn, but tested the material with other purposes in mind, the supporting of self-directedness of the course material could not be tested properly.

The number of questions requiring a yes or no answer of the researchers (see Table 1) can also be seen as a product of the test situation. Affirming questions arising in a “real” situation would hopefully result in a consultation of the material.
4.3 To what extent do the users feel that the material supports or improves their learning experience?

This part of the Results and Analysis regards the learners’ perceived learning and how they felt that the open learning material supported their learning experience. The results used to answer the posed research question came from the interview conducted at the end of the in-house test (see Appendix Interview: Results). As the chosen research strategy of this thesis was of phenomenological nature (see section 3 Method), the interview answers must be studied with regard to each individual’s worldview and attitude towards learning.

The three participants had different assumptions regarding their role in testing the material. This became evident in the conducted interviews that directly followed the testing. Participant A discussed the material from the perspective of how the material would work as a course and how someone else would have experienced the material. Participant B discussed the material from a customer-perspective and to what degree the three different parts that were tested would benefit or be interesting to a buyer of an IR camera. Both A and B did not primarily see themselves as learners in the material, but rather as judges of its quality (see Appendix Interview: Results, Intervju person A and Appendix Interview: Results, Intervju person B). Participant C, however, did discuss experiences and the material primarily from a learner-perspective. Thus, the responses from C should be taken into consideration to a greater extent than the responses from A or B, as this worldview and perspective is preferred in order to answer the research question.

All participants regarded the tone and style of the material as friendly and interesting while no unwanted words – such as irritating, patronizing or boring – were chosen by any participant (see Appendix in-house test – questionnaire: Results). Participant C also added the comment “easy to read” regarding the material. In the interview with participant C, on a question of how he or she perceived the author in the material, the response was:

\[ C: \text{ Eh, den kändes väldigt personlig, att det är någon som vill lära mig [betoning på ordet "mig"] hur man ska göra.} \]

\[ Eh, it felt very personal, like it’s someone who wants to teach me [emphasis on the word “me”] how to do it. \]

(Appendix Interview: Results, Intervju person A)

The sense of personal connection, the use of an inclusive language, and the image of an author who was keen on guiding the learner through the material was precisely the intended effect of the chosen narrative, as described in 4.1.4 Tone and style. These responses led to the interpretation that, overall, the material had a supportive narrative which improved the learner’s learning experience and did not go over the top as to, as Race (1992) puts it, patronize the adult learner.

All three participants wrote in the material when prompted – for instance, when writing down the IP address and subnet mask of their computer. Beyond the instances when writing in the material was explicitly prompted, participant C also wrote on the white space in the material without being instructed to. This happened when C was working through the third part of the test material – Set up a local FTP server and send an image or video to your FTP site (see Appendix Open learning material, 227-245). This can be understood as participant C taking responsibility for his or her own learning, by treating the material as his or her own. This is in line with the idea of the self-directed learner, who decides what to learn and how to learn it (Garrison, 1997; Illeris, 2007; Mezirow, 1982). This argument can be further solidified by the fact that participant C had little prior experience with the topics that were tested. On the
question regarding if participant C knew anything now that he or she had not known before, the given response was

C: *Jag kan konfigurera [sic!] min PC. Jag vet hur jag hittar min IP adress nu! [skratt]*

*I can config [sic!] my PC. I now know how to find my IP address! [laughter]*

(Appendix Interview: Results, Intervju person C)

The fact that participant C incorporated the new word “configure” – or tried to – into the response suggests that the material has supported C’s learning process by contributing to becoming self-directed. C incorporated the language of the course material in his or her own, allowing one to draw the conclusion that the material supported his or her learning process. This was further illustrated when C used English words, although the interview was conducted in Swedish.

C: *Ja, men författaren är väldigt, väldigt noggrann, vilket är bra för man går steg... Step by step hela tiden.*

*Yes, but the author is very, very thorough, which is good because one goes step... Step by step [the words “step by step” in English] all the time.*

(Appendix Interview: Results, Intervju person C)

The word “step” is used in the introduction of the chapter How to set up your FLIR AX8 to show the learner the parts the chapter will cover. C starts with the Swedish word for step – “steg” – interrupts him- or herself and rephrases it to English – “step by step”. Using the language of the material is further evidence that C has made the material his or her own, and in extension – his or her own learning.

The presented results and analysis suggest that the open learning material supports the learner’s learning experience to the extent of making the learner feel at the center of the material; the author is interested in guiding the learner and keen on making the learner feel included through the whole process.
5 Discussion

In this section, different aspects of the development and evaluation of the open learning material will be discussed. The explanatory power of the results and the limitations of the study will be treated. This includes comments on sources of error that may have skewed the results of this study as well as how the study could have been improved.

5.1 Development

As stated in section 3 Method, the thesis was essentially divided into two phases: development and evaluation. The majority of the available time was invested into the development phase, i.e. creating the open learning material in thermal imaging and infrared automation cameras. This resulted in a 220-page material, comprised of more than 42,000 words and over 100 figures. The sheer size of the material also made evaluating the whole material difficult because of time restraints. Instead some parts which were identified as representative of the whole material were chosen for evaluation. The results from those parts – such as how well the material promotes autonomy for the learner – were then assumed to represent the material as a whole. This is, of course, a simplification that must be kept in mind. The advantage of the developed material is that it is comprehensive and may serve as a basis for further development of educational material, perhaps in other formats such as web-based or teacher-led (see section 7 Future work). The disadvantage of an open learning material of this size was that the evaluation phase became diminished. Partly because of the amount of time that was demanded in order to create such a comprehensive material, and partly because of the difficulties to evaluate the material as a whole and to assess the quality thereof. This aspect of quality could have been imported by investing less time and energy into the development phase and more into the evaluation phase. This would, however, have come at the cost of the open learning material being less comprehensive.

5.2 Target group and level

Much of the thesis work in the development phase revolved around collecting information, often from the knowledge within the organization, and putting that knowledge in print. Thus, the aim was to provide a comprehensive bank of knowledge with valuable information needed in thermal imaging and for automation cameras that was presented in a way that stimulated the learner’s autonomy and self-directed learning process. This led to the intended target group of the open learning material being both substantial and varied, as it included partners of FLIR, support engineers within the origination, as well as end users of the IR camera. The broad target group made finding the suitable difficulty level of the course greatly challenging. The course material was said to be a basic course. However, this does not fully solve the problem – what constitutes as “basic” is of relative nature and varies greatly among people.

In order to find the correct level of the material, specific learner profiles could have been established which would have constituted the base for what subjects to cover and the difficulty of those subjects. On the other hand, this would have been done at the cost of being suitable for a smaller audience.

Another aspect to take into consideration is that the English comprehension may vary greatly among people who do not have English as their mother tongue. Since most participants in the tests were not native English speakers, words may be interpreted in different ways. For instance, the word “chatty” was a word that could be chosen to describe the material in the questionnaires (see Sample unit – questionnaire). Depending on how the word is interpreted, it can have both negative and positive meanings. “Chatty” could be interpreted in a positive way to mean friendly and communicative. However, it may also be more negatively interpreted to mean excessive and redundant. The double-meaning of words such as “chatty”
complicates the analysis of the results. There are also cultural differences that may result in certain value-laden words not holding the same value in all cultures. This can cause misconceptions and confusion when writing a course material for non-native English speakers. There is even a risk that this confusion can cause people to feel insulted. If, for instance, the use of “you and I” and “we” is interpreted as phrases too intimate for strangers to use, it could cause the narrative to intrude on the reader’s personal space.

5.3 Tests and evaluation

As the open learning material was developed with the intention to contribute to a self-paced distance course, the in-house test was meant to test how well the material promoted an autonomous learning process for the learners. However, the fact that all participants tested the material during the same time period and sat next to each other allowed for types of interaction that one would not expect in a distance course. The in-house test could therefore have been designed to better simulate the situation of learners in a self-paced distance course by separating the participants more. Instead, the participants could have been allowed to test the material during different times, so that each learner could work through the material in solitude. However, this would not fully simulate the self-paced distance course situation as it would still be supervised by the researchers.

The Sample unit – questionnaire was sent out to 17 employees at FLIR located in Europe, North America, South America and Asia. The primary aim was to pilot a sample unit – which was chosen to cover the concept of emissivity – with regard to the narrative, tone, and style of the material and how well these aspects contributed to the learner’s autonomy and learning experience. On the question regarding how well acquainted the respondents felt in the subject of emissivity, all respondents assessed their own ability as 3 or higher on a scale from 1 to 5. This was interpreted to mean that none of the respondents viewed themselves as unfamiliar in the subject of emissivity. From one perspective, this could be viewed as beneficial to the study of evaluating the tone and style, as the participants of the sample unit could better focus on these aspects instead of focusing on learning a new subject. On the other hand, the material was designed to be a beginner’s course and did not intend to target learners already well acquainted in thermal imaging. Thus, the group of respondents could be viewed as unsuitable to judge how well the tone and style suited the material, since one could argue that no actual learning had taken place. This could have been avoided by targeting a group of participants that were known to be unfamiliar with the subject. This would make it more likely for learning to occur, and thus these participants’ opinions regarding the tone and style of the material could have been taken into greater consideration during the development of the narrative in the open learning material.

The material was to be evaluated in the in-house test, which was conducted by the same people who had written the whole course material, namely the two authors of this master thesis. This could be problematic, as the participants of the in-house also knew that the written material had been developed by the same people conducting the test. This may have led to the responses being shifted more towards praising the material, rather than criticizing it. This can be explained simply because participants may feel uncomfortable with sharing critical views on a material to the authors responsible of creating that material. Thus, it is not unreasonable to assume that the probability of the participants sharing their most critical ideas was lowered due to the fact that the authors both developed and led the evaluation of the open learning material.

The transformative learning aspect of the course material was difficult to test, although one of the goals of the material. As mentioned in 2 Theoretical framework, the transformative learning occurs either when disturbances are experienced over time or when a great disturbance need to be reflected. These disturbances to be followed by transformative learning
were not possible to construct under the circumstances of the evaluation and could thus not be tested.
6 Conclusions

The open learning material created during the work of this thesis can serve as a basis for a self-paced distance course in thermal imaging and IR cameras for automation purposes. Although the sample sizes were small and the test situations not optimal, the following conclusions can be drawn:

- The open learning material is developed with the four assumptions of adult learning in mind (Knowles, 1973). It has been shown that although a problem-oriented perspective on learning may present itself in different shapes, the open learning material has the potential to promote self-directed learners.

- Due to its usability and level of difficulty, the open learning material has the potential to increase the level of knowledge for both FLIR Systems staff and end users, help users of FLIR cameras to fully utilize their cameras potential, and promote learners’ autonomy.

- The content and pedagogical structure of the open learning material may serve as a basis for further development in other forms of education, such as web-based courses and teacher-led classes.

The following section summarizes the answers to each of the three research questions of this thesis, posed in section 1.3 Research questions.

1. *How can an open learning material in thermal imaging and infrared automation cameras be designed based on theories of andragogy?*

   The open learning material was designed with the aim to promote self-directed learners. This was done with an inclusive and friendly tone, self-assessment questions, and informational text boxes and images.

2. *How do users study using an open learning material in thermal imaging that has been designed based on theories of andragogy?*

   Adults have, through their different experiences, developed different methods and strategies towards learning. The test results showed that adults display different preferences towards how to work through a material, focusing primarily on either images or text. The open learning material supports adults’ autonomy, regardless of preference.

3. *To what extent do the users feel that the material supports or improves their learning experience?*

   Although further tests and evaluations are needed, the tests conducted showed that the material supports users learning experience to some extent.
7 Future work

The open learning material that has been developed and evaluated in this master thesis is intended to function as a printed material for self-paced distance learning. This format should, however, only be regarded as the start of something greater. As the material was intended to gather knowledge regarding thermal imaging and infrared automation cameras, the material can now be distributed to a wide audience. However, the aim to make the material and knowledge accessible can be pursued to an even greater extent by converting the developed open learning material into a web-based material. This web-based implementation would not only make distribution easier but can allow for greater opportunities towards different types of interaction, such as student-student, student-teacher and student-content. Bernard et al. (2009) emphasizes the importance of student-student interactions, thus it would be beneficial if the implementation of a web-based course would also allow for learners to connect to each other via forums. This would open up the possibility for learners to exchange experiences with other peers and allow for student-student interactions, despite the learners not being physically present or even studying the material at the same time.

When converting the printed version of the course material to web-based, it is important to remember the aspect of learners becoming active in their own learning process. One way this has been done in the developed open learning material is through the use of self-assessment questions (SAQs), as can be seen in 4.1.1 Feedback. The responses in the SAQs were developed by anticipating different answers and reactions from the learner. This will still be an important aspect in a web-based material. However, in a web-based architecture the responses can be better organized to the fit the specific answer given by a learner so that only relevant feedback is given. The web-based material would also make it possible to avoid flaws in the layout, as was presented in 4.2.1 SAQ and self-reflection, where learners could glance at the response of an SAQ before giving the problem proper time for reflection.

The development and evaluation of the open learning material does not end with this thesis report. It is important to continue to improve the open learning material, and teacher-led classes may serve as excellent opportunities for testing and evaluation. A teacher is in the perfect position to intercept frequently asked questions and usual misconceptions – all can be implemented as SAQs in the open learning material. The continuing process of implementation and improvement is an important part of refining the open learning material, so that it can include all topics needed for IR cameras in automation applications and promote autonomous and self-directed learners.
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User guide

I am very glad that you have found this learning material you have in front of you. I am certain of that you and I together can take us through the basics of IR cameras in automation. Before we start, I want to explain the outline of this learning material, and also give you some tips on how you can study this material in order to get the best learning outcomes.

My first tip to you is this:

---

Focus your studies on the parts you are most interested in or feel the most need to know.

---

Since both you and I are adults – we know that it is very difficult, almost impossible – to study what we are not interested in. I am not saying that I will not do my part – I will try my fullest to make the subjects of this learning material as interesting as possible. However, I am aware of the fact that all individuals are not interested in all things. This leads me to my second tip.

---

Don’t read every word of every chapter. Browse through the less interesting parts – or even skip them – and get back to them later. Assess your previous knowledge and focus less on the parts you already know.

---

Reading for the sake of reading sounds unnecessary to me. Some parts of this material you might not see the need for at first – but when you’ve gotten through other parts – might see the need for them. Maybe some parts seem too difficult at first, but hopefully they will clear as we go along through the material. My last tip to you is therefore this.

---

Try and think about the things you are reading – reflect on your knowledge and learning – but don’t think too long! If you get stuck – move on and return to it later. Things often become clearer after a pause from them.
Now, let me tell you about the outline of this learning material. Every chapter is presented with a set of objectives. The idea of these are partly that it should be easy for you to navigate through the material, and partly so that you may have these objectives in mind when studying this material. I’ve tried to pinpoint the most important take-aways from the chapters through the objectives.

Throughout the material you might stumble upon Box tips with the symbol 📧
These are meant to give you tips on instructional YouTube clips, and miscellaneous tips.

You may also see these symbols 🥛 🌟
They mark the answer and the response of an SAQ. SAQ stands for Self-Assessment Question, and the meaning of them is to help you assess your learning and newly found knowledge. They are also meant to serve as an indicator of a short break, or maybe a reflective pause. The format of the SAQs is that a question will be posed in direct relation to the topic it is about. The correct answer and feedback are then given on the next page. I do urge you to give the SAQs a try before turning the page. I can promise you that your learning outcome will improve.

Another thing I recommend is for you to write and draw in this material – both where there are boxes for that purpose, but also anywhere you like. Writing while studying is shown to improve the learning, and I think that making this material your own – by writing in it – in some ways makes you in charge of your own learning. It can also be good for remembering your thoughts or measurement values in the future.

Many of the chapters in this learning material are based on hands-on activities or exercises. The best way to study through these parts is to do the activities and exercises with me. Partly because the aim of this learning material is to guide you to set up your IR camera so it matches your purposes, and partly because the saying learning by doing isn’t all wrong.
The outline of this learning material is planned to follow the illustration above. We will walk alongside the IR radiation from the object, through the IR camera system – all the way until it meets our eyes in the form of a color. The order of the path we’re walking may stray away from the order presented in the illustration – I hope that it won’t get confusing. I’ll show you the illustration every time I think that there is a risk for that.

My intention with this material is that the chapters should be completely stand-alone, but this may not be the case for all of them. Some chapters and exercises require you to have certain programs installed or an IR camera connected, and some contain references to other chapters in the material. Since it is a big area we are trying to cover – they will overlap – I hope that this will not pose a problem in your learning experience. After all, your learning experience is of utmost importance to me – and it is because of it this learning material exists.

I think now is as good time as any to dive into this learning experience. I am ready when you are.
Getting started

In the following chapters I will walk you through on how to set up your IR camera. I will cover the FLIR AX8, the FLIR A310 and the FLIR Ax5. I will start off with the FLIR AX8, and this chapter will be the most elaborative one – since it’s the first, and many steps are similar or exactly the same for all IR cameras. The chapters on the other IR cameras will be shorter and refer to the FLIR AX8 chapter, when steps are similar or the same.

There is a distinction to be made between two types of IR cameras: smart sensor camera and image streaming camera. We will delve deeper into the subject in chapter Image processing on page 130, but I’ll mention a few key features here.

Smart sensor cameras have their own built-in computer, which lets you set up analytics functions and alarms in a user interface. This also allows smart sensor cameras to operate without a connected computer, as long as they are supplied with power. Image streaming cameras need to be connected to a computer in order to operate, as they do not perform analytics and alarms by themselves. The analytics and alarms need to be programmed in a computer.

The FLIR AX8 is a smart sensor camera, and so is the FLIR A310 – only that the FLIR A310 can be set to stream like an image streaming camera in FLIR Tools. Setting the stream to signal in FLIR Tools will “turn” the FLIR A310 into an image streaming camera. Setting it to video will treat it as a smart sensor camera. For more on FLIR Tools, refer to chapter FLIR Tools on page 210.

The FLIR A615, FLIR A315 and FLIR Ax5 are image streaming cameras, and since their analytics and alarms need to be programmed in a software on a computer – their features will not be covered in chapter Features walkthrough. The Analytics and alarms chapter will be based on the FLIR AX8 and the FLIR A310, but the principles for analytics and alarms are the same – independent of IR camera type. For information on how to set analysis functions and alarms with image streaming cameras, refer to chapter Software – where you learn how to find software for your purposes.

Let’s begin with perhaps the most important part – setting up your IR camera.
How to set up your FLIR AX8

In this first chapter I will walk you through how to set up your FLIR AX8.

Objectives

When you have worked through this part, my aim is that you will be able to answer these questions:

- How do I connect my FLIR AX8 to my computer?
- How do I configure the IP address of my FLIR AX8?
- How do I access the web interface of my FLIR AX8?

If you feel that you already know the answer to these questions, feel free to just browse through – or even skip – this part. The important thing is that you know how to set up your FLIR AX8 and see the IR image in the web interface for us to be able to continue to the next chapter.

We will need to go through four steps in order to set up our FLIR AX8. They are:

1. Step 1: Download and install FLIR IP Config
2. Step 2: Connect your FLIR AX8 to a computer
3. Step 3: Configure the IP address of your FLIR AX8
4. Step 4: Log in and access the web interface

Box tip – If you prefer video instead of text

If you feel that it is easier with instructions on video instead of reading them in text, FLIR has made an instructional YouTube clip on how to connect your camera to your computer. You must, however, already have FLIR IP Config installed, so make sure that you don’t miss Step 1 in this chapter.

Search for the video FLIR AX8: Connecting to the PC on YouTube.
Before we get started, make sure that you have the following gear:

- FLIR AX8
- Power over Ethernet (PoE) switch with power supply cord
- Ethernet Connector M12, X-coded
- Ethernet cable
- Computer with an Ethernet RJ45 Connector
- Internet connection to your computer

In the examples I will use a PC with Windows 10. If you are using any other type of computer or operating system, things may look a bit different.

**Step 1: Download and install FLIR IP Config**
The FLIR AX8 uses Ethernet connection in order to communicate with the computer. This means that the IR camera has its own IP address. We have to make sure that the IP address of the camera is compatible with the computer. You can think of this as making sure that the computer and camera speak on the same phone line. We do this with the program

First, we must find the program. **Go to** flir.custhelp.com and

**Click on** Download FLIR software and SDKs

Search our knowledge base or click on one of the following resources:
- Ask a Question to get in touch with our product specialists
- Download FLIR software and SDKs
- Access Datasheets & FOV Calculators
- Download user manuals and drawings

For technical support for other FLIR divisions, such as Security, please refer to www.FLIR.com for your product.

You will now be asked to log in.

If you already have an account, **log in** with your login details. Otherwise, **create** an account by clicking the **Create a New Account** button and follow the necessary steps.
Type `IP config` in the search field.

Click the file named `FLIR IP Config`.

Click on `Click to download as ZIP` to download the file as a ZIP file.

Download Software

Click here for the 10 most recently uploaded downloads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLIR IP Monitor</td>
<td>2.0.14</td>
<td>2.0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLIR IP Config</td>
<td>2.1.16038.1001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When you open the downloaded ZIP file, double-click on `flir ip config` and select `Extract all`. Select a destination for the files and click `Extract`.

The file content should then go from this to this:

Click on `flir ip config` to install the program. Your computer may have to restart after the installation.

Search for `FLIR IP Config` in your computer search menu.

Starting FLIR IP Config should look like the image to the right.

If it does, it means that you have successfully completed Step 1! Now, on to Step 2, where I’ll walk you through on how to connect your FLIR AX8 to your computer, so that FLIR IP Config can detect it.
Step 2: Connect your FLIR AX8 to a computer

Now, it’s time to use all the gear I mentioned earlier.

We’ll start with the FLIR AX8. It has two connectors, but for now we are only going to use the left one on the FLIR AX8, which matches with your Ethernet Connector M12 cable. Don’t worry, we’ll get to the right connector and all the technical stuff further on (see chapter Input and output on page 198).

**Connect** the left connector on the FLIR AX8 with the connection on the PoE switch marked **PoE** using the Ethernet Connector M12 cable.

**Connect** the PoE switch to your computer using the Ethernet cable.

You can look at the diagram below to get a clearer picture on how to connect.

All you have to do now is **connect** the PoE switch to a power supply, and you have successfully completed Step 2 and connected your FLIR AX8 to your computer.

---

**Box tip – Why is my camera making clicking sounds?**

When you have connected your camera, you may hear clicking noises coming from your camera. Don’t worry, your camera is not broken! This is perfectly normal, it’s called the NUC (non-uniformity correction) of the camera. We will return to what it is and why it occurs (in chapter Non-Uniformity Correction (NUC) on page 123), but all you need to know right now is that there’s nothing wrong with your camera.
Step 3: Configure the IP address of your FLIR AX8

Your FLIR AX8 is connected, and you’ve got FLIR IP Config up and running. The next step is to help your computer find your FLIR AX8.

To do this, simply click this icon 📦, and FLIR IP Config should be able to identify your FLIR AX8 and present it in a list.

If you have several cameras connected and wish to identify a specific one, you can match the MAC Address of your camera written on the side of the camera with the MAC address in the list in FLIR IP Config.
For the computer and FLIR AX8 to properly communicate, you need to configure the IP address of your camera in FLIR IP Config. This depends on the IP address of your computer.

Therefore, you need to know the IPv4 address and Subnet Mask of your computer. At this time, you don’t have to worry about what they are, simply follow my steps and we’ll get to the details further on (see chapter Networks on page 140).

First, we are going to access the Command Prompt by typing `cmd` in our computer search menu and press Enter.

In the Command Prompt, type `ipconfig` and hit Enter.

We need two bits of information in the list presented to us.
First, we must find the text Ethernet adapter Ethernet in the list.

For me, it looks like the image to the left. I’ve marked what we are looking for with a blue rectangle.

In the red rectangle we find the information we need, namely Autoconfiguration IPv4 Address and Subnet Mask.

As you can see in the image, mine are 169.254.206.34 and 255.255.0.0

Since we are going to use these numbers later, I suggest that you write down your numbers.

IPv4 Address:

Subnet Mask:
Now that we have found the information needed to configure the IP addresses of our FLIR AX8, we return to FLIR IP Config.

In FLIR IP Config, mark your FLIR AX8 by clicking on it. Then click the icon to configure the IP address of your FLIR AX8.

Click the Use the following IP address circle.

You will now need to type in IP address, Subnet mask and Default gateway. Once again, don’t worry if you feel unsure about these terms. The goal right now is for you to set up your IR camera and see an infrared image. The goal is not that you should understand everything about IP addresses. We will cover this in the Networks chapter.

**IP address**

In the row for the IP address, the **first three fields** must be the same as your IPv4 address you wrote down earlier. The **last field** must be different from your IPv4 address. This is very important, since your computer and your FLIR AX8 need to speak on the same phone line – the first three fields – but not drown out each other – the last field.

This might seem tricky, but don’t worry, I’ll show you how I did.

![IP address settings](image)

My IP address of my computer was

IPv4: 169.254.206.34

I can therefore put the camera’s

IP address to 169.254.206.35

Notice that the **first three** fields are the same, but the **last field** is different.

**Subnet mask**

To the right of Subnet mask, simply put the **same numbers** as your Subnet Mask that wrote down earlier. You can see in the image above that I put Subnet Mask: 255.255.0.0
Default gateway

In the field next to Default gateway, type in your IPv4 Address without changing any numbers. I put Default gateway: 169.254.206.34, since this was my IPv4 Address.

Now, all that’s left is to click OK and then OK again on the pop-up message.

You have now successfully configured your camera’s IP address, well done!

In the next step, you’ll be able to access the web interface to actually see the IR image.

Step 4: Log in and access the web interface

We have just a couple of small steps left to get you all set up.

In FLIR IP Config, mark your FLIR AX8 by clicking on it. Then click the icon.

This will open a new tab in your Internet browser. If FLIR IP config asks you to select a program to open the new tab with, choose your default browser.

The tab opened in your Internet browser will look like the image below. Make sure you have the latest version of your web browser.

![FLIR AX8 login page](image)

1 Box tip – Did the login page not show up?

If you were not directed to the login page window, don’t worry. This is a known bug for the FLIR AX8.

Instead, open your web browser and type your camera’s IP address in the address bar. This will lead you to the login page.

![169.254.206.35](image)

In my case, I type in 169.254.206.35, because that was the IP address which I configured in FLIR IP Config.

You can always access your FLIR AX8 by typing its IP address in the address bar, instead of going via FLIR IP Config.
Log in by typing **admin** as User, and **admin** as Password and click on Log in.

You should now see an interface like the image below.

If you do, well done! You have successfully configured your FLIR AX8. Now, let’s move on to learn how to use the web interface!

*Hey, that’s me! But why are my glasses black? We’ll figure that out in chapter A brief look into the concept of emissivity and temperature on page 44.*
How to set up your FLIR A310

In this chapter I will walk you through how to set up your FLIR A310. Many of the steps in this chapter will be the same as in chapter How to set up your FLIR AX8 – I will therefore not repeat them – but refer you to the steps there.

Objectives

When you have worked through this part, my aim is that you will be able to answer these questions:

- How do I connect my FLIR A310 to my computer?
- How do I configure the IP address of my FLIR A310?
- How do I access my FLIR A310 in IR Monitor?

If you feel that you already know the answer to these questions, feel free to just browse through – or even skip – this part. The important thing is that you know how to set up your FLIR A310 and see the IR image in IR Monitor for us to be able to continue to the next chapter.

We will need to go through four steps in order to set up our FLIR A310. They are:

- Step 1: Download and install FLIR IP Config and IR Monitor
- Step 2: Connect your FLIR A310 to a computer
- Step 3: Configure the IP address of your FLIR A310
- Step 4: Access your FLIR A310 in IR Monitor
Box tip – If you prefer video instead of text

If you feel that it is easier with instructions on video instead of reading them in text, FLIR has made an instructional YouTube clip on how to connect your camera to your computer.

Here’s the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t07NwR4WF4

Or you can simply search for Getting Started with the FLIR A310 Thermal Imaging Camera for Automation on YouTube.

For a video clip on how to download the necessary software search for Downloading Software for the FLIR A310 Thermal Imaging Camera for Automation on YouTube.

On YouTube, or enter this web address: https://youtu.be/k6dNzyT2RqY

Before we get started, make sure that you have the following gear:

- FLIR A310
- Power supply T910922
- Ethernet cable
- Computer with an Ethernet RJ45 Connector
- Internet connection to your computer

In the examples I will use a PC with Windows 10. If you are using any other type of computer or operating system, things may look a bit different.

Step 1: Download and install FLIR IP Config and IR Monitor

The step to download FLIR IP Config is presented in chapter Step 1: Download and install FLIR IP Config – so please go through pages 11-13 – before continuing.
IR Monitor is found on the same place as FLIR IP Config, through the address http://flir.custhelp.com/app/account/fl_download_software

Only this time you search for IR monitor in the search field.

When you’ve downloaded IR Monitor – go through the same steps as with FLIR IP Config (page 12) – extract the files and install the program.

**Step 2: Connect your FLIR A310 to a computer**

Connect the power supply T910922 to your FLIR A310, by using the connector marked 12/24 VDC. Connect your FLIR A310 with your computer using the Ethernet cable in the connector marked 10/100.

It is also possible to connect your FLIR A310 with a PoE switch.

**Box tip – Why is my camera making clicking sounds?**

When you have connected your camera, you may hear clicking noises coming from your camera. Don’t worry, your camera is not broken! This is perfectly normal, it’s called the NUC (non-uniformity correction) of the camera. We will return to what it is and why it occurs (in chapter Non-Uniformity Correction (NUC) on page 123), but all you need to know right now is that there’s nothing wrong with your camera.
Step 3: Configure the IP address of your FLIR A310
This step is exactly the same as Step 3 on pages 13-18 – so I refer you to those pages instead of repeating myself.

Step 4: Access your FLIR A310 in IR Monitor
Start IR Monitor.

If IR Monitor doesn’t identify your FLIR A310 directly you can find it by clicking Camera >> Connect in the main tab.

If your FLIR A310 shows up under Available Cameras, drag your camera to the box under Camera Grid. Then click View cameras in grid. (To view several cameras, you have to adjust the number of rows or columns before dragging your cameras to the Camera Grid).

If your FLIR A310 does not show up – click Add camera to list...
Fill in the IP Address of your FLIR A310 – the one you gave it in FLIR IP Config – and click Check Connection.

If you’ve filled in the correct IP Address, the Camera Connection light should be green, and you can click OK.

Lastly, click View cameras in grid and you should see the IR image of your FLIR A310.
How to set up your FLIR Ax5

In this first chapter I will walk you through how to set up your FLIR Ax5.

Objectives

When you have worked through this part, my aim is that you will be able to answer these questions:

- How do I connect my FLIR Ax5 to my computer?
- How do I use FLIR GEV Demo?
- What additional programs and software are there for the FLIR Ax5?

If you feel that you already know the answer to these questions, feel free to just browse through – or even skip – this part. The important thing is that you know how to set up your FLIR Ax5 and see the IR image in FLIR GEV Demo for us to be able to continue to the next chapter.

We will need to go through three steps in order to set up our FLIR Ax5. They are:

- Step 1: Download and install FLIR GEV Demo
- Step 2: Connect your FLIR Ax5 to a computer
- Step 3: Access your FLIR Ax5 in FLIR GEV Demo

Lastly, I will briefly discuss additional interfaces and programs for image streaming cameras such as the FLIR Axs.
Before we get started, make sure that you have the following gear:

- FLIR Ax5
- Power over Ethernet (PoE) switch with power supply cord
- 2 Ethernet cables
- Computer with an Ethernet RJ45 Connector
- Internet connection to your computer

In the examples I will use a PC with Windows 10. If you are using any other type of computer or operating system, things may look a bit different.

**Step 1: Download and install FLIR GEV Demo**

To find the program, type the following link in your web browser.

https://flir.custhelp.com/app/account/fl_downloads

You should then find your way to this page.

![Downloads](image)

Click on **Software**.
Download Software

- Select a product from the list below.
- Click on the appropriate link under the list boxes to begin downloading.
- All files are approximate.

Click here for the 10 most recently uploaded downloads.

Click FLIR GEV Demo 1.10.0, or the latest version available (or GEV Demo for Linux, if this is the system you’re using).

Follow the same procedure as on page 12 for downloading FLIR IP config: Download as zip, extract and install.

Starting the FLIR GEV Demo program should look like this.
If it does, it means that you have successfully completed Step 1! Now, on to Step 2, where I’ll walk you through on how to connect your FLIR A5x to your computer, so that you can see the IR image.

**Step 2: Connect your FLIR A5x to a computer**

Connect your FLIR A5x with the PoE switch using an Ethernet cable. Make sure that you connect your FLIR A5x with the outlet on the PoE switch marked PoE. Connect the computer with the PoE switch using an Ethernet cable. You can look at the circuit diagram below to get a clearer picture of how to connect.

Now, all that’s left is to connect the PoE switch with a power outlet – and you’ve completed Step 2.

**Tip – Why is my camera making clicking sounds?**

When you have connected your camera, you may hear clicking noises coming from your camera. Don’t worry, your camera is not broken! This is perfectly normal, it’s called the NUC (non-uniformity correction) of the camera. We will return to what it is and why it occurs (in chapter Non-Uniformity Correction (NUC) on page 123), but all you need to know right now is that there’s nothing wrong with your camera.

**Step 3: Access your FLIR A5x in FLIR GEV Demo**

Back to FLIR GEV Demo!

Under **Connection**, click **Select / Connect**.
This will open a dialog box looking like this.

If your FLIR AxS is shown in the list under Available Devices, mark it and click OK.

If your FLIR AxS does not show up in the list, tick the box Show unreachable Network Devices.

Your FLIR AxS should then show up in the list. You now have to set the IP address of your FLIR AxS manually, so that it works with your computer. Mark your FLIR AxS in the list and
click Set IP Address... .

This will open a dialog box where you can manually set the IP address of your FLIR AxS. The procedure of choosing the IP address, subnet mask and default gateway are thoroughly described on page 17. The IP address and subnet mask of your computer are displayed under NIC Configuration. This means that you do not have to retrieve this information via the Command Prompt.

Click OK so that you are returned to the main panel of FLIR GEV Demo.

Under Acquisition Control, click Play.

You should now be able to see the IR image. Well done!
Additional interfaces and programs for FLIR Ax5 and other image streaming cameras

The FLIR Ax5 is an image streaming camera and not a smart sensor camera – that is, the FLIR Ax5 can stream radiometric images and videos (more on radiometric on page 133), but all the analytics and alarms are performed on the computer and not in the camera itself. I will cover this more thoroughly later on. The consequence of the image streaming camera not having analytics and alarm functions programmed in the camera is that you need to program these by yourself in the computer. There are some analytic functions in the FLIR GEV Demo, as you might have seen. These do not, however, use the full potential of the FLIR Ax5. To get the full potential, I would advise you to program the analytic functions by yourself.

Fortunately, FLIR has developed Software Development Kits (SDKs) and additional programs you can download from their web site. For information on where you can find the additional programs, refer to chapter Software on page 210.

The consequence for the owner of an image streaming camera when it comes to this material is that I will not include images from the user interface of these cameras. This does not mean that the rest of the material is useless for you – the features and main principles are the same, independent of type of IR camera. It simply means that you – owner of an image streaming camera – have to see the connection between your user interface and the ones I will discuss.
The IR image

Now that we’ve gotten so far as to being able to see the IR image in an interface, we might wonder: what does the IR image depict? The IR image is composed of pseudo colors – or false colors – correlated to the surface temperatures of the scene. By pseudo colors I mean that the colors in the IR image is not the same as the colors we would get with a normal visual camera. Whatever your goal is with your IR camera, I would suspect that it has something to do with measuring temperatures. Before we go on to discover the different features and parameter settings of the IR camera, I would like to say a few words about the colors and the temperatures portrayed in the IR image. As you’ll discover further on, the color scheme of the IR image can be changed by you – but the color difference between objects in the scene is relative. By that I mean that the color one object assumes depends on the objects surrounding it. White doesn’t always mean that the object is hot or has a certain temperature. It simply means that the object whose color is white has a higher temperature than surrounding objects. The object may well have a temperature of -40°C and be depicted as white, if the surroundings are colder.

The last thing I want to say before we move on is that the IR camera can only detect surface temperatures. That is – you cannot use the IR camera to see temperatures inside an object, only its surface.
Features walkthrough

In this chapter, my aim is that you become more familiar with the different features in the IR camera interface. That is, what happens to the IR radiation after it has passed through the IR camera, but before it reaches your eyes. I will discuss where you can find different settings and refer you to the chapter that cover that specific setting. This chapter is thus aimed at very briefly guide you through the features, and letting you use it as a reference chapter. The features will be discussed from the interfaces of IR Monitor – used with the FLIR A310, and the web interface – used with the FLIR AX8.

IR Monitor

The web interface
Objectives

When you have worked through this part, my aim is that you will

- Know where to find the information you need in this material
- Feel comfortable in navigating the user interface
- Recognize symbols and concepts of the user interface

I’ve separated this chapter into five parts. They are:

- Changing object parameters
- Changing settings related to infrared images
- Setting up analysis functions
- Setting up an alarm
- Camera control

Box tip – Video tutorials

There are several good video tutorials on YouTube for both FLIR A310 (IR Monitor) and FLIR AX8 (the web interface)

Here are the links:

Setting up your FLIR A310 Thermal Imaging Camera using FLIR IR Monitor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G51yVoV45Ig

IR Monitor Tutorial - Analysis & Alarms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fC0UY3C3fLY

IR Monitor - Camera Setup
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXS9W15Fgvo

FLIR AX8: Features Walkthrough
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gA-GXixDYrs

FLIR AX8: Measurement Tools
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydyZK0pX20k
Changing object parameters

The object parameters determine how your IR camera interprets the incoming IR radiation. They are important to set correctly, to get an accurate temperature measurement. I would therefore advice you to study them more thoroughly in the Object parameters chapter on page 43. The object parameters may go under different names, so I will try to clarify which is which in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IR Monitor (FLIR A310)</th>
<th>Web interface (FLIR AX8)</th>
<th>Description and page reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refl. app. temp.</td>
<td>Reflected temperature</td>
<td>The temperature of the reflected IR radiation (page 63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissivity</td>
<td>Emissivity</td>
<td>A measurement of how much of the IR radiation that originates from the object (page 44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Dist.</td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>The distance between your target and your IR camera (page 63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rel. hum.</td>
<td>Relative humidity</td>
<td>The relative humidity of the scene. Default is usually 50 % (page 63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atm. temp.</td>
<td>Atmospheric temperature</td>
<td>The temperature of the atmosphere between your target and your IR camera (page 63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Est. atm. trans.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The estimated atmospheric transmittance. Simply put, an estimation of the atmosphere’s ability to transmit IR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some analysis functions allow you to set local object parameters. These settings will override the global object parameters within the analysis function, and the global object parameters will apply elsewhere.

### Changing settings related to infrared images

The interfaces of the FLIR AX8 and FLIR A310 differs in some aspects when it comes to the settings related to infrared images. Both have the options to change the palette used, the span and whether to have the overlay graphics visible or not. The palette is the color scheme of the IR image – it determines the colorization of the IR image.

![Different palettes. From left: grey, iron, rainbow](image)

The span of the image is simply the temperature span in the image. You can see it on the color bar in the interface. In the color bar to the right, the span is 0 °C – 20 °C. The level denotes the temperature in the middle of the span. In the color bar to the right, the level is 10 °C.

![The palette option of IR monitor](image)

![The palette option of the web interface](image)
IR Monitor allows you to adjust the span or scale of the IR image. IR Monitor also allows you to lock the temperature scale to the image or to the temperature. When ticking the “Auto adjust” box, the scale will be adjusted to match the temperatures of the scene.

To adjust the scale in the web interface, you simply set the temperature limits in the blue squares, as shown in the image to the right.

The overlay graphics are basically all the text information about the IR image. This can be the spots, areas and input settings, such as object parameters.

In the web interface, you can click the symbol ![Hide overlay](image) to make all analysis functions hidden in the live stream.

If you want your camera ID to be visible in snapshots or video clips, you can tick the box ![Show camera ID](image) via Settings >> Camera ID.
IR Monitor lets you choose which overlay graphics you want to be visible.

Other features of the web interface are that you can flip the image vertically and horizontally,

and you can choose whether you want a thermal view, visual view, or a mix of both (Thermal MSX).

When using the Thermal MSX – be sure to set the distance to your target with the symbol to the right. This is so that the thermal and visual image are aligned.
Additional features of IR Monitor are displayed in the image below.

You can choose the frame rate of your image stream. The choices are dependent on the model of your IR camera.

In the “Quality” box you can set the compression of your image stream.

You can set the temperature range of your target object.

The “Method” setting determines which algorithm that is used for image adjustments. The choices are “Linear” or “Histogram”. See page 132 for more information on histogram.
Setting up analysis functions

There are essentially four different analysis functions in the web interface, and they are: Spot, Box, Delta/Diff and Isotherm. IR Monitor has these four, and an additional type: Mask.

In the Analytics chapter on page 72, I will discuss these thoroughly. Here, I only present the interfaces and where to find the analysis functions.

![Analysis functions in IR Monitor](image)

IR Monitor also lets you set up a schedule for when image and video captions is to be sent to an email or FTP server (see page 95).
Setting up an alarm

Alarms can be associated with all the analysis functions. This requires that you set conditions to be met for the alarm to go off. The conditions can be above, below or between set temperatures, or a percentage covered with an isotherm. I will go through this in more detail in the Alarms chapter on page 97.

There are different settings for the alarm action:

- A digital output, covered in the Output chapter on page 206
- An image or video capture sent to an email or FTP server, covered in chapter Protocols on page 162
- A beep, flash or disable NUC (page 123 on NUC, and page 103 on alarm actions)

Camera control

The camera control functions for IR Monitor are displayed in the image below.

You can choose a zoom factor and the IR camera will digitally (not optically) zoom into the image

You can set the focus of your IR camera

Ticking the “Show Graphics” box will display all analysis functions, parameters that you’ve set, and a temperature scale

By clicking the “Freeze” button, the current image displayed will be frozen

The “Save” button will save the current image displayed as a jpg image to disk

Clicking “NUC” makes the IR camera perform a non-uniformity correction (see page 123)

In the web interface, the camera control function symbols are the following.

Perform and set the NUC (see page 123)
Turn on and off the light on the IR camera

Take a snapshot of the current image displayed and saves it as a jpg-image in the Storage tab

View the image in full screen mode

Freeze the current image displayed

Resume the live image stream

This chapter was meant to give you an overall view of the features in the web interface and IR Monitor and where you can learn more about them. One important feature is the object parameters as we will dive into next.
Object parameters

Your IR camera can make many adjustments and calculations, to provide you with accurate surface temperature measurements. The IR camera cannot, however, do everything by itself. It is you – the user – who need to adjust a few parameters regarding your object’s surroundings so that the IR camera can measure and calculate the apparent temperature. You do this by setting the Object Parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emissivity</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflected temperature (°C)</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative humidity (%)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric temperature (°C)</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objectives

When you have worked through this part, my aim is that you will be able to

- Explain the importance of the concept emissivity from an IR imaging perspective
- Identify factors that affect emissivity
- Set the object parameter settings accurately

For you to be able to fulfill the objectives, I will break down the emissivity chapter into four parts. They are:

- A brief look into the concept of emissivity and temperature
- Five factors that affect the emissivity
- How can I determine emissivity?
- How can I compensate for low emissivity?

I will just say a few words about Reflected temperature, Atmospheric temperature, Distance and Relative humidity. Lastly, I will discuss External IR windows a bit more
thoroughly. So, if you do not intend to use an external IR window, you may just skip that part and move along to the next chapter.

**Emissivity**

Emissivity is a key concept in IR imaging, and we will stumble upon it many times throughout this course. The full concept of emissivity would take a long time to learn, but my hope is that you will have a good idea about it after this chapter. It is one of the most important parameters to set correctly to get actual readings on the surface temperature of an object. I will therefore spend more time on discussing it. Emissivity is denoted by the Greek letter epsilon, $\varepsilon$.

![Box tip – Webinar about emissivity](FLIR has a webinar on YouTube that briefly goes through the subject of emissivity from an IR imaging aspect.

Here’s the link: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5eu97i_0nFE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5eu97i_0nFE)

Or you can search for FLIR webinar emissivity on YouTube.

---

**A brief look into the concept of emissivity and temperature**

Every object emits thermal radiation. In other words, every object transfers heat to its surroundings. At the same time, all surrounding object transfer heat to it. There are two things that determine the amount of thermal radiation of an object. The first thing is the surface temperature, which is what we want to measure with IR cameras. The second thing is emissivity.

Infrared radiation behaves similarly to visible light in many aspects. It can be reflected, just as the light does when you are looking in a mirror. It can be transmitted, like light through a window. It can also be emitted. The thermal radiation that is emitted from an object tells us about the object’s surface temperature.
To give you an example of emission, transmission and reflection I have taken two photographs. As you probably see, there are four photographs above this text. Both images are shown in the visible spectrum and in the infrared spectrum. Image 1 and 2 are images of the same scene, although it may not look like it. The same goes for image 3 and 4. In the visible spectrum, a black plastic bag is opaque. By that, I mean that the visible light cannot pass through the plastic bag. In the infrared spectrum the black plastic bag is transparent. This allows you to see the person behind the plastic bag.

The scene in image 3 and 4 is snow and trees outside of a window. In the visible spectrum (image 4) a glass window is transparent. If you look carefully, however, you can see reflections in the window in image 4. In image 3, you can see that a glass window is opaque in the infrared spectrum. It is the photographers' reflection in the window that is visible in the infrared spectrum. They are quite lively in color; this is the way in which different temperature areas are represented with different colors. Since we cannot see in infrared – or see temperature – we must make it visible through different representations called palettes (see page 36 for more about palettes).

There is no direct way of measuring temperature. We can only measure the effect of temperature, not the temperature directly. When we use a regular thermometer to measure a temperature, we are really measuring the volume expansion of the liquid in the thermometer, not the temperature.
The same thing goes for the IR camera, but instead of a change in volume, we measure a change in the resistance as an effect of temperature. We will cover how the IR camera works in more detail in chapter The IR camera system on page 110.

Emissivity is a measure of how much of the thermal radiation from an object is emitted. If an object has emissivity of one \( (e = 1) \), 100% of the thermal radiation is emitted, and no part of it is reflected or transmitted. Emissivity can take values between 0 and 1, or equivalently between 0% and 100%.

The apparent temperature is the temperature reported to the IR camera, but this may not be the actual temperature. To see the true — or actual — temperature of an object, we need to know the object’s emissivity.

We have now arrived at the first SAQ! Remember what I said in the user guide: Please take a moment and think about the answer before turning the page. I guarantee that the time you take on thinking about the SAQs will pay off in learning outcome in the end. Let’s give it a try!

**SAQ**

Suppose that you want to measure an object’s surface temperature as accurately as possible with an IR camera. Would you prefer the object to have **high** or **low** emissivity?
SAQ

Suppose that you want to measure an object’s surface temperature as accurately as possible with an IR camera. Would you prefer the object to have high or low emissivity?

To get a measurement as accurately as possible, we would like a high emissivity.

This is because the higher the emissivity, the more of the thermal radiation reaching the IR camera originates from the object. The measured temperature will therefore be closer to the actual temperature.

If this was your answer, well done!

If your answer was that you would prefer a low emissivity, you might have thought that the reflected or the transmitted radiation can tell us something about the object’s surface temperature. This is not the case, since the reflected and the transmitted radiation carries information about the surrounding objects’ temperatures. That is, the objects that the reflected and the transmitted radiation originates from. If your answer wasn’t correct, don’t worry. Most people find this hard at first. It will get clearer as we move along.

You may think of it like this: An object with low emissivity acts as a chameleon. The object camouflages itself to look like its surroundings. If the object is warmer than its surroundings, it will camouflage itself to look cooler. If it is colder than its surroundings, it will look warmer than it is.

Conclusion: Low Emissivity Lies!
In the image below, the object has an emissivity of one. This means that all the thermal radiation detected by the camera is radiated from the object, and not from other sources. We will get a correct reading of the object’s surface temperature if we set the emissivity parameter to one.

\[ \varepsilon = 1 \]

The object has an emissivity of one, which means that the apparent temperature is equal to the temperature of the object.

In everyday life, objects with an emissivity of one – called blackbodies – do not exist. No real object that we want to measure can radiate 100% from themselves (although human skin is quite close, with emissivity from 0.97 to 0.98). If you want to delve deeper into the concept of blackbodies and Planck’s law of radiation, refer to the ITC courses (https://www.infraredtraining.com/).

As I mentioned earlier, the thermal radiation from the object you’re looking at may have been reflected or transmitted from another object. The IR camera cannot see which source the thermal radiation is coming from, it is up to you to deduce.

\[ \varepsilon < 1 \]

The apparent temperature of the object is measured partly from the emitted radiation (grey), partly from the transmitted radiation (yellow), and partly from the reflected radiation (green). The object in this image must have emissivity less than one.

Through the parameter setting, you can determine how the IR camera interprets the incoming radiation and present the correct temperature.
Five factors that affect the emissivity

The emissivity of an object is not constant but depends on several factors. In this part, we shall look into a few of those, and see what can be done to compensate for low emissivity.

The five factors are: material, surface structure, temperature, viewing angle, and geometry. Let’s go through the factors one by one.

The perhaps most intuitive factor that affect an object’s emissivity is the material. Although there are plenty of materials, we can make a simple classification, namely metals and non-metals. Non-metals such as paper, paints, stones and concrete have quite high emissivity, often above 0.8. This means that these types of materials are easier to get accurate temperature readings from, since over 80% of the thermal radiation is from the actual object and not reflected.

Metals, on the other hand, are much trickier. They have very low emissivity – especially polished metals – which makes them problematic from an IR imaging perspective. Metals can have an emissivity lower than 0.2. This means that most of the thermal radiation that the IR camera detects does not radiate from the object. This is why we want to avoid measuring the temperature of metals – but there are ways to compensate for it if we have to – as we’ll see shortly.

The second factor that affects the emissivity is the surface structure. This makes the matter even more tricky. Just because we know the material of our object, does not mean that we know the emissivity. Surface structure plays a major part in an object’s emissivity, especially for metals. The difference in emissivity between a polished and a roughened metal can be huge.
Different materials heated to the same temperature, 52.2 °C. To the left is a piece of aluminum with electrical tape. Spot 2 is on the aluminum and shows a temperature of 26.1 °C. Spot 3 is on the electrical tape and shows a temperature closer to the actual temperature, 50.4 °C.

In the middle is a piece of wood with electrical tape and paint. Spot 4 is on the wood, spot 5 is on the tape, and spot 6 is on the paint.

To the right is a piece of dirty copper with electrical tape, where spot 7 is on the dirty copper, and spot 8 is on the electrical tape.
Looking at iron and steel in the emissivity table below, we see that the difference between polished and rough surface is almost 0.9 in emissivity!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iron and steel</th>
<th>condition</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>0.74</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iron and steel</td>
<td>oxidized</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron and steel</td>
<td>oxidized</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron and steel</td>
<td>oxidized</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron and steel</td>
<td>oxidized</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron and steel</td>
<td>oxidized</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron and steel</td>
<td>oxidized</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron and steel</td>
<td>polished</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron and steel</td>
<td>polished</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron and steel</td>
<td>rolled sheet</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron and steel</td>
<td>rolled, freshly</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron and steel</td>
<td>rough, plane surface</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron and steel</td>
<td>rusted red sheet</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron and steel</td>
<td>rusted, heavily</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron and steel</td>
<td>rusty, red</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This means that if you roughen up your iron object, the amount of thermal radiation actually originating from it will increase by almost 90 percentage points!

**Box tip – Emissivity tables**

You can find an emissivity table in the user manual of your FLIR IR camera. It also contains lots of information about emissivity and other aspects that can help you in handling your IR camera.

A word of caution: Use the emissivity tables with care! The values there may differ from your situation, since emissivity is highly dependent on many factors, as we shall see. They do, however, provide a guideline.

To find the user manual for your IR camera, search for FLIR USER MANUAL and the name of your IR camera in your web browser.

As we look further in the emissivity table above, we see that oxidation and rust also affects the emissivity value, and this goes for all metals. So, if you are monitoring an object with metal parts – such as bolts and nuts – their emissivity might change with time and the temperature reading will change.
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Looking even further in the table, we see that the **temperature** also affects the emissivity. This may come as a surprise, since it’s the temperature we want to measure. To know the temperature of an object, we need to know the emissivity. But to know the emissivity, we need to know the temperature. It is actually quite intuitive. You may think of emissivity as a property of an object, like color (in the visible spectrum). But the color of the object can change with temperature. Iron, for instance, glows red when heated. The main point to remember is that emissivity can change with temperature, so it is important to know in which temperature interval you’re monitoring to get an accurate temperature reading.

Earlier, we discussed that some of the thermal radiation entering the IR camera will be reflected radiation from other sources. This is why the **viewing angle** is important when measuring surface temperatures. If there is a source for thermal radiation nearby your object, it will probably reflect in your object. Being aware of this, and of the rule “angle in = angle out” can be of great help.

**The Law of Reflection:**

The angles formed by the incident and reflected radiation are the same. In other words: \( a = b \).

By using the law of reflection, you can deduce where the sources of reflection are. Either you can move your IR camera, so that the reflection does not affect your image, or you can account for the reflection.

*This is an IR image of two cups – one warm and one cold. If you look at the temperature readings on the cold cup, you can see that they differ. Spot 1 is directed at the reflection of the warm cup, so the most accurate measurement is probably spot 2.*
The geometry of the chimney makes it look colder around the edges than on the middle, because of the reflection angles. The areas that look colder are probably reflection from the sky.

If you suspect that a hot spot might be a reflection, try moving the IR camera around. If the hot spot moves, it is a reflection!

Visual image of a heated aluminum brick with holes of different depths. The brick is evenly heated to approximately 130 °C.

When looking at an IR image of the 130 °C aluminum brick in the image above, we might expect it to show a glowing brick. Still, the IR image that we get is this.

IR image of the aluminum brick.
The resulting IR image is because the holes in the aluminum brick have different depths. The geometry of the object also affects the emissivity. The deeper holes appear to be warmer than the shallower ones. We know that this is not true, since the aluminum brick is evenly heated.

Let's think about this for a moment. We saw earlier that the material and surface structure affect emissivity, and subsequently the apparent surface temperature. Aluminum is a metal and the surface on the visual image looks quite smooth, so an educated guess would be that the brick has low emissivity. If our guess is correct, then most of the thermal radiation reaching our IR camera is reflected from other sources, not from the aluminum brick. Casting a second glance on the IR image above — and ignoring the holes — we see that this is probably the case. The surface of the aluminum brick appears to have the same temperature as the surroundings. But the brick is 130 ºC! A much higher temperature than room temperature. So, the measured temperature on the brick surface must be reflected.

Now to the holes, or cavities. You may think of it like this: Thermal radiation from other sources enters the cavity. The radiation is then reflected back and forth inside the cavity. For every hit against the cavity wall, one of two things can happen. Either the thermal radiation is reflected again, or it is absorbed by the material. If it is absorbed, it will be emitted. The deeper the cavity, the more hits on the cavity wall before the radiation can escape. The more hits on the cavity wall, the higher probability that it will be absorbed, and subsequently emitted.

**SAQ**

To the left you see two cavities of an object with the same temperature, but different depths. You want to measure the temperature of the object with an IR camera.

Should you measure in the deeper or shallower cavity to get a more accurate temperature measurement of the object?
SAQ

Should you measure in the deeper or shallower cavity to get a more accurate temperature measurement of the object?

The correct answer is in the **deeper** cavity. Let’s look at why.

Radiation will enter the cavity. Every time the radiation hits the cavity wall, one of two things can happen:

1. The radiation is reflected – it bounces off the wall.
2. The radiation is absorbed by the material – and then emitted.

The deeper the cavity is, the more times the radiation will hit the wall. This makes it more likely for the radiation to eventually get absorbed. Radiation that is absorbed will also be emitted.

A deeper hole then means that more radiation will be emitted from the object itself. In other words, the deeper hole has higher emissivity and a higher emissivity makes it easier for us to get an accurate temperature measurement with the IR camera.

This will allow our IR camera to make a more accurate measurement and the apparent temperature of the deeper hole will be close to the actual temperature of the object.

Let’s connect this to the heated aluminum brick from earlier. The brick is quite hot – 130 °C. We can “see” that high temperature in the deeper cavities down to the right, while the shallower cavities look quite cold.

This gives us a way to measure the temperature of an object with normally low emissivity, drill a hole in it!

If your reasoning was in line with my response, that’s fantastic! If not, fantastic! This is tricky business and by no means easy at first. However, the fact that you have gone through this response is great and I hope that it has made things a little clearer.
This phenomenon occurs in many different geometries, and not just holes. Emissivity in the corners of bolts, for instance, might be higher than the surroundings. It can therefore give a more accurate temperature reading there, than on a plain surface.

*The shallow hole in a cabinet door shows different temperatures because of the slight cavity. The brighter area is my thermal reflection in the shiny wood surface.*

**How can I determine emissivity?**

By now, I hope that I’ve made it quite clear that emissivity is a key concept in IR imaging. We’ve looked into some factors that affect the emissivity of an object, now, let’s discuss how we can determine it.

You can turn to an emissivity table. These are not hard to find; you can search on the web or look in the manual of your IR camera. I repeat the caution from the Box tip earlier: These emissivity values may not be completely accurate in your situation! There are ways to determine emissivity by yourself, so that all conditions for your situation are correct.

To determine the emissivity by yourself, you first need to determine the reflected temperature. There are two ways to do this: direct method or reflector method. Before we go through them, I want to give you a word of advice. Since the reflected temperature is highly dependent on the surroundings of the object, the best place to perform these methods is where the “real” measurements are going to be.
There is some gear you’re going to need, depending on which method you use.

- Tape or paint of known (and high) emissivity – for both methods
- Large piece of cardboard – for both methods
- Large piece of aluminum foil – for the reflector method

**The direct method**

First, you need to find possible reflection sources. The reflection law I mentioned earlier can be of help ($a = b$, in the image to the right).

If the reflection is from a spot source – like a light bulb – you can use a piece of cardboard to obstruct it.

In the settings of your IR camera, set the Emissivity to 1.0, and the Distance to 0.0, or as low as possible.

Aim the IR camera towards the source of reflection, or the cardboard, and write down its apparent temperature. We will use this as the reflected temperature later.

Reflected Temperature: 

---
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The reflector method
To use this method, you are going to need the aluminum foil and the cardboard.

First, crumble the aluminum foil. Then uncrumble it and attach it to the cardboard. Place the cardboard on your object, with the aluminum foil facing towards the camera.

In the settings of your IR camera, set the Emissivity to 1.0, and the Distance to 0.0, or as low as possible.

Aim the IR camera towards the aluminum foil and write down its apparent temperature. We will use this as the reflected temperature later.

Reflected Temperature: 

Determining the emissivity
To determine the emissivity of your object, we are going to use an electrical tape of known emissivity. Attach the tape on your object, and make sure it has good thermal contact. This can be difficult if the surface of your object is very rough. In that case, you can use a paint of known emissivity and paint a part of your object. When you’ve attached the tape or painted part of your object, make sure that you wait a little while so that the tape or paint has the same temperature as your object.

Aim your IR camera towards the tape or paint, such that the frame is half filled with tape or paint and half filled with your object. Freeze the image, so that it is easier to work with. Set the reflected temperature of your IR camera to the one you measured earlier and the emissivity to that of the tape or paint. Measure the temperature of the tape, preferably with a spot or box average (see chapter Analytics on page 72).

Write down the temperature of the tape or paint.

Temperature of tape/paint: 
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Lastly, move the spot or box to your object and change the emissivity setting until the apparent temperature of your object is the same as the temperature of the tape or paint. When the temperature matches, you will have the emissivity of your object. Well done!

\[ \varepsilon : \]

**How can I compensate for low emissivity?**

There are different ways that you can compensate for low emissivity in order to get accurate temperature recordings. Some of them, we have covered earlier in this chapter, but I'll give you a quick run-through on them.

In the part about factors affecting emissivity, we started to discuss the material of the target object. I have two pieces of advice for you regarding this:

1. Don't measure objects that are transparent, like plastic for instance. When a material lets thermal radiation through, it is almost impossible to determine where the sources are and the reflective temperature.

2. Don't measure polished metals or any object with an emissivity lower than 0.5, as the error in the temperature reading becomes larger for lower emissivities. This is precisely what we will look at in the next SAQ.
SAQ

The importance of knowing emissivity

This SAQ is thought to illustrate the importance of knowing the emissivity of the object and why we prefer an object to have a high emissivity.

I want you to create a spot and make 4 measurements with different emissivity settings in the camera. I will use my FLIR AX8 to do this.

Aim your camera at an object, preferably warmer than the surrounding. It could be a lamp, coffee cup or yourself. I am using a ceiling lamp.

Create a spot by clicking the icon.

Drag the spot to your object.

Click on the icon. Select local parameters on.

Change the emissivity to 0.95, 0.90, 0.25 and 0.20. Write down the temperature for each emissivity in the table below. Then calculate the temperature difference for the high emissivities and low emissivities respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emissivity</th>
<th>Temperature in spot</th>
<th>Temperature Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compare the temperature differences between high emissivity (0.90 and 0.95) and low emissivity (0.20 and 0.25). Which temperature difference is larger?
SAQ

I hope that you found that low emissivity gave the biggest temperature difference. If you did not come to this conclusion, it may have been due to your measurements. Perhaps you measured different parts of your object when changing the emissivity?

This is how I filled in my table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emissivity</th>
<th>Temperature in Spot (°C)</th>
<th>Temperature Difference (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice that the emissivity differences between high and low are the same, 0.95 – 0.90 = 0.05 and 0.25 – 0.20 = 0.05. However, the temperature difference is much larger for the low emissivities (10.7 °C) compared to the high emissivities (0.8 °C). This means that the inaccuracies in temperature measurement become larger when the emissivity is low.

Here we see another reason why we prefer our object to have high emissivity. To summarize, if our object has low emissivity, then we have two problems:

- Only a small portion of the radiation reaching the camera will come from the object itself. This means that an object with low emissivity “hides” its true temperature to us. In other words: low emissivity lies!
- Large inaccuracies. A small error in the emissivity setting causes a large error in the temperature. This means that our temperature measurement becomes more uncertain the lower the emissivity is.

By now, you might have realized that it is very difficult to determine an object’s emissivity precisely; we will always make at least a tiny error. Therefore, we want to measure on objects with high emissivity so that the error doesn’t affect the temperature measurement as much.

If you must measure on a surface with low emissivity, there are ways to come around it. This is what we will cover next.
If you do want to measure an object with low emissivity, you can **roughen up the surface** or even **drill a hole** in it. This will give you higher emissivity and more accurate readings. If you don’t want to change your object in such a drastic manner, you can use an **electrical tape** or **paint** with high emissivity and cover the spot you’re measuring. If you use tape or paint, make sure that it has a good thermal connection to your object!

*A warm cup with electrical tape. Notice the temperature difference in the measurement on the electrical tape and on the cup.*
Reflected temperature

If you recall from the part Determining emissivity, you measured the reflected temperature. As you’ve probably already guessed, this parameter is used to compensate for the thermal radiation reflected in your object. I will not linger any more on the subject other than to mention that this parameter is more important to set accurate if your object has low emissivity and if the difference in temperature between your object and the reflection is large.

Atmospheric temperature

The atmospheric temperature — simply put — is the temperature of the atmosphere between your target object and the IR camera. In the visible spectrum, the atmosphere around us is fully transparent, unless it is a foggy day or the like. In the IR spectrum, the atmosphere must be treated as an object blocking the IR camera’s view of your object. This means that the atmosphere can reflect, transmit and emit radiation, just like every other object. Fortunately for us, the atmosphere is mostly transparent, but it’s still an important parameter to set fairly accurate. Set it to the room temperature where your object is being monitored and you’ll be fine.

Distance

The distance parameter is pretty straightforward. It is the distance between your object and the IR camera. One thing to keep in mind is that if the distance is large, there will be more atmosphere in between the IR camera and the object. So, as the distance increase, the importance of setting the atmospheric temperature setting increases.

Relative humidity

The IR camera can also compensate for the fact that the transmission through the atmosphere is dependent on the relative humidity. This parameter does not affect your measurement by much — unless you are measuring temperatures in a rain forest or in the desert — so you may leave it on the default setting. This is usually 50%.
The importance of different object parameters

In this chapter we cover the different object parameters you set in your IR camera, but is every parameter equally important? In this SAQ, I want you to investigate the importance of each object parameter.

The five parameters I want you to focus on are emissivity, reflected temperature, relative humidity, atmospheric temperature and distance. I will use my FLIR AX8 for this. In the FLIR AX8 interface, you change the parameters by clicking the Global measurement parameters icon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emissivity</th>
<th>Distance (m)</th>
<th>1.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reflect temperature (°C):</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>External IR window:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative humidity (%)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Temperature (°C):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric temperature (°C):</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>Transmission (%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To make your observation easier, choose an object and measure its temperature with a spot. I am measuring a ceiling lamp. Create a spot by clicking the icon and then drag it to your object.

How will different parameter settings affect the apparent temperature displayed in the camera?

Play around with the object parameters and see how it affects the apparent temperature. Based on your observations, list the object parameters in order from most important to least important.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
SAQ

How will different parameter settings affect the apparent temperature displayed in the camera?

This is how I listed the object parameter in the order from most to least important.

1. Emissivity
2. Reflected temperature
3. Distance
4. Atmospheric temperature
5. Relative humidity

First, I want to say that there is no single correct answer here. It depends on your measurement and what different setting you tried. Thus, you should only view my list as a suggestion. However, I argue that the 2 most important parameters are emissivity and reflected temperature while distance, atmospheric temperature and relative humidity have less impact on the apparent temperature. Hence, the gap between 2 and 3 in my list above.

By now, I hope that I have conveyed that emissivity has a central role in thermal imaging. I would now like to comment some more on reflected temperature, since it is highly related to emissivity. As I said earlier in this chapter, the reflected temperature is the temperature of another object whose radiation is reflected by the object we’re studying. This reflected radiation complicates temperature measurements, because the reflected radiation does not originate from our object. By knowing the temperature of the reflected object, the IR camera can compensate for this effect and give a more accurate temperature reading.

When you tried different values for the reflected temperature, you might have noticed both small and large impacts on the apparent temperature. This depended on what emissivity you had set. This is because higher emissivity means less radiation is reflected. So, the reflected temperature will have a lesser impact on the temperature if the emissivity is higher. You may test this by setting the emissivity to 1. This will make the IR camera to interpret that all radiation is originated from the object itself. In other words, no radiation will be reflected. This means that no matter what reflected temperature you set; the IR camera’s temperature reading will not change. What I am saying is that if you set the emissivity to 1, then the reflected temperature setting won’t matter. It could be as high as 1500 °C or as low as −200 °C, it won’t change the apparent temperature. Don’t believe me? Check it out yourself!

I hope that this SAQ has made you feel more comfortable with changing parameters in your IR camera as well as understand the impact that different object parameters have on the apparent temperature displayed in the IR camera.
**External IR window**

The external IR window can be used when the object you want to measure is in an enclosed space, or if the object you’re measuring is at risk at injuring you – such as arc flash accidents. The IR window is a great tool for measuring objects that need to be behind walls, or other protective barriers, and it is easy to install.

The two parameters that need to be set when using an external IR window is the **External IR window temperature** and the **External IR window transmissivity**.

The temperature of the IR window can usually be set to the same as the atmospheric temperature, unless you have a contact thermometer to measure the IR window temperature directly.

There is no table for the transmissivity of the IR windows, since it may vary with the situation and surroundings. There are two ways for you to measure it, though – and I’ll walk you through them.

**Window transmissivity estimation, method 1**

The first method requires you to have an IR camera whose output you can convert to counts or signal, or an image streaming camera (see chapter Image stream on page 131).

If you are working in FLIR GEV DEMO, set the **Pixel format** and **Presentation** to **Signal**.

For this method, you are going to need the following equipment:

- A relatively large object that can be kept at an even temperature, preferably in the temperature interval you plan on measuring in. (If you happen to have a blackbody extender – use that. That would be optimal).

- An electrical tape with an emissivity that **differs** from that of the object described first in the list.
Analytics software of some kind, for example FLIR Tools, FLIR ResearchIR or your own program. The analytics we are going to use are spot or box measurements.

When doing this estimation – the best option would be to test the IR window on several temperatures, but it’s okay if you don’t have that possibility. The difference in transmittance is not that large, when working in a not too big temperature interval.

Here’s an example of the transmissivity of an IR window in the temperature interval 40 °C to 150 °C.

As you can see, the line is pretty straight around 0.47 – 0.48, corresponding to 47 % - 48 %.

Now, to the measurement. Make sure that your object has an even temperature, and also that the electrical tape has good thermal contact with the object.
Your setup should look something like this. The IR camera should have a good view of both tape area and object area, both through the IR window and outside.

The interface should look something like the image below.

Before you make your measurements: Make sure that the object and the tape has the same temperature and good thermal contact!

Place four spots like in the image above – or better yet four boxes, make sure that they only cover tape/object and not the edge of the IR window.

The formula for calculating the transmissivity ($\tau$) of the window is

$$\tau = \frac{Cursor\ 3 - Cursor\ 4}{Cursor\ 2 - Cursor\ 1}$$
Don’t forget that your measurements should be in \textit{counts/signal} and not temperature!

**Window transmissivity estimation, method 2**

This method is not as accurate as the first, but it’s easy and enough for standard users (not R&D). It also works for all IR cameras – smart sensor cameras as well – and not just image streaming cameras.

Here’s what you do:

1. Set the emissivity to 1.00 and the distance to 0 m (or as low as possible).

2. Measure and set the reflected temperature (see chapter How can I determine emissivity? on page 56).

3. With the emissivity still set to 1.00, measure the apparent temperature of a hot object.
   Write the apparent temperature down: \( \quad \)

4. Place your IR window between the IR camera and the hot object, so that the IR camera looks through the IR window.

5. Change the emissivity parameter until the temperature reading is equal to the apparent temperature you wrote down.

6. The emissivity you get when the temperatures match is the transmissivity (\( \tau \)) of your IR window.

\[ \tau: \quad \]
SUMMARY

In this part, we have discussed the image processing of an IR camera. I will give you a list with the main parts that we've covered. When you go through the list, try to reflect over what you have read.

Every object emits thermal radiation and the amount of thermal radiation is determined by the object’s surface temperature and emissivity.

IR radiation can be reflected, transmitted and emitted. The emitted radiation from an object is what tells us of its surface temperature.

Emissivity is a measurement of how much of the thermal radiation that originates from the object.

Emissivity can take values between 0 and 1.

The parameter settings in your IR camera tells the camera how it should interpret incoming thermal radiation.

Factors that affect emissivity are:
- material
- surface structure
- temperature
- viewing angle
- geometry

There are ways, besides looking at emissivity tables, to determine emissivity.

You can compensate for low emissivity by
- roughening up the surface
- drilling a hole
- using electrical tape or paint
Reflected temperature is the parameter that compensates for the thermal radiation reflected in your target object.

Atmospheric temperature is the temperature of the atmosphere between your target object and the IR camera.

The distance parameter is the distance between the IR camera and your target object.

The relative humidity parameter is usually set to 50%.

An external IR window can be used if the measurements are taken in an encapsulated place. There are ways of determining the external IR window’s transmission.
Analytics and alarms

The FLIR AX8 and the FLIR A310 comes with a variety of tools for analytics and alarms. Depending on the application, some tools are better suited than others. Thus, it’s important for you to be familiar with the different measurement tools, to know which measurement is best suited for a particular application.

The main aim of this chapter is to provide you with possibilities to increase your practical knowledge of the different analytics and alarms features. So, while going through this chapter, make sure to have your IR camera connected and try the features yourself!

**Analytics**

Objectives

When you have worked through this unit, my aim is that you will be able to answer these questions:

- Which measurement tools are available for analytics with the FLIR AX8 and the FLIR A310?
- How do I set these up?
- What are the differences?

The Analytics chapter can be divided into 7 features:

- Spot
- Box
- Delta
- Isotherm
- Iso-coverage
- Mask
- Schedule
**Box tip – Supplemental material**

There are plenty of YouTube videos that can be of help when you are discovering the features of your IR camera. I’ll list the names of the clips below, and you can just search for them on YouTube or enter their web addresses.

**IR Monitor Tutorial - Analysis & Alarms**
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FC0UY3CX3LY

**FLIR AX8: Features Walkthrough**
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gA-GX1xDYrs

**FLIR AX8: Measurement Tools**
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydy2KJpX20k

Don’t forget that there is a Help tab in the web interface for the FLIR AX8 and an instructional PDF to download in IR Monitor for the FLIR A310 – just click the Help tab!

For each measurement tool, I will give a short description and then walk you through how to set it up. Let’s start with perhaps the simplest analytics tool: The Spot.

**Spot measurement**

The spot measurement, or simply spot, displays the apparent temperature of a single point on the monitor. In the image below, I have created two spots. Notice that Spot 2 (30.1 °C) displays a higher temperature than Spot 1 (23.2 °C). This is because Spot 2 is placed at me while Spot 1 is placed in the background, and I’m warmer than the background. With the FLIR AX8, it’s possible to add up to six spots.
With the FLIR A310, it's possible to add up to ten spots.

How do I set up a spot measurement?

**FLIR AX8**

On the upper toolbar, click the Spot measurement icon. This displays a spot in the image, labeled with a number. The spot tool is also displayed in the Measurements & alarms section.
To move the spot, click the spot in the image and drag it to the desired location.

In the Measurements & alarms section, click the Spot icon. This displays a dialog box where you can set local parameters for the spot, such as Emissivity, Reflected temperature (°C) and Distance (m). To learn more about these Object parameters, refer to chapter Object parameters.

To associate an alarm with the spot, see section Alarms further down in this chapter.

To remove the spot, click the Delete icon next to the tool in the Measurements & alarms menu.
FLIR A310

Mark Spot 1 by clicking on it, then click Edit... This displays a dialog box where you can set the X and Y position of your spot, measured in pixels from the top left corner of the IR image. If you don’t know the X and Y position of your spot, just click OK and then you can drag the spotmeter to the desired location in the IR image.

You can also choose to use Local Object Parameters. More on object parameters in chapter Object parameters (page 43).

Tick the Show Spotmeter box to see the spot in the interface.

To remove a spot – right-click the spot in the analysis pane and click Active.

Box measurement

The box measurement displays the minimum, maximum and average apparent temperature within a chosen area of the image. In the image below, you can see that these are 34.8 °C, 23.2 °C and 26.9 °C respectively. The blue spot shows the minimum temperature in the box and the red spot shows the maximum temperature. With the FLIR AX8, you may add up to six boxes.
With the FLIR A310, you may add up to ten area measurements (box measurements).
How do I set up a box measurement?

**FLIR AX8**

On the upper toolbar, click the **Box measurement** icon. This displays a dialog box in the image, labeled with a number and including a hot spot and a cold spot. The box tool is also displayed in the **Measurement & alarms** section.

To move the box, click inside the box in the image and drag the box to the desired location.

To resize the box, click the border of the box in the image and drag the border to the desired size.

To configure settings for the box, follow these steps:

1. In the **Measurements & alarms** section, click the **Box** icon. This displays a dialog box where you can configure the settings.
2. To set local parameters for the area, such as Emissivity, Reflected temperature (°C) and Distance (m), select On in the drop-down menu. To learn more about Object parameters, refer to Chapter Object parameters on page 43.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local parameters:</th>
<th>Off</th>
<th>On</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emissivity</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflected temperature (°C)</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance (m)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset to global values</td>
<td>Reset</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- a. To select what measurements results to display, use the check boxes Measure box max, Measure box min, and Measure box avg.
- b. To display how much of the box that is covered by an isotherm, tick the box Isotherm coverage (%). This setting is only applicable if you have selected a color alarm (Isotherm). Isotherms and Isotherm coverage is covered in detail further down this chapter on page 83.
- c. To show or hide the maximum and minimum markers (hot spot and cold spot) in the overlay graphics, select or deselect the check box Show max & min markers.

3. To associate an alarm with the box, see section Alarms further down in this chapter (page 97).

4. To remove the box, click the Delete icon next to the tool in the Measurements & alarms menu.
FLIR A310

Mark Area 1 by clicking on it, then click Edit... This displays a dialog box where you can set the X and Y position of your area, measured in pixels from the top left corner of the IR image. The width and height of the area are also measured in pixels. If you don’t know the X and Y position of your spot, just click OK and then you can drag the area to the desired location in the IR image. If you need to resize your area, mark it in the analysis pane and click Edit... .

You can also choose to use Local Object Parameters, more on object parameters in chapter Object parameters (page 43).

Tick the Show Area box to see the spot in the interface.

In the drop-down menu by Show Max/Min, you can choose whether to show the maximum or minimum temperatures inside your area, or both.

To remove an area – right-click the area in the analysis pane and click Active.

⚠️ Delta Measurement

Another important quantity is the temperature difference. We use the Delta measurement for this. The Greek letter Delta (Δ) is often used to denote a difference. It is
possible to set up a difference calculation between results from added spots and boxes, as well as a fixed temperature.

In my case, I’m measuring the difference between the average temperature in Box 1 and Spot 1. You can see that the difference is 0.6 °C, because 22.9 °C − 22.3 °C = 0.6 °C.

With the FLIR A310 you can set up to four difference calculations.
How do I set up a Delta measurement?

**FLIR AX8**

On the upper toolbar, click the Delta measurement icon. This displays the delta tool in the Measurements & alarms section.

In the Measurements & alarms section, click the Delta icon. This displays a dialog box where you can select the measurement tools you want to use in the difference calculation.

Select the first and second parameter from the list boxes. If you select the parameter Temp, also enter the fixed temperature in the Temp list box.

When completed, click anywhere outside the dialog box.

To associate an alarm with the Delta measurement, see section Alarms further down in this chapter.
FLIR A310

Mark Diff 1 by clicking on it, then click Edit... . This displays a dialog box where you can set the two functions you wish to use.

Tick the Show Diff box to see the difference result beside the IR image.

To remove the difference calculation – right-click Diff 1 and click Active.

Isotherms

Sometimes we are interested in a certain temperature range when monitoring with an IR camera. Perhaps we want to find the coolest or hottest parts of the image. Or find all parts of an image that are within a temperature interval. To do this, we use the isotherm, also known as the Color alarm. The isotherm applies a contrasting color to all parts of the image that fulfill a specific temperature condition (above, below, or within temperature levels). Isotherms are great for displaying anomalies in an infrared image.
With the FLIR AX8, you find the isotherm function in the Palettes drop-down menu. Here are some examples:

*Isotherm above* – in the image to the left, I’ve set the isotherm to show all pixels with apparent temperature above 27 °C, these are shown in red.

The same settings with the FLIR A310 – isotherm above 27 °C – yield the image below in IR Monitor.
isotherm below – In the image below, the isotherm shows everything that’s colder than 22 °C with a blue color. In this case, it’s the top of my cup.

The same settings with the FLIR A310 – isotherm below 22 °C – yield the image below in IR Monitor.
Isotherm interval – In the image below, isotherm displays everything between 28 °C and 32 °C in yellow.

The same settings with the FLIR A310 – isotherm interval between 28 °C and 32 °C – yield the image below in IR Monitor.
How do I set up an isotherm measurement?

**FLIR AX8**

In the **Colorize** list box, select one of the isotherms:

- Isotherm above
- Isotherm below
- Isotherm interval

When an isotherm is selected, the threshold temperature(s) are displayed in the **Colorize** section.

To change the threshold temperature, do the following:

- **For the Isotherm above**, enter the threshold temperature in the **From** text box.
- **For the Isotherm below**, enter the threshold temperature in the **To** text box.
- **For the Isotherm interval**, enter the threshold temperatures in the **From** and **To** text boxes.
FLIR A310

Mark Isotherm 1 by clicking on it, then click Edit... This displays a dialog box where you can choose which isotherm you want to use: Above, below or interval.

You can then choose the color of your isotherm, the above or below temperature, or the temperature interval.

Tick the Show Isotherm box to see the isotherm in the IR image.

To remove the isotherm – right-click Isotherm 1 and click Active.

**Iso-coverage**

It might not only be interesting to see what parts of a scene fulfills a certain temperature condition using the isotherm. You might want to quantify this coverage to a percentage. To do this, we use the Isotherm coverage feature, or Iso-coverage for short.
When you set up a Box measurement in the FLIR AX8 web interface, you may choose to show the Isotherm coverage (%). This percentage shows how much of the box (not the whole picture) fulfills the Isotherm condition. In my case, my Box 1 has an Iso-coverage of 61%. It means that 61% of the area in Box 1 has a temperature higher than 28 °C. If you wish to know the iso-coverage of the whole picture, resize the Box so that it covers the whole monitor display.

How do I set up an iso-coverage measurement?

FLIR AX8

In the Colorize list box, select one of the isotherms:

- Isotherm above
- Isotherm below
- Isotherm interval

When an isotherm selected, the threshold temperature(s) are displayed in the Colorize section.
To change the threshold temperature, do the following:

- For the Isotherm above, enter the threshold temperature in the From text box.
- For the Isotherm below, enter the threshold temperature in the To text box.
- For the Isotherm interval, enter the threshold temperatures in the From and To text boxes.

Create a Box measurement, by clicking the icon \( \text{Box} \). See the Box measurement section for more information about this measurement.

In the Measurement & alarms section, click the Box icon \( \text{Box} \). This displays a dialog box where you can configure the settings.

Tick the box Isotherm coverage (%).
The iso-coverage percentage is now displayed in the Measurements & alarms section.

To associate an alarm with the iso-coverage, see section Alarms further down in this chapter.

**FLIR A310**

With the FLIR A310 you can use the iso-coverage function in a difference equation or as an alarm condition.
Mask

The measurement mask is analytics feature for the FLIR A310 in IR Monitor. It allows you to create a free-form area, instead of a box or a spot.

**How do I set up a mask?**

**FLIR A310**

First, you need to set up an area – or box – inside which we are going to place our mask. When working with the measurement mask, we can cover the whole scene with an area – the measurements will only be in the free-form mask. The width and height of the area needs to be in pixels, so if you don’t know the number of pixels you have in your IR camera – you can check the user manual. Look under Technical data >> IR resolution. The FLIR A310 has an IR resolution of 320 x 240, so I entered the values displayed in the image below to cover the whole scene.

![Image of Mask Setup](image)

The X and Y positions are set to 0, since I want the area to start from the top left corner of the scene. The width and height size are set to the number of pixels of my FLIR A310.
Now to the measurement mask.

Tick the box Use Measurement Mask and click Measurement Mask... This displays a dialog box, where you can choose the pen size. The mask is then drawn by using the mouse marker in the IR image in the dialogue box.

When you are done marking your measurement mask, click OK. If you want to remove your measurement mask, click Clear.
The maximum and minimum temperatures shown under the Analysis pane will now be restricted to the mask I've drawn – and ignore the rest of the area. When I move out of the measurement mask, the maximum and minimum markers will find the maximum and minimum temperatures inside the mask – and ignore me.
Schedule

IR Monitor allows you to schedule periodically captions to be stored and sent to you. Clicking the Schedule... button will display a dialog box, where you can set the day and time you want captions to be sent. You can also set what you wish to be sent to you: an image or an E-mail result.

The recipient can be either an E-mail or an FTP server. Setting up a local E-mail and FTP server are covered in the Protocols chapter on pages 177 and 167 respectively.

For more information about the schedule feature of IR Monitor, refer to the user manual of IR Monitor. It can be downloaded from FLIRs web site, or by typing the following link in your web browser

https://flir.custhelp.com/app/account/fl1_download_manuals

and enter IR monitor in the search field.
SUMMARY

In this chapter we have discussed different analysis functions. I will list the key concepts. Read them through and reflect on what you have read.

The FLIR AX8 have five analytics features:

Spot: displays the temperature of one spot in the image.
Box: displays the temperature of a set area.
Delta: displays the temperature difference between two measurements.
Isotherm: shows all pixels that satisfies a certain temperature condition.
Iso-coverage: Displays the percentage in a box that the isotherm covers.

The FLIR A310 also have the spot, box, difference and isotherm analytics and these additional two:

Mask: displays the temperature of a free-form area
Schedule: sends captions or videos at set time
Alarms

The analysis features would lose their full potential if it weren’t for the possibility to set alarms. It would be very taxing and inefficient if we always had to monitor the situation ourselves. Instead we let the camera and computer do the job. In this section, I will go through how you set up an alarm for condition monitoring purposes.

Objectives /

When you have worked through this unit, my aim is that you will be able to answer these questions

- How do I set up an alarm?
- What is Hysteresis?
- How do hysteresis and threshold time help prevent false alarms?

For the Alarms section of this chapter, we’ll cover the following:

- How do I set up an alarm?
- Alarm options
  - Hands-on Exercise
    - Threshold time and Hysteresis
How do I set up an alarm?

FLIR AX8

All features presented in the Analytics section have the option to enable an alarm. To access the alarm tab of a measurement, click on the icon. In my example, I have accessed the alarm window of a Spot.

To activate an alarm, select Yes in the dropdown menu to the right of Activate alarm.

When an alarm is activated, the Alarm settings icon is marked with a blue frame:

When an alarm is triggered, the Alarm settings icon is marked with a red frame:
Under the Alarms tab you can set up to ten alarms in IR Monitor. Double-click an alarm or mark it and then click Edit... to edit the alarm.

This will display a dialog box where you can choose the Alarm Condition and the Alarm Action.

The options for alarm condition are:

- **Measurement Alarm**: An alarm will trigger when an analysis function reaches a set value. This can be a temperature measurement in a spot, for instance.
- **Digital Input Alarm**: An alarm will trigger when the digital input reaches a set value (for more on digital input, see chapter Input on page 204).
- **Temp. Sensor Alarm**: an alarm will trigger when the temperature of your IR camera reaches a set value.
Now we’ll go through the different options to manage when setting up an alarm. These include:
- Condition
- Threshold
- Delay
- Hysteresis
- Threshold time (Delay)
- Capture
- Pulse time
- Alarm action

**Alarm options**

**Condition**
In the Condition field, you can choose if your condition should be above or below. You might wish an alarm to trigger when the temperature goes above 100 °C or perhaps below 5 °C.

**Threshold**
Here you choose which temperature should be the trigger limit for the alarm.

**Note**
- The threshold is often but not always a temperature, it depends on what type of alarm you wish to set. If you set an iso-coverage alarm, then the threshold will be measured in percent (%).

A big issue when dealing with alarms is the risk of false alarms. Two functions used to better manage alarms and minimize the amount of false alarms are Hysteresis and Threshold time.

**Hysteresis**
An alarm can either be triggered on or off. Sometimes this switching between the on and off states may occur very quickly. We then utilize hysteresis when we wish to prevent this unwanted rapid switching. To illustrate the concept of Hysteresis, let me start with a non-IR example. It involves the idea of a control system. Image you have a floor heating system, and you wish to keep this floor at a temperature of 20 °C. To do this, you have a heating mechanism which can either be turned on or off.

You begin heating the floor.

The temperature reaches 20 °C, and the heating mechanism turns off.

But because the heating mechanism is off, the floor gets colder and drops below 20 °C.

Now the heating system is turned on again and starts – yet again – heating the floor.

The heating continues just to the point where the floor temperature reaches 20 °C. The heating is then turned off.
This process will repeat, and the temperature will oscillate around 20 °C. The goal of keeping
the floor at a temperature around 20 °C is fulfilled, but the heating mechanism will be
rapidly switching on and off, perhaps as much as 50 times per second.

Perhaps you see that this rapid switching on and off becomes a very inefficient method. To
prevent this—we add a threshold below 20 °C—such that the temperature must fall below
the threshold for the heating to begin again. This threshold is called a hysteresis, also known
as deadband.

In our example with the heating floor system, let’s say that we set a hysteresis of 1 °C. This
means that the system will begin heating the floor again only when the floor temperature
drops below 19 °C, which is 1 °C below our desired 20 °C.

Now let’s return to our IR camera. The same problem of rapid switching may occur if the
alarm condition lies near the monitored temperature. The alarm could be triggered on and
off many times every second. To prevent this unwanted rapid triggering, we add a
hysteresis.
Hysteresis is the interval in which the temperature value is allowed to vary without causing a change in the trigger. You can calculate the hysteresis, by using the formula below.

\[ \text{Hysteresis} = \text{Alarm trigger temperature} - \text{Alarm off temperature} \]

Threshold time (Delay)

The threshold time is the minimum duration that must be matched or exceeded for the alarm to be triggered. This is a powerful tool for avoiding false alarms. The threshold time is set in milliseconds (ms). Remember that 1 second is 1000 milliseconds.
Capture

- Select Image to capture the image frame that triggered the alarm.
- Select Video to capture a 5 second video sequence when the alarm is triggered.
- Select None and no image/video will be captured.

Alarm actions

Under Alarm action, use the check boxes to select which actions the camera will perform when an alarm is triggered:

- Disable calib./Disable NUC: Temporarily disables the periodic calibration (the NUC, see page 123) while the image/video is being captured.
- E-mail/E-mail Image: Automatically sends the captured image or video to the recipients defined in Settings >> Alarm recipients/Alarms >> E-mail and FTP Settings... .
- Digital out/Dig. out: Outputs a digital pulse (see page 198).
- FTP/Send image using FTP: Automatically sends the captured image or video to the FTP site defined in Settings >> Alarm recipients/Alarms >> E-mail and FTP settings.
**Pulse time**

If you have selected the alarm action Digital out, enter the pulse length (in milliseconds) in the Pulse time text box.

For more information about Digital inputs and outputs, see chapter Input and output on page 198.
SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have discussed alarms and their settings. The features we have discussed is listed below. As you go through the list, I would advise you to remember and reflect on what you have read.

Condition: determines when an alarm should be triggered. The condition can be set to above or below a set temperature.

Threshold: determines which temperature or percentage that should be the trigger for the alarm.

Hysteresis: determines the interval in which the temperature value is allowed to vary without causing a change in the trigger.

Threshold time (delay): determines the minimum duration that must be matched or exceeded for the alarm to be triggered.

Alarm actions: determines what action the IR camera will perform when an alarm is triggered.
Hands-on Exercises
How to set up an alarm with threshold time and hysteresis

This exercise is meant to show you how to set up an alarm and to display the features of hysteresis and threshold time.

For this exercise I will use the FLIR AX8, but the main principles are the same regardless of IR camera.

Threshold time

1. Click the icon to create a spot on your display.

2. In Measurements & Alarms pane, click the icon to access the alarm dialog box (where you can configure alarm parameters and actions)
3. Set the parameters as shown in the image below.

![Alarm settings](image)

4. **Click** outside anywhere outside the dialog box to close it.

5.Hold your hand in front of the spot. Keep an eye on the icon.

6. After a little while, the icon should turn red, which means that the alarm is triggered.

![Hand image](image)
The fact that the alarm didn’t trigger at once is because of the threshold time. The threshold time was set to 5000 ms (5 seconds) – which means that the spot had to measure an apparent temperature above 30 °C for at least 5 seconds before the alarm could go off.

If you go the Storage tab, you should find an image capture of your hand, because you set the Capture to Image in the Alarm dialog box.

**Hysteresis**

Go back to the Alarm dialog box by clicking the icon.

Set the Hysteresis (°C) to 20.

Now, do the same procedure to trigger the alarm – put your hand in front of the spot.

Once the alarm is triggered – take you hand away from the spot.

Do you notice anything different from before?
Despite the hand being removed and the temperature being below 30 °C, the alarm is still triggered!

This is because of the hysteresis. The alarm was set to trigger for temperatures above 30 °C. The hysteresis was set to 20 °C. This means that if the alarm is triggered, it will stay triggered until the temperature in the spot drops 20 °C below the alarm temperature.

\[ 30 ^\circ C - 20 ^\circ C = 10 ^\circ C \]

The spot would then have to register a temperature below 10 °C for the alarm to be switched off.

In the image to the right, I have targeted the Spot at my cup of cold water.

Because the apparent temperature is below 10 °C, the alarm is now switched off.
The IR camera system

In earlier chapters, we have discussed what happens before the incoming IR radiation reaches the IR camera. We have also discussed the user interface – what happens when the IR radiation has gone through the IR camera and is displayed with colors and numbers. Now's the time to discuss what happens inside the IR camera.

To do this, we will follow the IR radiation's way through the IR camera to the user interface. I have separated the IR camera system into three parts: Optics, Detectors and Image processing. Keep in mind that this chapter aims at letting you know the overall functions, and not exhausting the subjects fully. My wish is that you obtain a general knowledge of the IR camera system, so that you may utilize the full potential of your IR camera as well as understand its limitations.

**Optics**

Objectives

When you have worked through this part, my aim is that you will be able to

- Discover the different parts of the optics system of your IR camera
- Describe what the FOV and theIFOV is
- Identify the optical data that affect your IR imaging
I’ve separated the Optics chapter into five parts:

- Field of View (FOV)
- Spatial resolution (IFOV)
- Focal Length
- Depth of Field / Minimum Focus Distance
- F-number

**Field of view (FOV)**
The Field of View – or the FOV, is the part of the scene that the IR camera covers. One can say that the FOV is the part of the view that you see on your IR image.

If you look in the user manual for your IR camera, you will see that the FOV is given in degrees, and not area. The FLIR AX8, for instance, has an FOV of 48° x 37°. These angles correspond to the horizontal length and vertical length of the FOV. I’ll show you an image to illustrate.

The red line in the picture – the horizontal field of view (HFOV) – corresponds to the first value given in the user manual. For the FLIR AX8, the red line corresponds to 48°.

The green line in the image – the vertical field of view (VFOV) – corresponds to the second value (37° for the FLIR AX8). Since the FOV is given in angles, we must look at the image from the side. In the next image, we will ignore the camera body and look at the FOV with respect to the FPA – the Focal Plane Array – where the detector elements are arranged.
This image is very exaggerated to give you an idea about the FOV. The red angle in the image is the FOV. The FOV angle is given with respect to the FPA.

The angle itself might not be of great help for you when installing your IR camera. You can calculate the corresponding lengths by yourself – it can be difficult if you're not fond of math – but FLIR has an FOV calculator. Search for FLIR FOV calculator in your web browser, and let the calculator do the job for you.

**Spatial resolution (IFOV)**

IFOV is an acronym for Instantaneous Field of View. There are two ways of thinking about the IFOV. The first is that the IFOV is the FOV – what your IR image covers of the scene – divided into smaller squares. The size of these squares is given by the number of pixels – or detector elements – that your IR camera has.

Another way of thinking about it is that the IFOV is the area that is created by projecting a pixel on the IFOV. I'll show you an image to illustrate, since this can be a tricky matter.
The IFOV – just like the FOV – is usually given as an angle. The IFOV angle is marked with a green arc in the image above. In the image, the grid in the front represents the FPA, and the black square represents one detector element (or pixel). The black square on the IR image is the projection of one detector element – the IFOV. If we were to project all the detector elements, we would cover the whole FOV.

One detector element can only measure one temperature at a time. We’ll discuss this more thoroughly as we move along – but for now – this means that the projected detector element, the IFOV, is the smallest possible area you can measure. If the area or object you want to measure is smaller than your IR camera’s IFOV, you will not get an accurate measurement.

When it comes to the smallest possible area and the IFOV, you can think of it like this: imaging that you have a grid, where you can only use one color in every square. It would not be possible for you to paint something that is smaller than the size of one square. I would suggest that you move closer to your object, so that it covers more squares in the grid.

The principle is similar for the IR camera. If the blue square is the IFOV of your IR camera – the area that one detector element covers – then the duck would not be detected. The detector element gathers all the incoming IR radiation from the IFOV and would in this case probably record a temperature in between the duck and the background.

This duck – to the left – is covered by four detector elements, or four IFOVs. This is better, but still not good enough. As you can see, the majority of the IFOV in at least three out of the four is background, and not duck. This would probably not give an accurate temperature measurement.
Now, this is more like it. This duck is covered by 6 x 6 detector elements. This you can use as a rule of thumb. Your target object should be covered by at least 6 x 6 detector elements to get an accurate temperature measurement. Although the number of pixels needed may vary depending on camera and conditions, the rule of thumb applies in most cases.

TheIFOV is usually given as an angle, but in milliradians (mrad) instead of degrees. The FLIR FOV calculator I mentioned earlier also calculates the IFOV.

An easy approximation to calculate the IFOV in millimeters by yourself is to use the following formula.

\[
IFOV (\text{mm}) = \text{Distance to object (m)} \cdot IFOV(\text{mrad})
\]

**SAQ**

**IFOV and accurate temperature measurements**

You have a FLIR AX8 and want to measure the temperature of a 50-millimeter in diameter object, from 2 meters afar.

Can you be certain that the temperature measurement is accurate?

You may find it helpful to use the FLIR FOV Calculator.
SAQ

You have a FLIR AX8 and want to measure the temperature of a 50-millimeter in diameter object, from 2 meters afar. Can you be certain that the temperature measurement is accurate?

The answer is no, we cannot be certain that the measurement is accurate. Now, why is that?

To answer this, I used the FLIR FOV Calculator found at https://flir.custhelp.com/app/fl_download_datasheets

There I found the FLIR AX series and clicked on the FOV calc.

Here we see that theIFOV at 2 meters is 22.08 millimeters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D</th>
<th>0.50</th>
<th>1.00</th>
<th>2.00</th>
<th>5.00</th>
<th>10.00</th>
<th>25.00</th>
<th>50.00</th>
<th>100.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IFOV</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>11.04</td>
<td>22.08</td>
<td>55.19</td>
<td>110.39</td>
<td>275.97</td>
<td>551.95</td>
<td>1103.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFOF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFOF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our object is 50 millimeters in diameter, which is larger than the IFOV. That should guarantee an accurate temperature measurement, right?

No. The fact that our object is larger than the IFOV is not enough. Earlier I presented a rule of thumb that the object should be covered by at least 6 detector elements in diameter. 6 times the IFOV in this case is about 130 mm, and our object is a lot smaller than that. Thus, we cannot guarantee an accurate temperature measurement.

If you got this right, that is great. If not, I am very glad that you took the time to go through this response. My hope is that it made things clearer for you.
**Focal length**

The focal length of an optics system determines where the incoming radiation will focus. An easy image to illustrate this is to think of a magnifying glass and how it concentrates the sun rays to one spot. In the image to the right, the focal length is marked with a red double-arrow – that is, the length between the lens and the point where the rays converge. The main principle is the same in your IR camera. The lens system of your IR camera focuses the incoming IR radiation on the detectors. Easy put, one can say that the focal length is the distance between the lens and the detectors – or the FPA (the Focal Plane Array).

In general, one can say that optic systems in any kind of photography with a longer focal length leads to a greater magnification and a narrower field of view, than shorter focal lengths.

Your IR camera consists of several lenses, just like a normal camera. But unlike the normal camera, the material of the lenses is not glass. Glass does not usually transmit IR radiation (see page Fél! Bokmärket är inte definierat. for illustrations), but the element germanium does. Germanium is a very good transmitter of IR radiation, so most lenses in IR cameras are made of it.

**Depth of field / Minimum focus distance**

The depth of field tells us the maximum depth of a scene that stays in focus. In some IR cameras, the focus is fixed. This means that you cannot focus on a particular plane or object in the scene. The IR camera with a fixed focus will have an even focus in the whole depth of the image.

![Image](image1)

*Three images with different focus. Image 1: Focus on the cords in the foreground. Image 2: Focus on the person in the middle of the image. Image 3: Focus on the person in the background.*

The focus is not fixed for all IR cameras. In many IR cameras, the focus shifts, either automatically or by the user. If you have an IR camera with changeable focus, make sure that the focus is on your target object! Otherwise, your temperature measurement might not be accurate.

116
**f-number**

The f-number is a measure of the amount of radiation reaching the detectors. It is dependent on the focal length and the aperture of your IR camera. The aperture is the opening through which the incoming radiation passes to get to focus on the detectors. You can think of it like the pupils of your eyes getting wider or narrower to adjust the amount of light entering your eyes.

The f-number is usually given in the form \( f/1.4 \), where \( f \) denotes the focal length and 1.4 is the f-number. The f-number is inversely proportional to the diameter of the aperture. What this means is simply that if you increase the diameter, the f-number will decrease. The formula for the f-number is

\[
f = \frac{\text{focal length}}{\text{aperture diameter}}
\]

Through this, it is easy to deduce that a lens with a low f-number – or a large diameter – allows for more IR radiation to go through it. More IR radiation will then reach the detector, which means that the detector will react more to this incoming IR radiation.

Germanium – the material the lens is made of – is a very expensive material. Having a lens with a large diameter will drastically increase the cost of the IR camera. IR camera manufacturers are therefore using lenses with a small diameter, or high f-number. There is also a practical reason – beside the fact that a smaller lens leads to a smaller and more manageable IR camera. The depth of field is very shallow for big, low f-number lenses. This means that objects close to the IR camera will be in focus, but objects far away will be blurry.

Typical f-numbers are \( f/1.4, f/2 \) and \( f/2.8 \).

---

**SAQ**

**True or False?**

A large f-number means a large intake of IR radiation through the lens.  
True False

The lenses for IR cameras are made of the same material used in visual cameras.  
True False

The MPOV is the minimal size an object can have to give us an accurate temperature measurement.  
True False
SAQ

All three statements are False. More importantly, let’s see why that is.

A large f-number means a large intake of IR radiation through the lens.
- Perhaps you though that the f-number tells us something about how much radiation we let in through the lens. However, a large f-number means a small intake of IR radiation and a small f-number means a large intake of IR radiation.

The lenses for IR cameras are made of the same material used in visual cameras.
- In some cases, IR cameras work similarly to visual cameras. However, the lens material is different. IR camera lenses are mostly made of germanium, because it is a material that is good at letting IR radiation through. If we would use glass for IR camera lenses, little IR radiation would reach the detectors that analyze the scene. This would make it very difficult to get accurate IR images. Since IR camera lenses are made of germanium and visual camera lenses are not, the statement is false.

The IFOV is the minimal size an object can have to give us an accurate temperature measurement.
- The IFOV tells us the minimum size of object for it to be detected by the IR camera. However, this is not the same as giving us an accurate measurement, thus the statement is false. In order to get an accurate temperature measurement, it is recommended for the object size to be a couple of times larger than the IFOV. Depending on the application, the recommended minimal measurement area varies. However, a good rule of thumb is for the object to be at least 6 times the IFOV in diameter.

If you got these statements right, excellent. If not, excellent. The fact that you are reading this means that you have gone through the feedback above and hopefully reflected over these concepts some more.
SUMMARY

In this part, we have discussed the optics of the IR camera system. I will give you a list with the main parts that we've covered. When you go through the list, try to reflect over what you have read.

The Field of View (FOV) is the part of the scene that your IR camera covers. The value is given in degrees. FLIR has an FOV calculator on their web page.

The Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV) is the part of the FOV that one detector covers, or the projection of one detector onto the FOV.

The focal length is a measure of where the lens focuses the incoming radiation.

The depth of field is a measure of how deep in the scene the IR camera focuses.

The f-number is a measure of how much IR radiation is let in to the detectors.
**Detectors**

**Objectives**

When you have worked through this part, my aim is that you will be able to

- Identify the limitations of the detector
- Briefly explain the process of the detectors
- Use your IR camera sensible, in order to get accurate readings

I’ve separated the detectors chapter into six parts:

| Detector Type
| IR Resolution
| Thermal Sensitivity (NETD)
| Accuracy
| Detector Time Constant
| Spectral Range

**Detector type**

The detectors are the heart of the IR camera system, in that they are the elements that actually detect the incoming IR radiation. The other elements function is to focus the radiation on the detectors or translate what the detectors are measuring, but the detectors are the key part.

Detector types can be divided into two categories: Cooled detector and thermal detector (or uncooled detector). The cooled detectors are so called because they need to be cooled down to temperatures as low as -200 °C. The fact that they need to be cooled down makes them very expensive, but they are superior to the uncooled detectors in many aspects.
An example of this is the image below.

The images are of a tire rotating at 20 mph. The left is taken with a cooled detector and the right with an uncooled. As you can see, the cooled detector captures the tire as if it was still. The uncooled image appears blurry.

Although the uncooled detectors are superior – the uncooled can operate in room temperature – which is their main advantage. The choice between an uncooled and a cooled detector depends on application. In most applications, there is no need for the performance of a cooled detector. They are mainly used in R&D (research and development) and science labs, so I will not discuss them further here.

**The Microbolometer**

When it comes to uncooled detectors, the microbolometer is a usual type. In the IR camera, the FPA consists of a matrix of microbolometers, where each and every one of them covers their part of the FOV that makes up your IR image. The distance between the center of one detector and the center of the neighboring detector is called the detector pitch (marked with a double arrow in the image to the right). The magnitude of the detector pitch and the microbolometer is micrometer. That means that one detector element is around 10 μm = 0.00 001 m wide.

The microbolometer is made up of a material that is sensitive to IR radiation in order to detect it. There is a chain of transformation that the IR radiation goes through before it reaches your eyes, in the form of an IR image.
Incoming IR radiation hits the microbolometer. The microbolometer absorbs the heat, which in turn changes the resistance of it. The change in resistance changes the current through the microbolometer. This change in current is converted into a digital number that is later transformed into a colored pixel in your IR image.

Since detecting the incoming IR radiation requires a physical change in the microbolometer (the absorptance of heat and resistance change), the response time will depend upon it. By this I mean that with a thermal detector, such as the microbolometer, the detector time constant (see Detector time constant below) cannot be improved – it is a physical property. This can show when trying to measure fast events with a microbolometer detector. It may result in blurring – or even missing the fast event – in the resulting image.

*Heated pen falling, captured with a microbolometer (top) and a cooled detector (bottom).*
Non-Uniformity Correction (NUC)

The clicking you might have heard from your IR camera is caused by the Non-Uniformity Correction, or the NUC. All detectors are separated and basically works alone with absorbing heat and giving an electrical signal. There are no perfect detectors, so they might drift a little in their measurement. This drift may cause an unnatural “jump” in temperature between neighboring detectors, making the IR image “more pixelated”. The NUC corrects this by sending down an evenly tempered plate in front of all the detectors. Since the IR camera “knows” the temperature of the plate, all the signals from the detectors can be corrected, so that they send the same electrical signal when presented to the plate.

The IR camera capturing the image to the left hasn’t NUCed for over an hour. The image to the right is captured directly after a NUC. As you can see, the image to the left has plenty of “bad” pixels. The temperature span is not corrected according to the temperatures in the scene, making the IR image low in contrast. In the image to the right, when the IR camera has NUCed, these faults are corrected.

Shutter

The shutter is the feature of the IR camera that “reads” the current given from the detectors. It is essentially the messenger that sends the value from the detectors to the electronics of the IR camera. The cooled detectors have what is called a global shutter. The global shutter is able to read out all the detectors at the same time. The shutter in an IR camera with thermal detectors cannot do this, since the system would quickly become overheated. IR cameras with a microbolometer instead has a rolling shutter. The rolling shutter reads the detector signals line by line.

![diagram of rolling shutter]
This may result in smearing in the IR image when fast events are recorded.

*Image taken with a rolling shutter, causing the fast-moving blades of the fan to look distorted.*

**IR resolution**

The IR resolution of an IR camera tells us how many detector elements it has. They are often called pixels in the user manuals. The amount of detector elements ranges from 80 x 60 to 1280 x 1024. So, what does it mean to have, for instance 80 x 60 pixels?

The image to the right has 10 x 11 pixels. As you can see, it’s not the greatest resolution. 10 x 11 pixels means that there are 10 rows and 11 columns of pixels in a matrix.

The number of pixels given in your user manual may not be the same size as the resulting IR image will be. Some IR cameras sample the image, so that the size is more suitable for the viewing program. We’ll discuss image sampling more thoroughly in chapter Sampling. Not all IR cameras sample the images when streaming, the FLIR A310 for instance, has an IR resolution of 320 x 240 pixels and streams in the same format.

The main point about pixels is that the pixel is the smallest possible building block of the image – one projected pixel makes up theIFOV, as we discussed earlier. This means that the smiley face in the image above cannot have a smoother smile or rounder eyes. To accomplish this we need more pixels, since we cannot split existing pixels in half. In IR resolution one pixel equals one detector, which means that there is a limit to the resolution of the IR image. One detector can only detect one temperature at one time, and not a variety of temperatures inside its detection area.

**Thermal sensitivity (NETD)**

NETD is an acronym for *Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference* and this is essentially the lowest temperature difference that the IR camera can measure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermal sensitivity/NETD</th>
<th>&lt; 0.10°C @ +30°C (+86°F) / 100 mK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

This is an example of what it might look like in the user manual. It is from the user manual of
the FLIR AX8. Translating the text yields that at 30 °C or 86 °F the maximum temperature difference that the FLIR AX8 can detect is less than 0.10 °C or 100 mK. This means that if I view an object with a temperature of 30.10 °C with the FLIR AX8 and the background is 30.00 °C, the IR camera will detect the difference and assign the object and the background with different colors. One can say that the NETD determines what can be distinguished from each other in the IR image and not be blurred together.

The Noise that is referred to NETD is the noise that comes from the IR camera itself. It is not an auditory noise, but a thermal. The detectors and electronics of the IR camera also has a temperature, which means that they emit thermal radiation. This thermal radiation will also be detected by the microbolometers. The noise from the IR camera is what determines the NETD, and subsequently part of the resolution. Since the temperature of the IR camera limits the minimum temperature it can measure, it is easy to see why cooled detectors generally has lower NETD than uncooled ones.

The IR camera is calibrated to operate at a certain temperature, that is, the temperature of the IR camera. One thing to bear in mind is that if the IR camera recently has been turned off, or if the surrounding temperature changes extremely, the IR camera will no longer be at the same temperature. This may cause inaccurate measurements. It is best to wait ten minutes or so after starting the IR camera, so that it has time to warm up and give accurate measurements.

Accuracy

The accuracy of an IR camera is typically ±2 °C or 2 % of the reading. These numbers are the result of an uncertainty analysis technique called "Root-Sum-of-Squares", or RSS. The main idea of the technique is to calculate all possible partial errors that may contribute to the error total. Among these partial errors are camera response, calibrator accuracy and an estimate of wrongly set object parameters (this does not mean that you shouldn’t be as meticulous as possible when setting the parameters). All the partial errors are squared and added up. Lastly the square root of the total sum is taken. This is to ensure that two partial errors do not cancel each other out, so that the total accuracy have at most that margin of error.

When the IR cameras are tested in laboratory environment by FLIR lab personnel, the accuracy is as low as ±1 °C, but this requires lab conditions. The number ±2 °C is valid for short ranges – less than 20 meters – as the partial error contribution from the atmosphere increases with range.

All IR camera manufacturers does not calibrate for ambient temperature compensation. That is, the IR camera’s own temperature changing and affecting the measurement. FLIR uses the measurement data for the IR camera at different ambient temperatures and includes it in the calibration equation. This ensures accurate temperature readings through the entire range of operating temperatures. The operating temperature of an IR camera typically ranges from -10 °C to 50 °C. If the operating temperature is not accounted for, the inaccuracy can increase up to ±10 °C. Although compensated for, it is wise to let the IR camera warm up before making critical measurements, as I mentioned earlier.
Detector time constant

The detector time constant – as I mentioned earlier – is the time it takes for the detector to absorb enough heat to produce a signal. Now, this is not completely correct, but the way of thinking works for our purposes. The main principle is that the detector needs enough time to heat up and change its resistance to subsequently change the current. This process is not linear, the change in resistance will at first “overshoot”, and then go up and down until it finally settles on the correct value. The time this process takes is the detector time constant. The typical value for microbolometers is 12 ms = 0.012 s.

![Diagram showing the detector time constant phases](image)

It may be easier to understand when investigating the steps in the image above. The red line is the value of the output signal, the blue line is the current through the detector, and the green line with a “t” is the detector time constant.

1. The thermal radiation hits the detector and the detector starts absorbing heat and consequently starts to change the current.
2. The current through the detector “overshoots” and oscillates around the output signal value.
3. The current through the detector stabilizes to the output signal value.

The time it takes for this process is the detector time constant.

As I mentioned earlier: the detector time constant cannot be manipulated by the user, it is a constant.

Spectral range

The detectors in your IR camera does not detect thermal radiation over the total spectrum, but in a spectral band, or spectral range. The spectral range for the FLIR AX8 is 7.5-13 μm, which corresponds to the spectral band that is called Long Wavelength InfraRed (LWIR)
As you can see, in the image above, there are two more spectral bands where IR imaging is used. These are Short Wavelength InfraRed (SWIR) and Medium Wavelength InfraRed (MWIR). As you also might have noticed, there is a grey area between the MWIR and the LWIR. This is because the transmissivity of the atmosphere is very low between wavelengths 5 μm and 8 μm. That is, the atmosphere lets through very little radiation at these wavelengths, or the atmosphere is opaque there.

The energy of the thermal radiation is inversely proportional to the wavelength. This means that as the wavelengths go shorter, the energy goes larger. The more energy that hits the detectors, the more heat they can absorb. IR cameras in the SWIR band is therefore more sensitive to differences in radiation, but they cannot be calibrated below 350 °C. It is also in this temperature area where the SWIR cameras are most suitable. If you need to measure along a wide spectral range — for instance from -40 °C up to several hundred degrees — the best choice is the LWIR spectral band. MWIR cameras are most suited for measuring temperature changes starting at room temperature. They can be calibrated from -20 °C with no upper limit.

**SAQ**

**True or False?**

- The thermal time constant of microbolometers can be made shorter through careful calibration.  
  True  False

- The thermal sensitivity (NETD) of uncooled IR cameras is usually about ±2 °C.  
  True  False

- IR cameras with uncooled detectors use rolling shutter which may cause distortion effects when recording rapid events.  
  True  False
SAQ

The correct answers are False, False, True. Let's look at why.

The thermal time constant of microbolometers can be
made shorter through careful calibration.

- You may have thought that a lot can be improved through careful calibration. That is true in many cases, but unfortunately not for the thermal time constant. As the name states, it is a constant. It represents the time it takes for a detector element to heat up. This is a physical property and a limiting factor for the speed in uncooled IR cameras.

The thermal sensitivity (NETD) of uncooled IR cameras is usually about ±2 °C.

- We need to separate between the thermal sensitivity (NETD) and the accuracy of the IR camera. The NETD is usually 0.1 °C or lower, while accuracy is usually ±2 °C. I understand that these can cause some confusion as it seems that both refer to the same thing; some accuracy within the camera system. Then why is the NETD typically much lower than the accuracy? Here we need to make an important distinction between relative and absolute temperature measurements. Thermal sensitivity (NETD) refers to relative temperature measurements. Let's assume that our IR camera has an NETD of 0.1 °C. Then two objects that differ by 0.1 °C will be determined by the IR camera to have different temperatures. However, this does not say anything about the actual temperatures of the objects. On the other hand, the accuracy refers to absolute temperature. If our IR camera is properly calibrated and we have correctly set the object parameters, then our IR camera should measure the temperature of an object to within ±2 °C of its actual temperature.

IR cameras with uncooled detectors use rolling
shutter which may cause distortion effects when recording rapid events.

- This is absolutely true, and an important limitation to know about in uncooled detectors. Uncooled detectors cannot read the whole IR image at once, and instead use rolling shutter. This means that the detector signals are read line by line. When the event we are trying to record matches or exceed the read-out speed of the detector signals, the IR image may get distorted.

If you got these questions right, well done! If not, don’t worry about it. It happens to the best of us. The fact that you have gone through my response is fantastic. Hopefully, things have become a little clearer.
SUMMARY

In this part, we have discussed the detectors of the IR camera system. I will give you a list with the main parts that we’ve covered. When you go through the list, try to reflect over what you have read.

There are two types of detectors: cooled and uncooled. One type of uncooled detector is the microbolometer.

The IR resolution gives you the number of pixels, or equivalently the number of detector elements in your IR camera.

The NETD gives you the lowest temperature difference that your IR camera is capable to detect.

The accuracy gives you the margin of error of your temperature measurements.

The detector time constant for a microbolometer is around 12 ms and it cannot be changed by the user.

There are three spectral ranges used in IR imaging: LWIR, MWIR and SWIR.
Image processing

Objectives

When you have worked through this part, my aim is that you will be able to

- Distinguish between an image streaming camera and a smart sensor camera
- Describe the difference between radiometric and compressed image streaming
- Recognize the link between histogram equalization and contrast
- Recall that the analysis functions do not update with the same frequency as the image

I've separated the image processing chapter into four parts:

- Bit Depth
- Image streaming cameras
- Smart sensor cameras
- Sampling

Bit depth

Depending on what type of IR camera you have, the information from the detector elements will be processed differently. Some settings can be chosen by the user, and some are predetermined by the manufacturer.

In order for us to discuss the image processing, we are going to have to look at bits. The bit depth of an image or an image stream is a measurement on the amount of information that your IR camera is able to send. If you IR camera streams in 8-bit for instance, then every detector element – or pixel – can assume a value between 0 and 255. These numbers are not arbitrary, the 8 in 8-bit streaming tells us that there is $2^8 = 256$ distinct types of information that your IR camera can send.

In your IR camera, different detectors will receive a different amount of IR radiation. These different amounts of IR radiation need to be quantified in order for the IR camera and the
connected computer to being able to compose the IR image. When all the detector values are read, the IR camera compares these to assign a value between 0 and 255 corresponding to the amount of IR radiation (if you are streaming in 8-bit format). The raw data in the IR camera from the scene is thus a matrix of numbers. What happens with the matrix of numbers depends on what IR camera you have: an image streaming camera or a smart sensor camera.

**Image streaming cameras**

Image streaming cameras – such as the FLIR A5xS, the FLIR A315 and the FLIR A615 – need to be connected to a computer to operate, they cannot work by themselves. They can essentially send two types of information to the computer: the matrix of numbers or the calculated temperature value of the numbers in the matrix. When the image streaming camera calculates the temperature value of each pixel, it often doesn’t come out as the actual temperature, the image streaming camera can work in a mode called temperature linear. This simply means that the image streaming camera can calculate a number that is linearly related to the temperature. Let’s look at an example. The FLIR A5xS has temperature linear mode and when you enable it, you can choose which resolution you would like – high or low. If you choose high resolution, every output value for every pixel is given by the following formula.

\[ T = 0.04 \cdot S \]

Where \( S \) is the pixel value and the temperature is given in kelvins. For the low resolution, the multiplying factor is 0.4 instead of 0.04. You can find all the information about the temperature linear mode of your image streaming camera in the user manual.

When the image streaming has sent the matrix with numbers to the computer, it is the computers job to assign colors corresponding to the numbers. If you use an 8-bit greyscale, for instance, the pixels with the number 0 are usually assigned the color black. The pixels with the number 255 are usually assigned the color white, and the numbers in between are assigned grey colors in their order of the spectrum.

![Temperature color scale](image)

The main principle is the same whichever palette you use.
Let’s look at an example! Say that your image streaming camera has 8 x 8 pixels – that is, 8 x 8 = 64 detector elements – and that it is streaming in 8-bit format. If the information that your image streaming camera sends to the computer is this matrix to the left below,

```
52 55 61 59 70 61 76 61
62 59 55 104 94 85 59 71
63 65 66 113 144 104 63 72
64 70 70 126 154 109 71 69
67 73 68 106 122 88 68 68
68 79 60 79 77 66 58 75
69 85 64 58 55 61 65 83
70 87 69 68 65 73 78 90
```

the computer will translate it by giving the corresponding color and show the image to the right above.

If you look closely at the numbers in the matrix above, you can see that they are clustered in the middle of the grey scale. The lowest number is 52 and the highest is 154, so the image does not use the full grey scale. This can happen if you’re observing a scene with small temperature differences – that is, all the detector elements will receive a similar amount of IR radiation. These images can have low contrast, so it may be difficult to distinguish different features in it. Then you can use the histogram equalization. The histogram
equalization basically makes the computer use the whole grey scale to enhance the contrast. If we use the histogram equalization on the example above, we would get the following result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>53</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>146</th>
<th>53</th>
<th>174</th>
<th>53</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the histogram equalization, the image does now have more contrast and uses the whole grey scale. The lowest number in the matrix is now 0, and the highest 255, corresponding to the maximum and minimum values of the 8-bit grey scale.

The image streaming camera sends the value of the amount of IR radiation of every pixel – be it temperature linear or signal linear. Each pixel value contains information about the IR radiation of the scene, and this is called radiometric streaming. The alternative is compressed streaming, where the information in all the pixels is the color, and not temperature value. Image streaming cameras use radiometric streaming, and smart sensor cameras use compressed streaming.

**Smart sensor cameras**

The main difference between a smart sensor camera and an image streaming camera is that the image streaming camera needs a connected computer to analyze the scene, and the smart sensor camera can do this by itself. You can think of it as the smart sensor camera having a computer of its own inside it, whilst the image streaming camera records the scene and lets the connected computer do the analysis. The image streaming camera sends information about every pixel – radiometric data – but lets the computer colorize and analyze it. This means that if you want to set an alarm or monitor a certain area of the scene, you have to program it yourself on a connected computer with the image streaming.

The smart sensor camera has analysis functions itself, which means that you can set alarms and monitor area, and then disconnect the computer. The smart sensor camera needs only be connected to a power source and does all the calculations itself – such as calculating the maximum and minimum temperature of an area – and raise the alarm when the set criteria is met.
Smart sensor cameras stream in a compressed format, but whenever an image is captured – be it by hand or by alarm – the image will be in radiometric format. The smart sensor camera only sends temperature information for those pixels where there are spots and boxes, and color numbers for the rest. Since the analysis functions require the smart sensor camera to perform calculations, these will not stream in the same speed as the color values. The analysis function may stream in 3 Hz – that is, 3 updates per second – while the image streaming may be in 9 Hz, or higher. The analysis streaming also depend upon how many analysis functions you set, since the smart sensor camera has to work harder to do more calculations.

\[
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Calculate

\[
\begin{align*}
T_{max} &= \max \{ T_{max} \} \\
T_{min} &= \min \{ T_{min} \} \\
T_{avg} &= \frac{T_{max} + T_{min}}{2} \\
T_{diff} &= T_{avg} - T_{min} \\
T_{result} &= T_{diff} - T_{avg} \\
T_{output} &= \begin{cases} 
T_{result} & \text{if } T_{result} > 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

If \( T_{output} > 0 \), then output alarm

\( \geq 36 \) or 10 K ➔ output alarm
Some IR cameras let you choose the mode that they will operate in – image streaming mode or smart sensor mode – such as the FLIR A310, for instance. In FLIR Tools (see chapter FLIR Tools on page 210) you can choose to stream in video – compressed format, or in signal – radiometric format, with the FLIR A310.

**Sampling**

We’ve looked at the IR resolution of your IR camera – that is, the number of pixels that can measure a temperature, and subsequently give us a color in the IR image. If you have an IR resolution of 320 x 240, for instance – the resulting image or video might be in another format – or size. The change of image size is the result of sampling. The sampling up or sampling down may be just so that the image matches the program you’re viewing it in.

I will not discuss sampling further or how it is performed, but I will show you an example to illustrate how it may look.

These images of a monkey are of different pixel sizes. Ranging from largest to smallest, the pixel sizes are: 1024 x 1024, 512 x 512, 256 x 256, 128 x 128, 64 x 64, and 32 x 32.
If we were to resize the images, making them the same size – 1024 x 1024 – it would look like this.

The image in the top left corner remains in size, while all the other images have been upsamped from their earlier pixel sizes to 1024 x 1024.
We have now reached a SAQ – self-assessment question. Here we take a moment to pause and reflect on what we have covered up until now. In this SAQ, we will cover the differences between image streaming cameras and smart sensor cameras.

Your job is to identify which features belong to which type of IR camera.

Which features describe image streaming cameras and smart sensor cameras? Check the boxes that apply. Once you are done, turn to the next page for my response and feedback.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image streaming camera</th>
<th>Smart sensor camera</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Built-in analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to operate without connected computer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed streaming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiometric streaming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp. Linear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A captured IR image contains radiometric data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The table below contains the correct answers. More importantly, I have added a response to why each answer is correct. Let’s go through them one by one.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image streaming camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smart sensor camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-in analysis</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We just said that smart sensor cameras have built-in analysis. That's because the camera has a built-in computer that performs the analysis. As long as smart sensor cameras are supplied with power, they can operate without a connected computer. On the other hand, image streaming cameras only stream the data (remember the matrices of numbers representing the rows from an image stream camera). This means that they need to be connected to a computer in order to perform analysis and for alarms to be set up.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to operate without a connected computer</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiometric streaming</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiometric data information about the temperature recorded for every pixel in the IR camera. This is the information that image streaming cameras send to the connected computer, which then analyzes the IR images.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed streaming</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlike image streaming cameras which stream radiometric data, smart sensor cameras only send color information in every pixel. In other words, we see the IR image, but the stream doesn't give us any temperature information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp. linear</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp. linear is another streaming format that can be selected for image streaming cameras. The idea is that the information in every pixel value - a number - can be multiplied by a factor to give the temperature.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A captured IR image contains radiometric data</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have already said that image streaming cameras stream radiometric data to its connected computer. But why is smart sensor camera also the correct answer? Didn't smart sensor cameras stream in compressed mode? We need to distinguish between a stream and a captured image. Smart sensor cameras cannot stream radiometric data. However, when we capture an image of the scene the image will also contain radiometric data, which can be analyzed afterwards in a program such as FLIR Tools.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMARY

In this part, we have discussed the image processing of an IR camera. I will give you a list with the main parts that we've covered. When you go through the list, try to reflect over what you have read.

The bit depth tells us how many colors there are in an image, an example being 8-bit image that can have $2^8=256$ different colors.

Image streaming cameras does not have a built-in computer and can therefore not lay out analysis functions or alarms by themselves. This is done in a connected computer.

Image streaming cameras stream in radiometric mode, which means that every pixel contains measurement information.

Histogram equalization gives more contrast in the image.

Smart sensor cameras have a built-in computer which allow them to lay out analysis and alarms. When alarms are set, the smart sensor cameras can operate without a computer connected.

Smart sensor cameras stream in compressed format, which means that the pixels are only assigned a color and not measurement information. When an image is captured, the format will however be radiometric.

The analysis functions of a smart sensor camera are slower than the image stream.

Sampling of images may lead to images looking pixelated.
This chapter is about networks. We’ve exited the IR camera system and are now were the information from the IR camera is communicated to other devices – like a computer.

Our first question should then be: *What is a network?* Simply put, a network is a group of computers or other devices that communicate with each other. These devices can be connected by wire or wirelessly. A simple but important example of a network is a computer and an IR camera. We can also regard the Internet as a network, with an enormous number of connected devices.

Regardless of the number of connected devices, the basic principles of network communication are the same. How do we make these devices communicate with each other? In this chapter, we will cover some of the important pieces needed for devices to be able to communicate in a network.
Objectives

When you have worked through this part, my aim is that you will be able to answer the following questions.

- What is an IP address?
- How does the subnet mask determine the length of the Network ID and Host ID?
- What is the purpose of a gateway?
- How do ports work together with IP addresses?

For you to know how to answer these questions, I have divided this chapter into four parts:

IP Address
Subnet Mask
Gateway
Port

**IP address**

As I mentioned, a network is a group of devices that communicate with each other. For this communication to work, we need a system of identification in order to distinguish one device from another. This is precisely what IP address are – a labeling system for devices. A similar question we could ask is: why do we have house addresses? Answer: so that people can reach us. It is the same with IP addresses. We make devices reachable in a network by assigning them unique IP addresses.

Just as house addresses, IP addresses consist of two parts: a street name and a house number. In an IP address, the street name is called network ID and the house number is called host ID. You can think of all devices in a network as neighbors. They all live on the same street, but they have different house numbers. This means that all devices on the same network must have the same network ID, but different host ID.
At the very basic level, computers communicate with each other by sending a lot of ones and zeros. They use what we call the **binary** numeral system – or **base-2** system. To a computer, an IP address is simply 32 digits of ones and zeros. A digit which is either 1 or 0 is called a **bit**. Thus, an IP address is comprised of 32 bits. 8 bits is called a **byte**. We can also say that an IP address is comprised of 4 **bytes**.

11000000 10101000 11111110 00000011

1 bit

8 bits = 1 byte

4 bytes = 32 bits

Although computers are really good at working with binary numbers, humans are typically bad at it. To solve this problem, we split the IP address into four parts, convert from binary to decimal and put dots in between. This is so we get a nice and readable format, which we call **dotted decimal format**.

I hope you agree with me when I say that 192.168.254.3 is a lot easier to read than 1100000010101000111111100000011. Believe it or not, these two formats represent the same IP address.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP address</th>
<th>11000000010101001111111100000011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Separate into 4 fields</td>
<td>11000000 10101000 11111110 00000011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convert into decimal</td>
<td>192 168 254 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add dots for readability</td>
<td>192.168.254.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As you see in the table above, an IP address in dotted decimal notation consists of four fields. Each field has a number ranging from 0 to 255. This is because the largest number we can create using 8 bits is 11111111 in binary, which is 255 in decimal notation. The smallest number we can create using 8 bits is 00000000, which is 0 in decimal notation.
**IPv4**

There are different versions of IP addresses and the version we discuss in this chapter is called IPv4, which stands for *Internet Protocol version 4*. IPv4 is the most commonly used version and when someone says “IP address”, that person will most likely refer to an IPv4 address. A newer version that is becoming more popular is called IPv6 — *Internet Protocol version 6*. It has the benefit of having many more available addresses than IPv4. However, I will only discuss IPv4 addresses in this chapter.

By now, we have said that an IP address is a collection of ones and zeros which uniquely labels a computer and distinguishes it from every other device in the network. We have also said that an IP address consists of a network ID and a host ID. But what part of the IP address is the network ID and what part is the host ID? We will address this question in the next section on subnet masks.

**Subnet mask**

As I mentioned earlier, the IP address is comprised of two parts: the network ID and the host ID. Devices in the same network can be thought of as neighbors – they live on the same street, but not in the same house. Thus, their IP addresses all share the *same network ID* (street name) but have *different host ID* (house number).

To answer the question posed earlier “What part of the IP address is the network ID and what part is the host ID?”, we look at the *subnet mask* of the network. The subnet mask defines what part of the IP address is the network ID, and what part of the IP address is the host ID.

In a small network with just a couple of connected devices, we do not need a lot of IP addresses to make sure every device is assigned a unique IP address. In this case, we can set the subnet mask so that the network ID (street name) is a large part of the IP address and the host ID (house number) is a small part. However, in a larger network we need to make the host ID part of the IP address bigger and the network ID part smaller. This to ensure that there are enough available IP addresses for the devices in the network.

*A street in New York might need more house numbers than a street in Ljungbyholm, Sweden.*

Images from Google earth, Google/Digital Globe.
The length of the network ID - A simple rule

Similar to the IP address, the subnet mask is also written in dotted decimal notation – four numbers separated by dots. And in many cases the fields in the subnet mask will either be 255 or 0.

In that case, there is an easy rule: The 255s in the subnet mask correspond to the network ID (street name). The 0s in the subnet mask correspond to the host ID (house number).

IP address  192.168.254.1

Subnet mask  255.255.255.0

The network ID and host ID street names and house numbers are also written in dotted decimal notation, with four number fields. This means that in the figure above, 1 is not actually the house number, but 0.0.0.1 is. Similarly, 192.168.254 is not the street name, but 192.168.254.0 is. The table below shows some more examples of IP addresses and how the subnet masks determine the network ID and host ID.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP address</th>
<th>Subnet mask</th>
<th>Network ID</th>
<th>Host ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>192.168.254.1</td>
<td>255.0.0.0</td>
<td>192.0.0.0</td>
<td>0.0.254.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169.254.100.2</td>
<td>255.255.0.0</td>
<td>169.254.0.0</td>
<td>0.0.100.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213.100.31.47</td>
<td>255.255.255.0</td>
<td>213.100.31.0</td>
<td>0.0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Can the subnet mask consist of numbers other than 255 and 0?

Yes, the subnet mask may be 255.255.252.0 for example. This makes things a little trickier, since the network ID ends somewhere inside the third field. To figure this out, we need to use binary numbers instead of decimal numbers. I give the whole picture of subnet masks with the help of binary numbers in the More on binary numbers section below.

Configure a valid IP address for your IR camera.

Let’s put this knowledge to good use. One important and practical use of your knowledge on IP addresses and subnet masks is to make sure that your IR camera is properly configured to communicate with your computer.
To find connected IR cameras in a network and assign them IP addresses, we use the program FLIR IP Config. For more detailed information on how to install and use FLIR IP config, see the chapter Step 1: Download and install FLIR IP Config (page 11). There, we also go through how to find the IP address of your own computer.

Let us assume that your computer has the IP address 169.254.200.10 and the subnet mask of the network is 255.255.0.0. To configure your IR camera in the network, FLIR IP config will ask you for three pieces of information: IP address, subnet mask and default gateway. Below, I will go through what to put in each row.

**IP address**

Remember that an IP address consists of two parts: network ID (street name) and host ID (house number). A valid IP address for the IR camera has the same street name (network ID) as the computer, but **different house number** (host ID).

Since the computer has the IP address is 169.254.200.10 and the subnet mask is 255.255.0.0, the network ID is 169.254.0.0 and the host ID is 0.0.200.10. The host ID of the IR camera must differ in **at least one** of the two last fields. 0.0.200.11 is a valid host ID, as well as 0.0.201.11.

An example of a valid IP address for the IR camera is therefore: **169.254.200.11**. You may change both of the last two fields but changing one of them works just fine.

**Subnet mask**

Since the IR camera is on the same network as the computer, we simply put in the subnet mask of the current networks. In our case, we put in **255.255.0.0**.

**Default gateway**

In the section below, we will cover what gateways are more in depth. In short, a gateway connects two networks with each other and controls the flow of data. A router is a good example of a gateway. The **default gateway** is the device that data is sent to if no recipient of the data is specified. The default gateway is typically the network's router.
In the simple network of a computer and an IR camera, we technically do not have a default gateway. However, FLIR IP config demands us to put *something* in. Since the IR camera is only sending data directly to the computer, we put the default gateway to be the IP address of the computer. In this case, **169.254.200.10**.

In the end we have the following result (showed in the image to the right).
Box tip – Reserved IP addresses

It is good to know that some IP addresses are often reserved for specific purposes. Then you can avoid the mistake of setting the IP address of your IR camera to any of these reserved IP addresses.

Let’s say our network has the subnet mask 255.255.255.0 and the street name is 192.168.254.0. Theoretically, we should have 256 available addresses, ranging from 192.168.254.0 to 192.168.254.255. In reality, the number of available IP addresses is smaller.

The lowest IP address in a network – 192.168.254.0 in our case – is called the network address. It is used as an identifier for the network and is not a valid IP address for any device in the network.

The highest IP address in a network – 192.168.254.255 in our case – is called the broadcast address. It is used to send information to all devices on the network and is not a valid IP address for any device on the network.

The lowest available IP address – 192.168.254.1 in our case – is often the IP address of the router. This is not always true. To check the IP address of your router, type `cmd` in your computer search menu and press Enter. In the Command Prompt, type `ipconfig` and press Enter. Find the Default Gateway IP address.
SAQ

Valid IP addresses for your IR camera

Your computer has the following network information:

IP address (IPv4): 169.254.100.10
Subnet Mask: 255.255.0.0

You want to correctly configure your camera.

Which (one or more) of following configures are correct?

a) IP address: 169.254.100.10
   Subnet mask: 255.255.0.0
   Default network: 169.254.100.10

b) IP address: 169.254.101.11
   Subnet mask: 255.255.255.0
   Default network: 169.254.100.10

c) IP address: 169.254.110.99
   Subnet mask: 255.255.0.0
   Default network: 169.254.100.10

d) IP address: 169.254.100.11
   Subnet mask: 255.255.0.0
   Default network: 169.254.100.10
The correct answer configures are c) and d), but why?

The computer had the following network information:

IP address (IPv4): 169.254.100.10
Subnet Mask: 255.255.0.0

Let’s look at the alternatives one at a time.

a) IP address: 169.254.100.10
   Subnet mask: 255.255.0.0
   Default network: 169.254.100.10

Notice that the IP address of the camera is exactly the same as that of the computer. This will not properly configure the camera. Remember, the rule is: same network ID (street name), different host ID (house number).

b) IP address: 169.254.101.11
   Subnet mask: 255.255.255.0
   Default network: 169.254.100.10

The subnet mask does not match the computer’s, these have to match in order for the camera to be properly configured. Otherwise the network ID length of the camera would be different than the computer’s, and that is bad.

c) IP address: 169.254.110.99
   Subnet mask: 255.255.0.0
   Default network: 169.254.100.10

The Network ID of the camera (169.254.0.0) is the same as the computer’s and the host ID (0.0.110.99) is different. The subnet mask also matches the computer. This combined means that the camera is properly configured.
New notation – CIDR

We have now covered that IP addresses are used to uniquely label devices in a network. The IP address consists of a network ID and a host ID. The subnet mask tells us what portion of the IP address constitutes the network ID and host ID respectively. The notation of using a subnet mask (255.255.255.0, for instance) is actually an old notation, although it is still used frequently. It is good to know about the new notation. It is called CIDR notation, which stand for Classless Inter-Domain Routing. What the acronym stands for is not really that important for us, more important is the how notation works.

The CIDR notation uses a slash (/) after the IP address to denote the length of the network ID. For example, 192.168.254.2/24. The /24 refers to the size of the network ID in number of bits.

Recall that an IP address is made up of 32 bits – a row of 32 zeros and ones. These 32 bits are divided into four fields of 8 bits each and separated by dots. In the example above, we had 192.168.254.2/24. Since we have a /24, it means that the first 24 bits in the IP address is the network ID. This means that the 8 remaining bits in the IP address is the host ID.

The first 24 bits corresponds precisely to the first three fields in the IP address – 192.168.254. From that, we know that the network ID is 192.168.254.0 and the host ID is 0.0.0.2. Therefore, /24 in the new notation is equivalent to 255.255.255.0 in the old notation.

The table below shows a few examples that connects the old notation (subnet mask) to the new notation (CIDR).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Old notation (Subnet mask)</th>
<th>New notation (CIDR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IP address</td>
<td>Subnet mask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.254.1</td>
<td>255.0.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.254.1/8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169.254.100.2</td>
<td>255.255.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169.254.100.2/16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213.100.31.47</td>
<td>255.255.255.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213.100.31.47/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Can we have values other than /8, /16 or /24?

Yes, we might have a 22-bit network ID, denoted by /22, or any other whole number between 0 and 32. This is the same problem as before, when the subnet mask contained numbers other than 255 or 0. As I mentioned before, things get a little trickier and we need to involve binary numbers. If you want the whole picture, see the More on binary numbers section below. If you feel satisfied with what we have covered so far, feel free to skip that section.

More on binary numbers

In this section, I want to go a little deeper into how subnet masks and CIDR notation work. I will do this by making a stronger connection to binary numbers. In the decimal system we use the digits 0, 1, 2, ..., 9 and the position of the digits are based on powers of 10. For example, we think of the number 169 as

\[ 169 = 100 + 60 + 9 = 1 \cdot 10^2 + 6 \cdot 10^1 + 9 \cdot 10^0. \]

In the binary system, we only use the digits 0 and 1 and the position of the digits are based on powers of 2. For example, we interpret the binary number 10101001 as:

\[
10101001 = 1 \cdot 2^7 + 0 \cdot 2^6 + 1 \cdot 2^5 + 0 \cdot 2^4 + 1 \cdot 2^3 + 0 \cdot 2^2 + 0 \cdot 2^1 + 1 \cdot 2^0 = \\
= 2^7 + 2^5 + 2^3 + 2^0 = \\
= 128 + 32 + 8 + 1 = 169.
\]

You see that the decimal number 169 and the binary number 10101001 represent the same quantity, but with different notation. In binary, you can think of the 1s as indicating on – these are the powers of 2 we want in our number. Similarly, the 0s indicate off – these are the powers of 2 we don’t want in our number.

We have said that an IP address consists of 32 bits, and a bit is a digit which is either 0 or 1. In other words, an IP address is simply a 32-digit binary number. To make it more readable, the IP address is separated into four parts – each part with 8 bits is called an octet. Because of this separation, knowing the first eight powers of 2 makes everything a lot easier.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
2^7 & 2^6 & 2^5 & 2^4 & 2^3 & 2^2 & 2^1 & 2^0 \\
128 & 64 & 32 & 16 & 8 & 4 & 2 & 1
\end{array}
\]
Subnet mask

Now that we have introduced binary numbers more thoroughly, let me be more precise about how the length of the network ID is determined.

The rule is: The subnet mask is a 32-digit binary number with a row of only 1s followed by a row of only 0s. The 1s correspond to the network ID and the 0s correspond to the host ID.

Example: Find out the network ID and host ID from an IP address

Your computer has the IP address 169.254.103.2 and the network has the subnet mask 255.255.252.0. What are the network ID and host ID of the IP address?

First let's convert the IP address and subnet mask into binary. Let's make use of our chart of powers of two.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2^7</th>
<th>2^6</th>
<th>2^5</th>
<th>2^4</th>
<th>2^3</th>
<th>2^2</th>
<th>2^1</th>
<th>2^0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

169 = 128 + 32 + 8 + 1. For the binary number, we want a 1 in these positions and 0 in the rest. Thus, 169 is 10101001 in binary.

254 = 128 + 64 + 32 + 16 + 8 + 4 + 2. We want a 1 in all positions except the last. Thus, 254 is 11111110 in binary.

103 = 64 + 32 + 4 + 2 + 1. Thus, 100 is 01100111 in binary. Note that we do not get rid of the leading zero, because the IP address is a 32-bit number.

2 only has a 1 in the 2-position. Thus, 2 is 00000010 in binary. Again, we don't get rid of any leading zeros, because the IP address is a 32-bit number.

Now to the subnet mask. 255 is the biggest 8-bit number we can make, so it consists of all 1s. Thus, 255 is 11111111 in binary.

252 = 128 + 64 + 32 + 16 + 8 + 4. Thus, 252 is 11111100 in binary.

0 is the smallest number we can make. Thus, 0 is 00000000 in binary.

We now have the following IP address and subnet mask in binary:

152
As our rule above states, the leading ones in the subnet mask indicate the Network ID in the IP address. We see that the third octet is split into a network ID part and a host ID part.

Now we know that 100 out of the 103 in the third octet belongs to the network ID and 3 belongs to the host ID. We now have our answer. The IP address 169.254.103.2 with subnet mask 255.255.252.0 has the network ID 169.254.100.0 and the host ID 0.0.3.2.

**CIDR notation**

As I mentioned earlier, the CIDR notation (/16) is a new alternative to subnet masks (255.255.0.0). It uses a slash (/) to denote the length of the network ID. More precisely, the number after the slash (/) denotes the length of the network ID in number of bits. Now that we have worked some with binary numbers, let me show you how to convert between subnet mask and CIDR notation.

**Example: Convert from subnet mask to CIDR notation**

In the example above, our network had the subnet mask 255.255.252.0. What is this in CIDR notation?

We’ve already converted the subnet mask to binary and obtained that 255.255.252.0 is 11111111.11111111.11101000.00000000 in binary. We count the number of leading 1s, which is 22. Thus, the **CIDR notation is /22**.

**Example: Convert from CIDR notation to subnet mask**

Let’s assume your network is denoted by /20, what is the subnet mask?

The /20 means that the subnet mask in binary has 20 leading 1s, followed by 0s.

This is 11111111.11111111.11100000.00000000.
Now, we have to convert this into decimal. As we have seen before, 11111111 in binary is 255 in decimal and 00000000 in binary is 0 in decimal. The binary number 11110000 is 240 in decimal, because

$$11110000_2 = 128 + 64 + 32 + 16 = 240.$$ 

Thus, /20 in CIDR notation is equivalent to the **subnet mask 255.255.240.0**.

---

**SAQ**

**True or False?**

- The subnet mask 255.255.255.128 is the same as /25 in CIDR notation. **True** **False**

- 255.255.0.1 is a valid subnet mask. **True** **False**

- /18 corresponds to the subnet mask 255.255.224.0. **True** **False**

- /21 means that the host ID of the IP address is 21 bits long. **True** **False**
SAQ

The first statement is true, and the rest are false, but why? Let’s go through the statements one by one.

The subnet mask 255.255.255.128 is the same as 25 in CIDR notation. 

- Let’s convert the subnet mask into binary. We then have 11111111.11111111.11111111.10000000. Now we count the number of leading ones, which is 25. This means that /25 corresponds to the subnet mask 255.255.255.128 – the statement is true.

255.255.0.1 is a valid subnet mask.

- Remember that the subnet begins with only ones and ends with only zeros when we express it in binary. This is so we know the length of the network ID and host ID of the IP address. The number of ones is the length of the network ID and the number of zeros is the length of the host ID. However, 255.255.0.1 in binary is 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000001. The one at the end is the problem. Thus, 255.255.0.1 cannot be a valid subnet mask.

/18 corresponds to the subnet mask 255.255.224.0.

- /18 tells us that the subnet mask has 18 leading ones followed by only zeros. This becomes 11111111.11111111.11000000.00000000 in binary. Now let’s convert this binary number to decimal. 11111111 in binary is 255 in decimal, 11000000 in binary is 128+64=192 in binary and 00000000 in binary is simply 0 in decimal. We now get the subnet mask 255.255.192.0. Thus, the statement is false.

/21 means that the host ID of the IP address is 21 bits long.

- Here we need keep track of the terms. The first part of the IP address is the network ID and the last part is the host ID. /21 refers to the length of the first part – the network ID. Not the host ID, which is why the statement is false.

If you got these statements correct, fantastic. If not, don’t worry about. Being wrong is an important part of learning and the fact that you have gone through this whole SAQ is fantastic. I hope that my responses to each statement have assisted you in your thought process.
Gateway

Up until this point, we have discussed networks mostly from a local perspective. For example, a computer and an IR camera connected to each other in a local network. However, we also want to connect to other networks, such as the Internet. This is what gateways are used for. As the name suggests, you can think of a gateway as a gate between two networks. In order for information to pass from one network to another, it must pass through the gateway. The gateway controls the flow of information coming in and out of the network. One important example of a gateway is a router, and we will talk more about the role of the router in a concrete example below.

A concrete example

Let us look at a concrete example to hopefully make things clearer. The question below was posted and answered on the FLIR support site. I will use this question to illustrate how IP addresses, subnet masks, gateways, and ports can be used in practice.

How do I set up my network so that I can access my FLIR AX8 from outside my local network, for example when I’m connected to the Internet at a distant location from the camera?

If you wish to read the answer in its entirety, go to https://flir.custhelp.com. Type AX8 internet access in the search field and select the page named Configuring FLIR AX8 access from the Internet to a home/local network.

To understand and answer the question, we will analyze and go through the network situation given in the figure below.

We have a local network composed of a computer, a router and three FLIR AX8, each with its uniquely assigned IP address. These five devices represent our local network. We want to
know how to access the web interface of a FLIR AX8 from outside the local network, via the Internet.

Note that these five devices all have the same first three fields in their IP addresses – 192.168.254. Then we can deduce that these numbers represent the network ID of the IP addresses. This also means that the host ID is given by the fourth field in the IP addresses. Another way of saying this is that the subnet mask of the network is 255.255.255.0 – or /24 in CIDR notation.

But what is the IP address in the top left of the figure – 81.70.110.243? This is where the gateway comes in. In this case, the gateway is a router. The router is the link to the Internet. It allows the devices in our network to access devices and applications outside the local network. In other words, it allows us to send and receive data via the Internet.

On the Internet however, the whole network is represented by only one IP address – 81.70.110.243. This IP address is called a public address, as it is the only IP address that other devices connected to the Internet can see. Let’s say you send an email over the Internet from the computer 192.168.254.100. Then the receiver will register the mail coming from the public address 81.70.110.243, not 192.168.254.100. The IP addresses beginning with 192.168.254 in our local network are called local addresses, because they are only visible to the devices inside the local network.

But hang on, we want to access a FLIR AX8 remotely via the Internet. How do we access a specific camera if the whole network and all its devices are represented by only one IP address? The answer is with the use of ports, which we will cover next.

**Port**

In computer networking, the term port has several meanings. It can refer to a physical endpoint between devices. For example, you might have an USB port on your computer to which you can connect a mouse or another device.

However, a port also refers to a way of identifying a specific network process – not a physical port. It is this meaning of the word port that we will focus on. We have said that a network consists of devices that communicate with each other. In order to communicate, the devices need rules and these rules are called protocols. I dedicate a whole chapter to protocols (see chapter Protocols). For now, just remember that protocols are the rules which specify how devices should communicate with each other.

Let us assume that you have a computer connected to the Internet. Then you may have many processes running at the same time – browsing the web, sending email or watching videos online. All these processes require access to the Internet, which means that a lot of data is constantly sent through the network. To structure and manage this constant flow of information, each process is assigned its own port and port number. Processes or applications that are widely used have been given specific port numbers. For example, email programs always use port 25 and web browsers use port 80.
Let us return to the analogy of a network as a street and the devices in the network as houses on that street with their individual house numbers. Now, each house has several rooms. In our analogy, every room is assigned a service of some sort – the kitchen is for cooking, the dining room is for dining, and so on. Say that you are away from home and want to go to sleep. You then need to locate your street, your house and then your bedroom to accomplish your task.

We've already looked at the network ID as the street name, and the host ID as the house number. To continue the analogy, the port number would then be the room number. In other words, the IP address specifies a certain device in a network and the port specifies a certain process in that device. An IP address together with a port is called a socket, and it is written like this: <IP address:port>.

Socket

192.168.254.101:80

Now that we have said a bit about ports in general, let us return to the example of how to access the FLIR AXB web interface remotely via the Internet.

The problem is that all devices outside our local network only see the public IP address 81.70.110.243. The public address represents the whole local network, how do we then access the web interface of a specific FLIR AXB? We use port forwarding.

Port forwarding

When you access the web interface of a FLIR AXB, you normally type in the local IP address of the camera in your web browser. In order for this to work, your web browser is using a protocol – set of rules – called HTTP. HTTP uses the port 80, and this a local port. Local ports
are similar to local IP addresses, they are accessible inside the local network. Similar to public IP addresses which are visible outside the local network, we also have ports that are visible outside the local network. These ports are called public ports.

To access the IR cameras from outside the local network, we need to link the public IP address and public ports to the local IP addresses and local ports. This is called port forwarding, as shown in the table below. The port forwarding is configured in the router, since this is the gateway that regulates the flow of data going in and out of the network. To configure the router, we need to be connected to the local network. Once everything is set up, we can access the cameras from outside the local network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public IP address</th>
<th>Public port</th>
<th>Local IP address</th>
<th>Local port</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81.70.110.243</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>192.168.254.101</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.70.110.243</td>
<td>1002</td>
<td>192.168.254.102</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.70.110.243</td>
<td>1003</td>
<td>192.168.254.103</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that in the table above, the local IP addresses correspond to the three IR cameras. Since the web browser uses the protocol HTTP when displaying the FLIR AX8 web interface — and HTTP uses port 80 — we define our local port to be 80. The public IP address is the same for all cameras since this is the only visible IP address to outsiders. However, note that the public ports are different — this is the key. The different public ports make the router forward us to different cameras.

The local port 80 must be 80 because this is the pre-defined port associated with the protocol HTTP. However, the public ports 1001, 1002 and 1003 are port numbers chosen by us. These can be any numbers you wish, as long as they are not the same as any pre-defined port, such as port 80 (HTTP) or port 25 (email). To avoid any collision with established ports, a good rule of thumb is to assign ports above 1000.

The image below shows how an interface may look when you configure the port forwarding in the router, but keep in mind that all router interfaces are different. We access the router by entering its local IP address — in this case 192.168.254.1 — in a web browser and log in with our credentials. We go to the port forwarding tab and define our public ports, local IP addresses and local ports.
Once the port forwarding is set up, we may access the IR cameras from outside the local network. The table below shows how to enter the different sockets (IP address + port) in the web browser. The router (gateway) will acknowledge our request and forward us to the web interface of one of the IR cameras.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URL</th>
<th>Camera</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81.70.110.243:1001</td>
<td>AX8 with local IP address 192.168.254.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.70.110.243:1002</td>
<td>AX8 with local IP address 192.168.254.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.70.110.243:1003</td>
<td>AX8 with local IP address 192.168.254.103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**SUMMARY**

In this chapter, we have discussed the concept of networks. I here give you a list of the main ideas that we've covered. When you go through the list, reflect over key points and connect it to what you have read.

- A network is a group of devices that communicate with each other.
- An IP address uniquely labels each device in the network.
- The IP address consist of a network ID (street name) and host ID (house number).
- The subnet mask defines the lengths of the network ID and host ID.
- A gateway controls the flow of data coming in and out of the network.
- A port describes a certain process taking place in the device.
Protocols

In this chapter, I will discuss protocols. You can think of protocols as rules that specify how and when computers or other devices should talk to each other. When people talk to each other, we often know how to converse by following social and cultural codes. Computers, however, don’t have social codes. Therefore, they have to be programmed to follow specific rules on how to communicate with each other. The rules they follow are the protocols.

There are a lot of network protocols out there, and it can feel like a vast sea of abbreviations and acronyms. Below I will go through some common protocols and give a brief explanation of their use and connect to some applications when these protocols are used. I will also use some schematic figures to illustrate the basic functions of each protocol. My aim is that you will feel more confident with the basics of some protocols and don’t feel like you are lost in a sea of acronyms. In the second half of this chapter I will focus on some important protocols used in the industrial arena, such as Fend Hittar inte referenskälla, Fend Hittar inte referenskälla, and Fend Hittar inte referenskälla..

Objectives

When you have worked through this part, I hope that you will feel more comfortable to

- Describe some common protocols, such as SMTP, FTP and RTSP
- Briefly explain the main ideas behind industry protocols, such as Modbus, EtherNet/IP and GigE Vision
- Set up notifications via email and FTP when an alarm is triggered

Some common protocols

Before we get into some common protocol, let me say something about servers, as there will be many references to servers. What is a server? The name itself gives a hint; a server is something that provides a service. The ones that are being served are called clients. Together these make up the client-server model.

One example of a computer application that uses the client-server model is Emoll. The email that you send and receive are stored on a mail server. When you wish to view your email, your email client – such as MS Outlook – retrieves your email from the mail server to your computer. Some other example of servers are file servers, media streaming servers and web servers.
The protocols we will discuss in this part are:

- Email Protocols – SMTP and POP/IMAP
- File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
- Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP)
- Network Time Protocol (NTP)

**Email protocols – SMTP and POP/IMAP**

**Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)**

SMTP is a protocol used for sending emails. When you send an email to your friend, the email travels from your computer to your mail server. The email is then transferred over to your friend’s mail server. This is all done through computers and mail servers using SMTP in order to communicate with each other.

You can think of SMTP as a mailman, who will find the correct route for your mail and deliver it to your mailbox.

![Diagram of SMTP and POP/IMAP](image)

**Post Office Protocol (POP) and Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP)**

We now know that SMTP is a protocol used for sending email. However, in order for your friend to see that what you have sent, the email must be retrieved from your friend’s mail server. This is where protocols such as POP and IMAP are used to retrieve email from the mail server. An email client – such as MS Outlook – is connected to the mail server and delivers the email to the computer. POP stands for Post Office Protocol (POP) and IMAP stands for Internet Message Access Protocol. Both protocols retrieve email from a mail server, but they do it in slightly different ways.

If you think of SMTP as your mailman – who delivers mail to your mailbox – then think of POP or IMAP as your butler, who retrieves mail from your mailbox and hands it over to you.
With the FLIR AX8, you can send an email notification when an alarm is triggered. These features use the email protocols SMTP and POP/IMAP. At the end of this chapter there will be an exercise showing you how to set up your local mail server and receive email when an alarm is triggered.

**File Transfer Protocol (FTP)**
FTP is a protocol used to transfer files between devices. Say that you wish to share some files to other people over the internet. One way for you to do this is to upload your files to an FTP server. There, people may log on to your FTP server and access the files. It is also possible for your own computer to act as an FTP server, for example by using Windows Internet Information service (IIS). The owner of the FTP server sets up authentication and chooses if access to the FTP server requires a login and password.

When an alarm is triggered by the FLIR AX8, you may choose to store a captured image or video on an FTP server. At the end of this chapter I will go through how to set up an FTP server and receive images or videos from your IR camera when an alarm is triggered.
Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP)
RTSP stands for Real Time Streaming Protocol. It is a protocol used to control media streaming, highly used in entertainment and communications systems. Example of applications using RTSP are YouTube, VLC and Spotify.

Box tip — view your FLIR AX8 stream in VLC
You can access the camera stream with a media player – such as VLC.

Open VLC and in the top left corner, click on Media.
Select Open network Stream (Ctrl + N).
In the field Please enter a network URL:

   type rts://<your-FLIR-AX8-ip-address>/mpeg4.

In my case I type in rts://169.254.207.35/mpeg4.

Now you should see a live stream of your FLIR AX8.
Network Time Protocol (NTP)

NTP is a protocol for clock synchronization. In many applications it is important that the devices in a network have synchronized clocks. This is not completely trivial due to latency, which means that it takes different amounts of time for different devices to communicate in a network. NTP take these latencies into consideration and sync all participating devices within a few milliseconds of Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).
Hands-on exercises
Set up a local FTP server and send an image or video to your FTP site

As I mentioned earlier, FTP is a protocol used to transfer files over a network. You might also remember that your own computer may serve as an FTP server. In this exercise, I will go through one way to set up an FTP server on your computer and access it. I will also show how you can set up the FLIR AX8 so that when an alarm is triggered, a captured image will be sent to your FTP server.

Note
- The FLIR AX8 camera and the computer running the FTP server must be on the same local network, otherwise the camera will not be able to connect to the server.

Requirements
- PC running Microsoft Windows 10 (user with admin rights).
- FLIR AX8, with power and Ethernet cables.

Set up Windows Internet Information Services (IIS)
First, you need to enable Internet Information Services (IIS) on Windows. This is what we’re going to use to set up the FTP server.

Click the Windows Start button and then type turn windows in the search field.
Click Turn Windows features on or off.
Expand Internet Information Services, and check the following options:

Then click OK.
Configure your FTP Server

First, make sure your FLIR AX8 is turned on and connected to your computer, this is important when we set up the FTP server.

Click the Windows Start button and search for IIS. Click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.

You should see a window pop up like this one:

Right-click the left pane and click Add FTP Site.
Give your FTP site a name. Create and select the folder where you want the images and videos to be stored. Then click Next.

In my case, I have named my FTP site FLIR AX8 Demo. I have created a folder on my desktop called Ax8_FTP. This is the folder where the images and videos will be stored.
In the IP Address drop-down menu, **Select** your computer’s **IP address**. However, there may be several IP addresses to choose from. Your computer is assigned an IP address for each network it is connected to. This means that if your computer is also connected to a wireless network, you should find at least two IP addresses in the drop-down menu. So, which one IP address is the correct one?

Since our computer and IR camera are communicating via an **Ethernet** cable, it is this corresponding IP address we want. To find this IP address, type **cmd** in your computer search menu and press **Enter**. In the **Command Prompt**, type **ipconfig** and press **Enter**. **Find** Ethernet adapter **Ethernet** and the **Autoconfiguration IPv4 Address** below. In my case, the correct IP address is **169.254.206.34**.

The **port** should be **21**, this is the normal port that FTP uses for communication (see page 157 for more on ports).

**Note**

- Make sure your FLIR AX8 is **turned on** and **connected** to your computer. Otherwise, you may not find your computer’s IP address in the IP Address drop-down menu. If you do not find the correct IP address, you may type it in manually.

**Check the box** Start FTP site automatically, **select** No **SSL**, then **click** Next.
Check Anonymous under Authentication.

Select All users under Authorization.

Also, check Read and Write, then click Finish.

Here we’re setting up our FTP with minimal authentication requirements.
Enable your FLIR AX8 to save images/videos on your FTP server

In order for your FLIR AX8 to save files in the folder we selected, we must ensure that a regular Windows user is allowed to read and write in that folder. In my case, the name of that folder was Ax8_FTP.

To do this, right-click your folder that should receive the files and click Properties. Select Security tab, click Edit, click Add, and type Everyone. Click OK.

Select the user Everyone, check the Write option, and click OK. This is important because otherwise the FLIR AX8 will not be able to add any pictures or videos to the folder.

When you’ve come this far, well done! Now all that is left is to allow FTP through the Windows Firewall and to tell your FLIR AX8 the name of your FTP server.
Allow FTP through the Windows Firewall

The easiest way to allow FTP through the firewall is to simply turn it off. Since this exercise is for practice purposes only, we will turn it off. However, in real applications, it is important to ensure your network is secure.

Click the Windows Start Button, search for firewall and click Windows Defender Firewall.

Select Turn off Windows defender Firewall (not recommended) for both Private and Public network settings.
Set up the FTP server on the FLIR AX8

Log in to your FLIR AX8 web interface and go to the Settings tab.

Under the Alarm Recipients menu, edit the FTP server option to
Anonymous:8<your-computer-IP-address>

In my case, I put in Anonymous:@169.254.206.34.

Click Apply to save changes.

The format is actually user:password@<your-computer-IP-address> – but since we set up our FTP server not to require a password – we tell the camera to access the FTP Server as an anonymous user with no password.

You can also set the camera to save images or videos to a sub-folder by clicking Edit. The camera will not, however, create the folder itself. If you do not create the sub-folder, the camera will save the files to the FTP root.

This whole exercise was meant to show you how to send an image or video to your FTP server when an alarm is triggered. We must not forget the final and perhaps most important part: to set up the alarm!
When you set up your alarm, remember to check the box **FTP** under **Alarm action** and select either **Image** or **Video** to the right of **Capture**.

Everything is now set up, **well done**!

When an alarm is triggered you should now get an image or video capture in your FTP folder.

You can also access your FTP via a web browser, such as Google Chrome. **Type** `ftp://<your-computer-IP-address>` in the search bar. Notice that the address begins with `ftp` and not `http` or `https`, which are the usual protocols used to access web pages. This is precisely because we wish to access an FTP server, and thus we specify that the browser should use the FTP protocol.
Set up a local mail server and receive email when an alarm is triggered

In this exercise will show you how to set up a local mail server and email client in order to receive an email notification when an alarm is triggered.

![Image of FLIR AX8 camera and computer setup]

**Note**

- The FLIR AX8 camera and the computer running the mail server must be on the same local network, otherwise the email will not reach the mail server.

**Requirements**

- PC running Microsoft Windows 10 (user with admin rights).
- FLIR AX8, with power and Ethernet cables.

**Set up your local mail server**

For this demonstration I will use the free software hMailServer. The hMailServer program allows your computer to act as a mail server.

To download the software, visit [https://www.hmainserver.com/download](https://www.hmainserver.com/download) or search for hMailServer download in your web browser's search field.

When installing, I have three important advices for you:

1. **Select** full installation, with both server and administrative tools.
2. **Select** Use built-in database engine (Microsoft SQL Compact)
3. You will be asked to choose a password, **remember it**! We will need it when we set up the local mail server.
Once installed, open hMailServer Administrator.

Click connect and enter the password you chose during the installation.

You should arrive at a window like this:

Click Add domain. Now choose a domain name. This is what will follow the @-sign. I picked firax8demo.local

Make sure to check the box Enabled. Click Save.

We will now add a user so that the camera has someone to send the capture to via email.

Select the folder Accounts and click Add.

In the Address field, choose a username and a password. I picked user1.

Under Administration level, select Server. Make sure to tick the Enabled box. Then click Save.
Now expand Settings >> Protocols and click on SMTP.

In the Delivery of e-mail tab, put localhost in the Local host name field. Then click save.

Now, we have set up our mail server. All email sent from the FLIR AX8 will be stored on this mail server. We now need a way to retrieve the email from the mail server to our computer. Remember that this is exactly what we use an email client for. Email client will access the mail server and retrieve the email to the computer using the protocols POP or IMAP.
Install and set up an Email client

There are many email clients out there and you are free to use whichever you prefer. For this demonstration I will use Mozilla Thunderbird, which you can download at https://www.thunderbird.net or by searching for Mozilla thunderbird download in your web browser.

Download and install Mozilla Thunderbird, then open the program.

Under Accounts >> Set up an account, click on Email.

Choose a name for the account. The Email address and Password must be the same as the account you added in hMailServer.

In my case, the email address was user1@flirax8demo.local.

Then click Continue.
Thunderbird will say it failed to find the settings for your email account. This is okay!

For incoming:

Select POP3  
Server hostname: localhost  
Port: 110  
SSL: None  
Authentication: Autodetect

What we’re setting up here in incoming is how our email client should retrieve email from the mail server. Remember that there are two mainly used protocols used for retrieving email. These are POP3 and IMAP. When the FLIR AX8 sends an email notification to the mail server, our email client needs to know how to get it to the computer.

For outgoing:

SMTP  
Server hostname: localhost  
Port: 25  
SSL: None  
Authentication: Autodetect

In outgoing, we’re setting up how our email client should send email. Remember that the protocol used for this is SMTP, which is why we see it in the outgoing field.

Click re-test and then Done. Check the box that you understand the risks of not using encryption and click Done.

With the last click, you have successfully set up your email client to access your mail server. Now, we need to make sure that the firewall won’t stop our email activity. After that, all that is left is to make the FLIR AX8 find you via email.
Turn off the Firewall

The easiest way to allow emails through the firewall is to simply turn it off. Since this exercise is for practice purposes only, we will turn it off. However, in real applications, it is important to ensure your network is secure.

Click the Windows Start Button, search for firewall and click Windows Defender Firewall.

Select Turn off Windows defender Firewall (not recommended) for both Private and Public network settings.
Almost there! All that’s left is to activate an alarm with the FLIR AX8 and specify the email recipient.

**Set up an alarm in FLIR AX8**

Log on to your FLIR AX8 web interface and set up an alarm. When you set up your alarm, remember to tick the box **E-mail under Alarm action**.

Under the **Settings tab** go to **Alarm recipients**. **Enter** your email address and IP address of the computer hosting the mail server, separated by a colon.

In my case, I entered user1@flirax8demo.local:169.254.206.34.

**Click** **apply**.
Well done! Now you should receive an email when the alarm is triggered, and it should look something like this:
**Fieldbus**

In this section, we will look at protocols and systems used in the industrial arena. Fieldbus is the name of a family of industrial computer network protocols used for real-time distributed control. An automated industrial system is often complex, think for example of a manufacturing assembly line. For the whole system to function we need an organized hierarchy of control systems with computers and instruments connected to a single network that allows for real-time control and monitoring. When talking about these types of systems we often use the term SCADA, which stands for *Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition*.

**SCADA simplified – three levels**

Let’s look at a very simplified model of a SCADA system, consisting of three levels.

Say that we wish to regulate the flow of water in a pipe. To do this, we have two devices directly connected to the pipe: a valve that regulates the flow and a flow meter that measures the water flow. These devices belong to the bottom level in the SCADA system.

However, the valve does not know how much water is flowing and the measuring device does not know how much water that *should* flow through the pipe. That’s why at the middle level, we have a computer connected to the bottom level devices that controls the system. The computer receives information from the measuring device about how much water is flowing. Based on that information, it tells the valve how much it should restrict the water flow. This computer is called a *Programmable Logic Control* – or PLC.

Even though the PLC knows what’s going on in the system, we – the operators – also want to monitor the system. At the top level, the information sent from the PLC is translated and presented in a format that is readable to humans. This is called a *Human Machine Interface* – or HMI – and it displays information about the ongoing process to the operator.

In reality – these systems are of course much more complex, with more devices and levels – but I hope you see the main idea.

- At the bottom level, we have the devices actually doing the work. In the example used earlier, these would be the valve regulating the water flow and the measuring device.

- At the middle level, we have PLCs that control and manage the system, based on the data received from devices at the bottom level. In the example used earlier, this would be the computer reading the measured water flow and telling the valve how...
to regulate it.

- At the top level, the HMI translates the data displays it to us – the humans – so that we can monitor the process.

**Typical system overview – FLIR AX8 manual**

Now let’s take a closer look at a typical system overview, presented in the FLIR AX8 user manual.

![Diagram](image)

You see that the FLIR AX8 is monitoring an electrical cabinet (1). This is to alert if the circuits are getting too hot before a problematic power failure occurs.

The camera is connected to a Power over Ethernet switch (2). Out from the switch, several connections can be made.

At (3) you see a reference to the control system architecture SCADA, which we covered in the section above.

Perhaps what you’re most familiar with is to connect the camera to a computer (4) and set it up using the FLIR AX8 web interface (5). However, the FLIR AX8 can also be connected a
Programmable Logic Controller – PLC (6). This refers to the same sort of PLC that we covered in the introduction to SCADA.

The FLIR AX8 supports two protocols in the Fieldbus family: Modbus TCP and EtherNet/IP (7). In this chapter, we will dedicate some time and effort to cover these protocols. First, let’s make an important distinction between two types of IR cameras: smart sensor cameras and image streaming cameras.

Two different types of IR Cameras

We can distinguish between two types of IR cameras: smart sensor cameras and image streaming cameras. The FLIR AX8 and FLIR A310 are considered smart sensor cameras, because they have built-in measurement functions for analysis. They not only register infrared images, but the cameras themselves also analyze the images (see chapter Smart sensor cameras on page 133). The FLIR AX8 and FLIR A310 support the protocols Modbus TCP and EtherNet/IP.

All other FLIR automated infrared cameras – such as the FLIR AxS and FLIR A615 – are what we call image streaming cameras, these cameras only capture the infrared images (see chapter Image stream on page 131). The analysis is then made on an external computer. Some applications require rapid analysis, and the analysis done in the camera may be too slow. Think of a conveyor belt with rapidly moving products. Image streaming cameras don’t support Modbus TCP or EtherNet/IP, but instead support another protocol called GigE Vision. We will cover this protocol later in this chapter.

Modbus

Modbus is one of the most common automation communication protocols used in the industrial arena. You can think of Modbus as a protocol that provides a common language for devices and equipment to communicate with each other. There are many protocol variants of Modbus and some of these are Modbus RTU, Modbus ASCII and Modbus TCP/IP and Modbus Plus. If you think of Modbus as the common language used by devices to talk to each other, you may think of the different protocol variants as different accents of the same language.

Modbus communication

Modbus is based on a master/slave architecture. Think of it as a model of communication where the master device has control over one or several slave devices. A slave can be any measuring device which processes information. The IR camera is one kind of slave device. For an automated system to work, we need ways to access the data that the measuring device – in this case the IR camera – has registered. This data is stored in the slave’s memory register.

The information is sent through the system via interactions between masters and slaves. These interactions are called queries. A master can address individual slaves or initiate a broadcast message to all slaves. A conversation is always started by a master. The slave then interprets the message and responds to it. Slaves cannot initiate conversations; they only respond to messages sent from the master.
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All messages in Modbus communication have the same basic structure. This way, we can access the memory register of a slave to retrieve or change information in the same manner regardless of the type of slave. A message consists of four parts: Slave address, Function code, Data and Error check. The whole message is called an Application Data Unit – or ADU. A function code together with data is called a Protocol Data Unit – or PDU. Let’s go through the different parts of an ADU and their purposes.

**Slave address**

Each slave has its own ID in the system. That way, only the slave with the matching Slave address specified in the message will respond. All other slaves will ignore the message. You can see in the picture above that all slaves connected to the master receives the message, but all ignore it except for slave 21 which the message is intended for.

**PDU = Function code + Data field**

The Function code field specifies what action the slave should perform. The Data field specifies how much information in the memory register the slave is requested to handle. These actions revolve around either read or write. Perhaps we wish to know about (read) a measurement done by the IR camera or change the value (write) in the camera’s configuration settings. Depending on what sort of information we wish to access, the type of
data will be different. To deal with different types of data, Modbus has four basic types of registers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of register</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Possible values</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discrete inputs</td>
<td>Readable</td>
<td>1-bit</td>
<td>0, 1</td>
<td>On/Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coils</td>
<td>Readable/Writable</td>
<td>1-bit</td>
<td>0, 1</td>
<td>On/Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Registers</td>
<td>Readable</td>
<td>16-bit</td>
<td>0 – 65 535</td>
<td>Measurements, Statuses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holding Registers</td>
<td>Readable/Writeable</td>
<td>16-bit</td>
<td>0 – 65 535</td>
<td>Configuration values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The size column gives us the size of the information in the unit bit. It is related to binary numbers (see More on binary numbers on page 151). One bit simply means that one piece of information can assume one of two values: 0 or 1. This is not arbitrary – the number that succeeds the unit tells us about the possible values for that piece of information. It’s connection to binary numbers is that when talking about bits, we use 2 as a base, and the number succeeding the unit as the exponent. 1-bit will then yield $2^1 = 2$ possible values. For the 16-bit registers, the principle is the same – only the numbers are larger. $2^{16} = 65 536$ possible values.

A discrete input is a single-bit physical input, it is also called a contact. You can think of it as a fuse, which status you only can see and not change – since it is only readable, and not writable. A fuse is either on or off, and this goes for the discrete inputs as well.

A coil is a single-bit physical output. You can think of the coil as a light switch (without dimmer). You can turn the light on or off (writeable), and you can also see if the light switch is up or down (readable).

However, not all information we handle come in the format On or Off. For example, if we wish to know the minimum temperature in a Box measurement, the data size in the register has to be big enough to contain that information. That’s why data in input registers and holding registers are bigger than 1 bit. They have been chosen to be 16-bit in size. As a rule of thumb, think of input registers as storing measurements and statuses. These we want to know about (read), but not change. Think of holding registers as storing configuration values. These we want both to know about (read) and be able to change (write).

**Error check**

When information is sent in a network, a lot can go wrong. It then becomes important to manage these errors. The first thing we want to know is if an error has occurred. A lot can be said about how these error checking functions work, but I will not dive into that subject.

What you need to know right now is that the error check field is a way for the master to confirm that the contents of the slave’s response message are valid.
Find the Modbus and EtherNet/IP manual for your FLIR AX8 or FLIR A310

The details of how the messaging in Modbus is structured is beyond this course. However, the details of the configuration are specified in the slave’s register map. It is good to know where to find this document for further reference. The register map is the same for the FLIR AX8 and the FLIR A310. It is also the same document used for details if using the EtherNet/IP protocol.

Go to flir.custhelp.com. Click on download user manuals and drawings. In the search field, type modbus and click Search.

Click on the file number belonging to the title Manual: EtherNet/IP and ModBus TCP Object Models (in my case: 7559874-en-US). This will expand a window.

At the bottom of the window, Click Right-click to download as a *.pdf file.
EtherNet/IP

EtherNet/IP – often referred to as EIP – is another widely used protocol within the industrial arena. I will not cover the details of the protocol, that’s beyond both me and the scope of this material. I will however try to give an overview of the EtherNet/IP protocol and point you in the right direction to where you may find additional information. To make this a little less confusing, let’s start by separating Ethernet and IP from each other and focus on one at a time.

Ethernet

When someone says Ethernet, most of us think of a physical link between devices. Your computer might be connected to a router with an Ethernet cable. This is an example of a physical connection. However, Ethernet is not actually a physical link between devices, but instead a protocol used to send information between physically connected devices.

When computers and other devices communicate with each other, they send information in chunks called packets. Since many devices may send and receive data at the same time in a network, we need rules for how the packets should be sent and received. One common protocol used for this is the TCP/IP protocol. TCP stands for Transmission Control Protocol and IP stands for Internet Protocol. This is the same IP as in IP address. To show how the TCP/IP protocol works, let’s look at the TCP/IP model.

The TCP/IP model

The TCP/IP model has 4 layers: Applications, TCP, IP and Network.

Let’s assume that a device wants to send a message to another device in a network. The message will begin at the top layer – the Applications layer – and then move down the different layers. At each layer, the message will get additional information attached so that it can be properly sent and received. At the lowest layer – the Network layer – the message is packaged into an Ethernet packet. The message can then be sent through an Ethernet cable.
without collisions or other problems. Once the message is received it runs up the layers network, IP, TCP to finally arrive at the applications layer.

You can think of this kind of message as a physical letter. You write your message on a piece of paper to your pen pal. You fold the paper – the applications layer. You put the folded paper in an envelope and write the address – the IP layer. You carry the letter to the post office – The TCP layer. The post office accepts your letter and sort it by the address – the network layer.

We do want your letter to arrive at the right place, so the process has to continue by going up the layers again. But first, the postman has to deliver the letter to the mail box. In this analogy, the postman is the Ethernet cable. Your pen pal carries the letter from the mail box – the network layer. He or she then opens the envelope (TCP layer), unfolds the letter (IP layer), and reads what you have written (applications layer).

**IP – Industrial Protocol**

Now, things will get a little more confusing. IP as in EtherNet/IP stands for Industrial Protocol. Before when we spoke of IP in the TCP/IP model, IP stood for Internet Protocol. These IP abbreviations do not refer to the same thing, I do apologize for the potential confusion.

The Industrial Protocol part of EtherNet/IP combines the layers of TCP/IP with layers of the Common Industrial Protocol (CIP) to provide the necessary function for an Ethernet infrastructure to work in an industrial environment.

To summarize, we can say that EtherNet/IP is Ethernet packets used with the layers of CIP and TCP/IP to support data exchange in a control system.
EtherNet/IP manual for FLIR AX8 or FLIR A310

For further support about the EtherNet/IP structure in the FLIR AX8 and FLIR A310 it is a good idea to refer to the EtherNet/IP manual. This document is the same as the register map for Modbus. To see how to access this document, please go to the *Fehr Hittar inte referenskälla.* on page Fehr Bokmärket är inte definierat.

**Machine Vision**

Now I want to make a point about different types of cameras. I want you think about how an IR camera differs from your camera in your cell phone. The fact that they operate in different electromagnetic spectrums – infrared and visible light – is maybe the clearest difference. However, think about how we use an ordinary camera. When we wish to capture an image, we press a button and the camera captures the image. We can also capture images with an IR camera, but more importantly the IR camera constantly monitors the scene. We refer to the camera’s ability to “see” as *machine vision.* It is the *automatic extraction of information from images.*

Machine vision is important in many applications within inspection and process control, as we want cameras to provide us with *automatic* inspection and analysis of the scene. I should also say that machine vision does not only refer to IR cameras, there are plenty of visual machine vision cameras as well. Machine vision is an umbrella term that refers to the many technologies, methods, software and hardware products in field needed to extract information from images.

Now let’s take a look at two standard protocols for machine vision cameras: GigE Vision and GenICam.

**GigE Vision**

As I mentioned earlier in this chapter, *image streaming cameras* are IR cameras that don’t perform any analysis by itself. Instead, an external computer performs analysis of the infrared images. As we saw earlier in this chapter, the FLIR AX8 and FLIR A310 support the industry protocols *Modbus TCP* and *EtherNet/IP.* However, FLIR image streaming cameras don’t support Modbus TCP or EtherNet/IP. Instead, they support the protocol *GigE Vision,* which is short for *Gigabit Ethernet for Machine Vision.* GigE Vision is an industry standard for *high-performance* industrial cameras. The protocol specifies rules for how high-speed video should be transmitted and controlled over Gigabit Ethernet networks.

**GenICam**

The GigE Vision protocol concerns how data is sent from the camera to the computer through physical media such as...
Ethernet cables. GenICam on the other hand, is a protocol that concerns how to access camera controls and image streams.

Let’s say that you have two cameras, a visual and an infrared. Both cameras are GenICam compatible. Then you will be able to change the settings in one camera just as easily as in the other, despite the two being very different cameras. This is because GenICam provides the same application programming interface – or API – in both cameras. When changing the setting in a camera that is GenICam compatible, you access what’s called the XML file of the camera. Think of the XML file as the camera’s DNA. Everything that defines the camera – its attributes – is written in the XML file.

Access the XML file of your image streaming camera

You can think of the XML file as the link between hardware and software. I will not say much more on this topic except to show you how to access the XML file of your image streaming camera.

First, you need the program eBUS Player. eBUS Player is included in all software installations from FLIR that supports GigE Vision cameras, such as FLIR Tools. In other words, if you have installed FLIR Tools on your computer, then eBUS Player should already be installed.


Alternatively, you may download eBUS Player directly from the Pleora Support Center (Pleora is company behind eBUS Player). Go to https://supportcenter.pleora.com and search for eBUS Player 6.0 Toolkit.

Connect your image streaming camera to your computer and configure the IP address of your camera.

Start eBUS Player. Click the button.

Below Available Devices, select your IR camera and click OK.

Go to Tools in the top left and choose Save GenICam XML...
Select the save location of the XML file. It will be saved as a zip file.

Extract the zip file. You have now successfully accessed the XML file of your IR camera.
SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have discussed digital signals and how to use the IR camera for input and output purposes. Below I have listed some of the main ideas from this chapter. Take some time to reflect and connect my key ideas to what you have read.

A server is a device that provides a service to a client, one example is a mail server which receives and stores your email.

SMTP is used for sending emails.

POP and IMAP are examples of protocols used for retrieving email from the mail server.

FTP is used for the transfer of files between computers.

Fieldbus is the name of a family of industrial computer network protocols used for real-time distributed control.

The term used for a system containing an organized hierarchy of control systems in a single network is SCADA.

In a simplified SCADA system, there are three levels:
- bottom level – devices that do the work
- middle level – PLCs that control and manage the system
- top level – HMI translates the data to humans

Modbus is an automation communication protocol that provide a common language for devices.

EtherNet/IP is a protocol used in the industry.

Machine vision provides automatic inspection and analysis of images.

GigE vision is a protocol that specify rules for how high-speed video should be transmitted and controlled.

GenICam is a protocol that handles how you access the camera controls and image streams.
Input and output

In this chapter, we will cover the basics of input and output – that is, the actions triggered by the information received by the IR camera.

What do we mean by input and output? It has to do with the information that devices send and receive between each other. Here we distinguish between input devices and output devices. Input devices only send information to a computer for processing – they put in information into the system. Output devices receive the processed information – they do not produce any new information in the system.

Your computer keyboard is a good example of an input device. Each keystroke causes electrical signals to be sent as input to your computer. Your computer then analyses that information and sends it to your monitor which displays the letters you have typed. Your computer monitor is an example of an output device, it displays the information that your computer has processed.

Some devices are able to both send and receive information. We call these input/output devices – we often refer to them as I/O devices (pronounced “eye-oh”). In fact, the IR camera is an I/O device. In this chapter, we will cover the basics of how the IR camera can be used for input and output purposes. I use the FLIR AX8 to provide you with concrete examples, but the basic principles of I/O are the same for all automation cameras.
Objectives

When you have worked through this part, my aim is that you will be able to answer the following questions.

- What is the difference between analog and digital signals?
- How do I power the FLIR AXB with an external power supply?
- How does the FLIR AXB determine a digital input signal as high or low?
- How do I make a lamp indicate that an alarm has been triggered?

For you to know how to answer these questions, I have divided this chapter into four parts:

- Analog signals vs. digital signals
- I/O cable connections
- Input
- Output

For you to get the most out of this chapter, it is good if you have access to:

- A M12 to pigtail cable – T128391ACC (FLIR AX series)
- A 12/24 V DC power supply (to supply power to the FLIR AXB digital output)

This will allow you to set up everything yourself and not only read about it.

**Analog signals vs. digital signals**

In the beginning of this chapter, I said that input and output have to do with information being sent and received among devices. More specifically, **signals** are used to send the information. We make the distinction between two types of signals: **analog** and **digital**. We say that **analog** signals are **continuous**, which means that they can take any value in a certain range. On the other hand, **digital** signals are **discrete**. It means that discrete signals only take certain values.
You can think of it like this: **Discrete** things we can **count**, **continuous** things we can **measure**. For example, the number of people in a room is **discrete**, because we can count them; one, two, three, and so on. The height of those people is **continuous data**, because the height can be **any value** within the range of human heights.

Another way of thinking about it is this: we can count discrete things on our fingers, one, two, three, and so on. We cannot count continuous things on our fingers. An example would be: How many points are there in a line from zero to one? You’ll have a point at one half. Another at half of the half, and another at half of the half of the half, and so on. There are infinitely many, because the line is **continuous**.

Take a look at the graph below. The grey curve shows an analog signal and the red curve shows a digital signal. Notice that the red signal only take certain values while the grey signal take all values in between.

```
In this chapter we will focus on **digital signals** – discrete signals. More specifically, we will focus on **binary digital signals**. As I’ve mentioned in earlier chapters, binary numbers only contain ones and zeros. This means that a binary digit can only be in **two different states** – 1 or 0. The same is true for binary digital signals. They can only be in two different states – high or low – on or off – true of false – 1 or 0. There are many analogies and I hope you see the principle of having only two possible levels, as shown in the figure below.
```
Next, we will take a look at how we can set up our IR camera to work with digital signals. Let’s begin by looking at a typical system overview.

**Typical system overview**

![Diagram of a typical system overview](image)

This is a typical system overview which I have taken from the FLIR AX8 manual. The figure above shows a coal mine conveyor belt being monitored by a FLIR AX8 (1). The camera is connected with an Ethernet connector M12, X-coded (2) to a PoE switch, monitor (8) and PC (6).

The cable on the right side on the FLIR AX8 is the Power-I/O connector M12, A coded (3). In (5) we see that the cable can be connected to a power supply to power the FLIR AX8. We may also send digital signals with the FLIR AX8 (4). Although the picture only says digital output to a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), the FLIR AX8 can handle both digital input and output (see chapter SCADA simplified – three levels on page 186 for more on PLC).
Box tip – Digital output signals need power

Digital signals can only be sent if they are supplied with power. We know that the FLIR AX8 can be supplied with power via a Power over Ethernet (PoE) switch.

Then we wonder: can the PoE switch also power digital output signals?

The answer is no, the power supplied by a PoE switch is not enough to power digital outputs. We need an external power supply if we wish to enable digital output signals.

I/O cable connections

In this chapter, we will focus on the cable on right side of the FLIR AX8, called the **Power-I/O connector**. The name tells us what we can use the cable for. “Power” refers to the fact that you can use this cable to power the FLIR AX8, instead of using a Power over Ethernet (PoE) switch. “I/O” refers to the fact that we use this cable for input and output purposes. Now let's take a closer look on the different features of this cable.
In the table below, I will give you the configuration and a short description of each pin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pin</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Cable color on cable P/N T128391ACC</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>EXT_POWER</td>
<td>Orange/white</td>
<td>Used to power the camera 12/24 V DC (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DIGIN</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Digital input signal (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DIG_PWR</td>
<td>Green/white</td>
<td>Digital output power (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>DIG_RTN</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Digital input/output power and signal (−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>DIGOUT</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Digital output signal (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Not connected</td>
<td>Blue/white</td>
<td>Not connected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Not connected</td>
<td>Brown/white</td>
<td>Not connected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Used to power the camera 12/24 V DC (−)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Power the FLIR AX8 with an external power supply**

Instead of using PoE, you may power the FLIR AX8 by connecting pins 1 and 8 to an external 12/24 V DC power supply. Pin 1 is called EXT_POWER which stands for external power. Pin 8 is call GND which stands for ground.

In the table above you see that pins 1 and 8 have the same description except for different signs at the end, + and −. This means that the positive pole of the power supply should be
connected to pin 1 (orange/white cable) and pin 8 (brown cable) should be connected to the negative pole of the power supply.

**Input**

In earlier chapters we’ve talked about different useful features and functions found in most IR cameras. In the FLIR AX8 interface however, there is one icon found in the Measurements & alarm pane that we’ve not said much about – this one. This alarm works differently than most other alarms. Instead of being triggered depending on a temperature condition, the digital input alarm is triggered when a digital input signal sent to the IR camera. Below you can see the options for this alarm.

![Alarm Options](image)

You may recognize most of the options for this alarm, such as the threshold time and the different alarm actions (see chapter Alarms on page 97). However, **Trigg on** is new to us. As I said earlier, you can think of digital signals as only being in two different states: high or low. **Trigg on** determines whether the alarm should trigger on a high or low signal. **Trigg on** can only be set to 1 or 0. 1 refers to a high signal and 0 refers to a low signal.

How does the camera then determine a signal to be high or low? To answer this, take a look at the wiring for the input configuration in the figure below.

![Input Wiring](image)
In order to receive digital input signals, the IR camera needs to be connected to an external power supply. You see that we use pins 2 (DIGIN – digital in) and 4 (DIG_RTN – digital return) to create a closed circuit. The **power supply voltage** determines if the signal is **high** or **low**. The FLIR AX8 will register a digital input as **high** when the voltage on the external power supply is **above** 1.8 V. It will register the digital input signal as **low** when the voltage is **below** 1.7 V.

**An example using Digital in**

Let’s take a look at an example where we can use the IR camera’s ability to register digital input signals. The figure below shows a conveyor belt with packages. We want to capture an image of each package and store it on an FTP server (see chapter Set up a local FTP server and send an image or video to your FTP site on page 167).

The setup in the image is as follows: Packages are travelling on the conveyor belt, and when they break the laser beam, the signal to the FLIR AX8 goes low. An alarm is set in the FLIR AX8 to capture an image and send it to an FTP server whenever the digital in is low. That is, we have set Trigg on: 0.

**Limitations of uncooled detectors**

It is good to know that the captured images will not be snapshots. What I mean by this is that the FLIR AX8 and other uncooled IR cameras will be able to save an image instantly when it receives the digital in. Instead, there will be some delay in the image processing cycle. This depends on where in the process the current image that is being processed is. Please refer to chapter Image processing on page 130, where we cover this more in detail.
just want to remind you of these uncertainties and limitations. In this example, it might not be a big deal. However, depending on the application, these limitations can make some IR cameras unsuitable for the job.

**Output**

One of the simplest examples which demonstrates the use of digital output with an IR camera is to make a lamp light up when an alarm is triggered. I will now walk you through how to do this. It consists of two parts: set up an alarm and connect the IR camera in a circuit.

**Set up an alarm in the FLIR AX8 web interface**

If you are unsure about how to set up an alarm in general, please see the Analytics and alarms chapter on page 72. You are free to choose whichever alarm you want. Since we are discussing digital output, just remember to check the box **Digital out**. In my case, I have set the alarm to trigger when the temperature in Spot 1 is above 27 °C.

The **Pulse time** determines for how long the digital output signal will be high. For example, if we set the Pulse time to 2000 milliseconds, the FLIR AX8 will send digital out signals for 2 seconds. This will cause our lamp will light up for 2 seconds. I have set the Pulse time to 0, this will make the FLIR AX8 to send digital out signals as long as the alarm is triggered.

When the alarm is triggered, the IR camera will send out a digital output signal. But only if we have correctly connected the camera to an external power supply. Let’s cover this next.
Enable digital outputs with a power supply
To do this we have to refer to the output configuration presented below.

We see that in order to make our lamp light up when an alarm is triggered, we use cables 3 (DIG_PWR – digital power), 4 (DIG_RTN – digital return) and 5 (DIGOUT – digital out). If you feel that the diagram above is a little confusing, let me try to simplify. Take a look at the diagram below.

The current will always flow into the camera through cable 3 (green/white – DIG_PWR). Depending on if the alarm has been triggered or not, the current will take different paths. If the alarm is not triggered, then the digital output signal is low, and the current will flow through the camera and out through cable 4 (green – DIG_RTN).

If the alarm is triggered, the digital output signal will be high. This causes the current to flow through cable 5 (blue - DIGOUT). This will cause our light bulb to shine and indicate that the alarm has been triggered.
Using Reversed Logic to detect camera or cable failure

Up until now, we have covered the very basics of input and output. Now I want to say something about *straight* and *reversed logic*. In the section above, I discussed how to trigger an digital output signal to make a light bulb shine. In that example we used *straight logic*. We wanted the alarm to trigger once the temperature went *above* 27 °C and this is exactly what we set up in the alarm options. However, what if there is a camera or cable failure? Then the lamp won’t turn on despite the temperature being above the threshold of 27 °C. Is there a way to detect camera and cable failure?

Yes, one solution to this is to use *reversed logic*. We set the alarm to trigger when the temperature is *below* 27 °C. This will make the camera to send a digital out when everything is normal. In other words, all is well as long as the lamp shines – the temperature is not above 27 °C and we don’t have any camera or cable failure. If we would have a camera or cable failure, no current will be able to flow through the circuit. This will cause the lamp to be turned off. Similarly, the lamp will turn off when the temperature goes *above* 27 °C.

Now when the lamp is turned off, we will know that something is wrong. We won’t immediately know if the alarm is triggered or if there is something wrong with the cable/camera. However, reversed logic gives us a way to discover camera and cable failure, which straight logic will not.
SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have discussed digital signals and how to use the IR camera for input and output purposes. Below I have listed some of the main ideas from this chapter. Take some time to reflect and connect my key ideas to what you have read.

- Analog signals are continuous and digital signals are discrete.
- The FLIR AX8 can be powered by an external power supply.
- Digital in can be used to trigger an alarm in the FLIR AX8.
- Power over Ethernet (PoE) cannot supply enough power for digital output signals. An external power supply is needed for this.
- Reversed logic can be used to detect camera and cable failure.
Software

FLIR has developed several software packages to help you analyze your IR images and videos. They have also developed different Software Development Kits (SDKs) to help you program everything you need from your IR camera. I will not go through how to use the different software packages – but I will tell you a little bit about the features of FLIR Tools and FLIR Atlas SDK, where you can find them, and where you can read more about how to use them.

**FLIR Tools**

FLIR Tools allows you to import, edit, and analyze IR images, and turn them into professional PDF inspection reports. It also allows you to view live radiometric video.

To download FLIR Tools, enter the following address in your web browser and follow the instructions displayed there.


There are several instructional video clips on YouTube, which you can find by typing the following address in your web browser.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=FL0554AC28BBF87009

You can also search for FLIR Tools and Tools+ Infrared Training Center on YouTube.

There are also text manuals for FLIR tools found through the following addresses.

ITCs user manual for FLIR Tools:


FLIRs user manual for FLIR Tools:


**FLIR Atlas SDK**

FLIR has an SDK called Atlas SDK that should always be the main entry point for developing applications interacting with FLIR cameras or managing IR images from FLIR cameras.

The FLIR Atlas SDK is a software development kit that enables developers to create applications. Supported by help files and sample code, developers can add functionality or collaborate with other FLIR products to get the result they want in their application.
Key features (depending on camera model)

- Supports communication and streaming using FireWire, Gigabit, RTSP, and USB interfaces.
- Gives the user full control of the camera.
- Supports recording of images using FireWire, Gigabit, RTSP, and USB interfaces.
- Converts 16-bit signal pixels into temperature data, for maximum user flexibility.
- Allows 16-bit temperature linear, histogram, and signal outputs.

To download and install Atlas SDK, enter the following address in your web browser and follow the instructions displayed there.

https://flir.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/1275
FLIR Products

In this part, I will present a few of FLIRs IR cameras and their features. FLIR has lots more products than presented here, so feel free to visit the FLIR website and check them out!

FLIRs website: https://www.flir.com/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>FLIR AX8</th>
<th>FLIR A310</th>
<th>FLIR A315</th>
<th>FLIR A615</th>
<th>FLIR Axs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smart sensor camera</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image streaming camera</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for EtherNet/IP fieldbus protocol</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for Modbus TCP fieldbus protocol</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built in analysis functionality</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG-4 streaming</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-in web server</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GigE compliant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenICam compliant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPIO¹</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal, temp. linear streaming</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiometric streaming</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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# Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>absorption (absorption factor)</td>
<td>The amount of radiation absorbed by an object relative to the received radiation. A number between 0 and 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADU</td>
<td>Application Data Unit. Refers to a message in Modbus communication consisting of slave address, function code, data and error check.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aperture</td>
<td>The opening in the IR camera through which the incoming radiation passes to get to focus on the detectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface. Set of communication protocols and tools for building software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atmosphere</td>
<td>The gases between the object being measured and the camera, normally air.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autoadjust</td>
<td>A function making a camera perform an internal image correction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autopalette</td>
<td>The IR image is shown with an uneven spread of colors, displaying cold objects as well as hot ones at the same time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blackbody</td>
<td>Totally non-reflective object. All its radiation is due to its own temperature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blackbody radiator</td>
<td>An IR radiating equipment with blackbody properties used to calibrate IR cameras.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bit depth</td>
<td>Refers to a measurement of the number of colors available in an image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculated atmospheric transmission</td>
<td>A transmission value computed from the temperature, the relative humidity of air and the distance of the object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cavity radiator</td>
<td>A bottle shaped radiator with an absorbing inside, viewed through the bottleneck.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>color temperature</td>
<td>The temperature for which the color of a blackbody matches a specific color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compressed streaming</td>
<td>Refers to the image streaming where the information in each pixel is a color value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conduction</td>
<td>The process that makes heat diffuse into a material.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
continuous adjust: A function that adjusts the image. The function works all the time, continuously adjusting brightness and contrast according to the image content.

convection: Convection is a heat transfer mode where a fluid is brought into motion, either by gravity or another force, thereby transferring heat from one place to another.

data field: Part of message in Modbus communication. Specifies how much in the memory register the slave is requested to handle.

default gateway: The device that data is sent to if no recipient of the data is specified.

depth of field: The maximum depth of a scene that stays in focus.

detector time constant: The time it takes for a detector to produce a signal.

dual isotherm: An isotherm with two color bands, instead of one.

emissivity (emissivity factor): The amount of radiation coming from an object, compared to that of a blackbody. A number between 0 and 1.

emittance: Amount of energy emitted from an object per unit of time and area ($W/m^2$).

estimated atmospheric transmission: A transmission value, supplied by a user, replacing a calculated one.

ethernet/IP: EIP. A protocol used within the industrial arena.

external optics: Extra lenses, filters, heat shields etc. that can be put between the camera and the object being measured.

filter: A material transparent only to some of the infrared wavelengths.

fieldbus: Refers to the collective name of industrial computer network protocols used for real-time distributed control.

f-number: A measure of the amount of radiation reaching the detectors.

focal length: Determines where the incoming radiation will focus in an optic system.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOV</td>
<td>Field of view: The horizontal angle that can be viewed through an IR lens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPA</td>
<td>Focal plane array: A type of IR detector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTP</td>
<td>File Transfer Protocol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>function code</td>
<td>Part of a message in Modbus communication. Specifies what action the slave should perform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gateway</td>
<td>Controls the flow of information coming in and out of a network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graybody</td>
<td>An object that emits a fixed fraction of the amount of energy of a blackbody for each wavelength.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>histogram equalization</td>
<td>Equalizes color distribution in the image, creating more contrast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMI</td>
<td>Human Machine Interface. Top level in SCADA systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>host ID</td>
<td>Part of IP address. Identifies a specific device in a network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hysteresis</td>
<td>The interval in which the temperature value can vary without causing a change in the trigger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFOV</td>
<td>Instantaneous field of view: A measure of the geometrical resolution of an IR camera.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image correction (internal or external)</td>
<td>A way of compensating for sensitivity differences in various parts of live images and also of stabilizing the camera.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image streaming camera</td>
<td>A type of IR camera who streams in radiometric format and cannot perform analysis functions by itself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAP</td>
<td>Internet Message Access Protocol. Protocol for retrieving email from the mail server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infrared</td>
<td>Non-visible radiation, having a wavelength from about 2-13 μm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP address</td>
<td>Identification of network and a specific device within the network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isotherm</td>
<td>A function highlighting those parts of an image that fall above, below or between one or more temperature intervals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isothermal cavity</td>
<td>A bottle-shaped radiator with a uniform temperature viewed through the bottleneck.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser LocatIR</td>
<td>An electrically powered light source on the camera that emits laser radiation in a thin, concentrated beam to point at certain parts of the object in front of the camera.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser pointer</td>
<td>An electrically powered light source on the camera that emits laser radiation in a thin, concentrated beam to a point at certain parts of the object in front of the camera.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>level</td>
<td>The center value of the temperature scale, usually expressed as a signal value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWIR</td>
<td>Long Wavelength InfraRed. The radiation with wavelengths within 8 μm – 13 μm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>machine vision</td>
<td>An umbrella term for technologies that automatically extract information from digital images.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manual adjust</td>
<td>A way to adjust the image by manually changing certain parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microbolometer</td>
<td>A type of thermal detector who detects thermal radiation through a change in resistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modbus</td>
<td>An automation communication protocol used in the industrial arena.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWIR</td>
<td>Medium Wavelength InfraRed. The radiation with wavelengths within 2 μm – 5 μm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETD</td>
<td>Noise equivalent temperature difference. A measure of the image noise level of an IR camera.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>network</td>
<td>A group of devices that communicate with each other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>network ID</td>
<td>Determines the network to which a device belongs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noise</td>
<td>Undesired small disturbance in the infrared image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUC</td>
<td>Non-Uniformity Correction. Synchronizes and corrects signal from detectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object parameters</td>
<td>A set of values describing the circumstances under which the measurement of an object was made, and the object itself (such as emissivity, reflected apparent temperature, distance, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object signal</td>
<td>A non-calibrated value related to the amount of radiation received by the camera from the object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palette</td>
<td>The set of colors used to display an IR image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDU</td>
<td>Part of message in Modbus communication. Consists of function code and data field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pixel</td>
<td>Stands for picture element. One single spot in an image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLC</td>
<td>Programmable Logic Control. A level in a SCADA system that control and manage the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoE</td>
<td>Power over Ethernet. Allows both data connection and power supply to devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>Post Office Protocol. Protocol for retrieving email from the mail server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power-I/O connector</td>
<td>Outlet for power and input/output.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>port</td>
<td>Identifies a specific network process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseudo color</td>
<td>Colors in an image that is not the same as the visual image of the same scene.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>query</td>
<td>Interaction between master and slave in Modbus communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiance</td>
<td>Amount of energy emitted from an object per unit of time, area and angle ($W/m^2/sr$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiant power</td>
<td>Amount of energy emitted from an object per unit of time ($W$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiation</td>
<td>The process by which electromagnetic energy, is emitted by an object or a gas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiator</td>
<td>A piece of IR radiating equipment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiometric streaming</td>
<td>Refers to the image streaming where information other than a color value is given in each pixel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range</td>
<td>The current overall temperature measurement limitation of an IR camera. Cameras can have several ranges. Expressed as two blackbody temperatures that limit the current calibration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reference temperature</td>
<td>A temperature which the ordinary measured values can be compared with.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reflection</td>
<td>The amount of radiation reflected by an object relative to the received radiation. A number between 0 and 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relative humidity</td>
<td>Relative humidity represents the ratio between the current water vapor mass in the air and the maximum it may contain in saturation conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reversed logic</td>
<td>A way to connect an IR camera that will detect camera or cable failure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTSP</td>
<td>Real Time Streaming Protocol. Protocol used to control media streaming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sampling</td>
<td>Converting continuous colors into discrete color pixels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saturation color</td>
<td>The areas that contain temperatures outside the present level/span settings are colored with the saturation colors. The saturation colors contain an 'overflow' color and an 'underflow' color. There is also a third red saturation color that marks everything saturated by the detector indicating that the range should probably be changed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCADA</td>
<td>Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition. An organized hierarchy of control systems connected to a single network that allows for real-time control and monitoring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDK</td>
<td>Software Development Kit. A set of software development tools for software development and programming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smart sensor camera</td>
<td>A type of IR camera who streams in compressed format, has an internal computer capable of performing analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>server</td>
<td>Computer program or device that provides a functionality to other devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMTP</td>
<td>Simple Mail Transfer Protocol. Protocol used for sending emails.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>socket</td>
<td>IP address and port.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>span</td>
<td>The interval of the temperature scale, usually expressed as a signal value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spectral (radiant) emittance</td>
<td>Amount of energy emitted from an object per unit of time, area and wavelength ($W/\text{m}^2/\mu\text{m}$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spectral range</td>
<td>Defines an interval of wavelengths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subnet mask</td>
<td>Defines what part of the IP address is the network ID, and what part is the host ID within a network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIR</td>
<td>Short Wavelength InfraRed. The radiation with wavelengths within $1\ \mu\text{m} - 2\ \mu\text{m}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP/IP model</td>
<td>Protocol that specifies rules for how information should be sent and received.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperature difference, or difference of temperature</td>
<td>A value which is the result of a subtraction between two temperature values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperature linear</td>
<td>Function in image streaming cameras which sends a signal that is linearly dependent on temperature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperature range</td>
<td>The current overall temperature measurement limitation of an IR camera. Cameras can have several ranges. Expressed as two blackbody temperatures that limit the current calibration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperature scale</td>
<td>The way in which an IR image currently is displayed. Expressed as two temperature values limiting the colors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thermogram</td>
<td>Infrared image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transmission (or transmittance) factor</td>
<td>Gases and materials can be more or less transparent.  Transmission is the amount of IR radiation passing through them. A number between 0 and 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transparent isotherm</td>
<td>An isotherm showing a linear spread of colors, instead of covering the highlighted parts of the image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visual</td>
<td>Refers to the video mode of an IR camera, as opposed to the normal, thermographic mode. When a camera is in video mode it captures ordinary video images, while thermographic images are captured when the camera is in IR mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML file</td>
<td>Extensible Markup Language file. File that defines the rules for encoding documents.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Automation course, test chapter

The material you are about to read is supposed to work as distance course material. It is aimed at self-paced learners without tutoring.

In this questionnaire, we will first ask you to enter your work location and estimate your knowledge regarding emissivity. After that, you will get a piece of a chapter in our course material to read. Lastly, we will ask you to review the material regarding the tone and style, by answering two questions.

Which region are you located in?

- Australia
- Brazil
- Canada
- China
- Dubai
- France
- Germany
- Hong Kong
- India
- Italy
- Japan
- Sweden
- Taiwan
- USA
- Other...

How well acquainted would you say that you are with the subject emissivity?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not at all</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here, the sample unit chapter “Emissivity” from the open learning material, was placed. The test subjects were then asked to answer the following questions.

What do you think of the tone and style of the material? Please choose one or several of the words below.

- Friendly
- Irritating
- Patronising
- Reassuring
- Readable
- Formal
- Informal
- Pleasant
- Chatty
- Interesting
- Boring
- Lively
- Longwinded
- Clear
- Stimulating
- Cold
- Other...

Do you have any additional feedback, comment or critique about the material? This would be very helpful for our further work with the automation course.
QUESTIONNAIRE

What do you think of the tone and style of this course material? Please circle any of the words below – and add any additional comments you’d like to make.

friendly  irritating  patronizing  reassuring

pleasant  chatty  interesting  boring

lively  longwinded  clear  stimulating

Any other words or comments:

How did you use the Self-Assessment Question and Response? Please tick the appropriate response below. Be honest.

I thought about the Question, then looked at the Response

I skipped the Question, and read the Response instead

I skipped the Question and the Response altogether
How useful did you find the Response to the Self-Assessment Question? Tick one or more of the following:

- It showed me what the answer to the Question should have been
- If I had got it wrong, it showed me where I had gone wrong
- It wasn’t just an answer to the Question; it was a Response to what I had thought
- I didn’t find it useful

How did you find the instructions for the Hands-on Exercises (Getting started – How to set up your FLIR AX8, Protocols – Set up a local FTP server and send an image or video to your FTP site)? Tick the response that best suits your opinion.

- The instructions were clear, and following them lead to me completing the Exercise
- The instructions were too meticulous. I could have completed the Exercise with less text
- The instructions had too many images
- The instructions had too much text
- The instructions were unclear, and I sometimes had to figure out what they meant

Additional or other opinion not covered in the alternatives:
In-house test – questionnaire: Results

QUESTIONNAIRE - A
What do you think of the tone and style of this course material? Please circle any of the words below – and add any additional comments you’d like to make.

- [ ] friendly
- [ ] irritating
- [ ] patronizing
- [ ] reassuring
- [ ] pleasant
- [ ] chatty
- [ ] interesting
- [ ] boring
- [ ] lively
- [ ] longwinded
- [ ] clear
- [ ] stimulating

Any other words or comments:

How did you use the Self-Assessment Question and Response? Please tick the appropriate response below. Be honest.

- [X] I thought about the Question, then looked at the Response
- [ ] I skipped the Question, and read the Response instead
- [ ] I skipped the Question and the Response altogether
How useful did you find the Response to the Self-Assessment Question? Tick one or more of the following:

- It showed me what the answer to the Question should have been
- If I had got it wrong, it showed me where I had gone wrong
- It wasn't just an answer to the Question; it was a Response to what I had thought
- I didn't find it useful

How did you find the instructions for the Hands-on Exercises (Getting started – How to set up your FLIR AX8, Protocols – Set up a local FTP server and send an image or video to your FTP site)? Tick the response that best suits your opinion.

- The instructions were clear, and following them lead to me completing the Exercise
- The instructions were to meticulous. I could have completed the Exercise with less text
- The instructions had too many images
- The instructions had too much text
- The instructions were unclear, and I sometimes had to figure out what they meant

Additional or other opinion not covered in the alternatives:
QUESTIONNAIRE - B

What do you think of the tone and style of this course material? Please circle any of the words below – and add any additional comments you’d like to make.

- friendly
- irritating
- patronizing
- reassuring
- pleasant
- chatty
- interesting
- boring
- lively
- longwinded
- clear
- stimulating

Any other words or comments:

How did you use the Self-Assessment Question and Response? Please tick the appropriate response below. Be honest.

I thought about the Question, then looked at the Response  X

I skipped the Question, and read the Response instead

I skipped the Question and the Response altogether
How useful did you find the Response to the Self-Assessment Question? Tick one or more of the following:

- It showed me what the answer to the Question should have been [X]
- If I had got it wrong, it showed me where I had gone wrong [ ]
- It wasn’t just an answer to the Question; it was a Response to what I had thought [ ]
- I didn’t find it useful [ ]

How did you find the instructions for the Hands-on Exercises (Getting started – How to set up your FLIR AX8, Protocols – Set up a local FTP server and send an image or video to your FTP site)? Tick the response that best suits your opinion.

- The instructions were clear, and following them lead to me completing the Exercise [X]
- The instructions were to meticulous. I could have completed the Exercise with less text [ ]
- The instructions had too many images [ ]
- The instructions had too much text [ ]
- The instructions were unclear, and I sometimes had to figure out what they meant [ ]

Additional or other opinion not covered in the alternatives:
QUESTIONNAIRE - C

What do you think of the tone and style of this course material? Please circle any of the words below – and add any additional comments you’d like to make.

- friendly
- irritating
- patronizing
- reassuring
- pleasant
- chatty
- interesting
- boring
- lively
- longwinded
- clear
- stimulating

Any other words or comments:

Easy to read

How did you use the Self-Assessment Question and Response? Please tick the appropriate response below. Be honest.

- I thought about the Question, then looked at the Response
- I skipped the Question, and read the Response instead
- I skipped the Question and the Response altogether
How useful did you find the Response to the Self-Assessment Question? Tick one or more of the following:

- It showed me what the answer to the Question should have been [X]
- If I had got it wrong, it showed me where I had gone wrong
- It wasn’t just an answer to the Question; it was a Response to what I had thought
- I didn’t find it useful

How did you find the instructions for the Hands-on Exercises (Getting started – How to set up your FLIR AX8, Protocols – Set up a local FTP server and send an image or video to your FTP site)? Tick the response that best suits your opinion.

- The instructions were clear, and following them lead to me completing the Exercise [X]
- The instructions were to meticulous. I could have completed the Exercise with less text
- The instructions had too many images
- The instructions had too much text
- The instructions were unclear, and I sometimes had to figure out what they meant

Additional or other opinion not covered in the alternatives:
Interview

Interview: Template

Interview

1. Do you feel that the course material supported your learning?
   a. How, Why not?

2. How do you feel about the “writer”?
   a. Relationship, Dialog

3. Was there some part or aspect in the material that obstructed your learning experience?
   a. What?
Interview: Results

Intervju person A

I: Tanken är... jag kommer att ha tre stycken frågor och du får gärna utveckla runtikring så det är liksom ett väldigt öppet samtal. Jag tänker, första frågan är: Hur känner du att materialet stöttade ditt lärande?

A: Eh, det fungerade bra, tyckte jag. Sen så, enda haken, det var det här jag nämnde, det var ju, det var ju inte materialets fel, det är att systemet inte uppträdde riktigt som jag hade...

I: Just det. Har du några speciella exempel...?

A: Jag satte en för snar IP adress, då gick det inte. Det var liksom där jag fastnade, ingen annanstans.

I: Vad skönt. Den författaren, författaren som vi skrivit om, som vi har skrivit i form av, vad har du för bild av den?


I: Kändes det som, om jag ger lite exempel då, var det någon som föreläste för dig, var det en dialog, eller vad var det för typ av interaktion med materialet, kände du?


I: Vad bra, då kanske du nästan har besvarat den sista frågan, den tredje. Men var det någon aspekt av materialet som du kände kunde hindra din upplevelse? Om vi säger exempel, om jag skulle ta som exempel, att du säger att du inte hittade, om det var någon bild som var felplacerad i relation till...

A: Tänkte inte på det.

I: Nej?

A: Det jag kan säga det, jag läste texten, och antingen så visste jag vad jag skulle göra eller också så följde jag den. Och så när jag hade gjort den så: jaha, det
var det jag gjorde, så att eh. Jag tittade väl inte på bilderna direkt, inte förrän... Ja.

I: En liten tilläggsfråga då, känner du att du kan någonting nu som du inte kunde innan?

A: Mindre förvirrad.

I: Ja? Jättebra.


I: Ja. Kanon. Något annat du har tänkt på?

Intervju person B

I: Kände du att det här materialet stöttade ditt lärande?

B: Ja, det var klart och jag kunde följa. Jag stötte på några problem på grund av fel med datorn [syftar till del 3 FTP en gömd inställning som gjorde att det inte fungerade]. Jag erkänner också att jag i början var väldigt snabb att skriva adressen och läste inte så noga. Jag tror det bästa är att sätta lite mer ...
[bläddrar i materialet Getting started].


I: Vad beror det på att du inte vill läsa rad för rad? Har det med materialet i sig?


I: Så du är mer översiktlig, inte läsa detalj för detalj.

B: Exakt när jag stöter på problem går jag tillbaka till manualen.

I: Just det.

B: Kanske män är så, jag vet inte.

I: Kanske, kanske, absolut. Men det är inte bara för detta material. Det är allmänt så du funkar?

B: Jag vet inte om jag skulle reagerat om det var skrivet på ett annat sätt, Jag tyckte det var tydligt. Här var det tydligt, här var det tydligt, här var det tydligt för mig.[Pekar i början av Getting started]. Här var det lite otydligt [pekar på kopplingsschemat i Getting started].

I: Kopplingsschemat.

B: Det står inte PP, eller vad det heter.

I: PoE.


I: Så du går direkt på bilden?


I: Vad tyckte du om tonen? Var den personlig? Var det någon som föreläste?

B: Jag tyckte den var okej. Det var inget jag reagerade på.
I: Okej, och mitt i materialet kommer vi till lite frågor till dig, en SAQ, hur tänkte du då?

B: Jag gillar inte sånt.

I: Nej, varför inte då?


I: Just det, för det detaljerade. Kollade du på svaren direkt eller tänkte du igenom frågorna innan? Hur använde du SAQ?

B: Jag tänkte igenom först. Men de låg bredvid varandra [visar att både frågor och svar i SAQ låg uppe på ett uppslag]. Då läste jag och tyckte att det stämde.

I: Vi har nämnt det lite innan, men någon aspekt i materialet som hindrade upplevelsen eller genomgången? Vad var det mest som hindrade?


I: Några fler tankar som du har?


I: Vad kul, vad roligt. Då avslutar jag inspelningen här.
Intervju person C

I: Första frågan då, kände du att materialet stöttade ditt lärande?

C: Absolut, jättemycket! [skratt]

I: Vad bra. Har du några exempel på hur...?

C: Eh, det var väldigt tydligt för det var både text och bilder och jag lärde mig ju jättemycket för jag har ju aldrig installerat en sån här kamera över huvud taget. Så det var första gången jag gjorde det.

I: Ja, roligt. Just det, nu kommer vi till det du kommenterade på innan, vad har du för bild av författaren?

C: Ja, men författaren är väldigt, väldigt noggrann, vilket är bra när man går steg... Step by step hela tiden. Det enda jag funderade på som jag sa det var att om man ska stå och presentera det inför en klass, att det står "I" men jag vet inte om det bara är nånting... Det kanske är så man gör med utbildningsmaterial, men jag tänkte att det kanske är flera som presenterar, man kanske är två som kör den här, men det är bara petitesser, det är inget viktigt överhuvudtaget egentligen. Jag tycker att det var väldigt bra skivet.

I: Vad skönt. Vad hade du, alltså om vi säger, vem är författaren, var det någon som föreläste för dig eller hade ni en dialog eller hur...? En lite mer, liksom, relation.

C: Till den här som har skrivit nu, menar du?

I: Ja.


I: Mm, det första nu är ju distansmaterial, så det ska ju utvecklas sen.

C: Distansmaterial, ja. Ah, så det kändes väldigt personligt och bra och detaljerat. Jag tyckte att det var jättebra.
I:  Mm, men gud vad kul. Var det någon aspekt av materialet som kunde hindra ditt lärande?

C:  Nej, egentligen inte. Det är nog mer jag själv som, att man så snabbt vill... Jag kanske inte gillar manualer personligen, så man vill bara komma till lösningen, men här måste man ju verkligen läsa allting och sen bara: ja just det ja, det fanns ju en bild också! Det var jättebra.

I:  Ja, men vad skönt. En liten extrafråga då bara, känner du att du kan någonting nu som du inte kunde innan?

C:  Jag kan konfigurera [sic!] min PC. Jag vet hur jag hittar min IP adress nu! [skratt]

I:  Bra! Har du något annat...?

C:  Nej, jag tyckte att det var bra och jag tänkte också på folk som har dyslexi eller nåt annat sånt, så var det ju väldigt pedagogiskt med bilderna. Så det är verkligen tummen upp för det.
TEST AND EVALUATION OF COURSE MATERIAL

We (Victor Ahlberg and Julia Frid) are developing a course material on automation and industrial safety training for FLIR as our master thesis project, with Anders Andreasson as our supervisor. This master thesis project will be the crown of our five years at KTH Royal Institute of Technology in the program Master of Science in Engineering and in Education.

The course material is aimed at FLIR partners, FLIR support and end users of the FLIR cameras used for automation applications. The goal is to make knowledge about IR radiation, thermography and the IR camera system within reach for people with slim or none prior knowledge of the subjects. Our objective is that the course material is on an appropriate level – both from a language perspective and knowledge perspective – and that it helps the reader to utilize the full potential of the FLIR camera without having to call for support. This is where we need your help.

We have developed our course material so that it should work as a self-paced course, without tutors or teachers. To try out the course material’s ability as a self-paced material – we need to test it. We are very thankful for your help in doing so. Your participation will greatly help us in evaluating and further develop our material.

There are three parts from the course material in this booklet, and they are:

1. Getting started – How to set up your FLIR AX8

2. The IR camera system – Image processing

3. Protocols – Set up a local FTP server and send an image or video to your FTP site

Part 1 and 3 are of the form as hands-on exercises, and part 2 is more theoretical.

Each part is expected to take approximately 30 minutes.

Please have in mind that the course material is supposed to function as a self-paced material, so try it out by yourself first. However, if you get stuck, or have any questions – just raise your hand, and we will come to help you.

We ask you that you write down the time you start each part in the box marked “Time:” in the top of the paper of each part.

In the end of the material is a short questionnaire, which we ask you to answer. This will not take more than 5 minutes.

Participants will also be asked to answer a few questions after the test. The interview will be recorded. This will not take more than 10 minutes.

Total test time = 3 · 30 + 5 + 10 = 1h 45 min

If you, any time during the test, don’t feel like participating anymore – just say so, and we will not use your answers in our evaluation or report.

Your answers and any information that you give will be handled with confidentiality according to the Swedish Research Council. We will not report or repeat information about you in such a way that you can be identified in the master thesis report or any other type of
report. The information collected in this test will be processed by us, Victor Ahlberg and Julia Frid, and presented before our classmates, our examiners and mentors at KTH Royal Institute of Technology. The finished master thesis report will be published on DIVA portal (www.diva-portal.org), the Digital Scientific Archive.
If you have any questions regarding the test or the master thesis project after the time of test, you can contact us on email:

Julia Frid: julia.hs.frid@gmail.com
Victor Ahlberg: vje.ahlberg@gmail.com

Victor Ahlberg and Julia Frid assures that the information collected during the test of our course material (April 15th, 2019) will only be used for research purposes to evaluate said course material and handled with confidentiality.

Date: April 12th, 2019
Signatures:

VICTOR AHLBERG

________________________________________

JULIA FRID

________________________________________

I have read and understood the written details provided for me about the research and agree to participate in the test.

Date: April 15th, 2019
Signed

________________________________________

Printed name

________________________________________